










Together With Department Reports,
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE






Dover, N. H., January 5, 1918.
To Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk:
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript of









The first Wednesday in January at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings:
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
Mayor.
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Fred N. Beckwith ;*
Residence, No. 37 Summer Street.
Office, City Building.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Chairman.














Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in con-
vention.
Charles M. Corson;
Residence, No. 45 Elm Street.
Office, City Building.
Common Council.
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Maurice A.
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President of the Common Council.
Elected annually In the month of January by the Common Council.
Maurice A. Gibbs.
Residence, No. 20 Gushing Street.
Clerk of the Common Council.
Elected annually in the month of January by the Common Council.
William E. Whiteley;
Residence, No. 164 Payne Street.
City Treasurer.




Residence, No. 9 Richmond Street.
Office, City Building.
Collector of Taxes.
Elected annually, prior to the month of June, by the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen. Bond required, $20,000.00.
Harry A. Morrison;
Residence, No. 18 Hill Street.
Office, City Building.
Assistant Collector of Taxfes.






Appointed jointly by the Mayor and President of the Common Council.
Finance.—The Mayor, Aldermen Littlefield and Green-
away, Councilmen Gibbs and Wiggin.
Claims.—Alderman Littlefield, Councilmen Murphy*
and Welch.
Bills in their Second Reading.—Alderman Langley,
Councilmen Welch and Wiggin.
Elections.—Alderman McCoole, Councilmen Brown-
ell** and Willey.
Repairs of Schoolhouses.—Alderman Meserve, Coun-
cilmen Swaine and Tuttle.
Lands and Buildings.—Alderman Foss, Councilmen
McEwan and Clancy.
Printing and Stationery.—Alderman Sterling, Coun-
cilmen Eaton and Hannan.
Fire Department.—Alderman Richardson, Councilmen
Carrier and Brownell.
Street Lighting.—Alderman Ford, Councilmen Willey
and Cornell.
Citij Hall.—The Mayor, Alderman Willand, Council-
men Gibbs and Galligan.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Poles and Wires.—Aldermen Greenaway, Foss and
Willand.
Suppression of Brown Tail and Gypsy Moths.—The
Mayor, Aldermen Meserve and Langley.
Enlsted in Coast Artillery; succeeded by Fi'ank L. Willey.




Chosen annually in the month of January, for the term of three years.
Name. Term Expires.
Thomas Sherry, January, 1918
Charles F. Davis, January, 1919
Henry H. Clifford, January, 1920
. Henry H. Clifford, Chairman.
Thomas Sherry, Clerk.
Office, City Building.
Overseer of the Poor.
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in con-
vention.
Sidney E. Taylor;
Office, No. 121 Washington Street.
Residence, No. 8 Fisher Street.
City Physician.
Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in con-
vention.
Roland J. Bennett, M. D. ;
Office, Masonic Temple.
Residence, No. 3 Richmond Street.
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Water Commissioners.
Elected triennially in the month of March by the City Councils in
convention. The Mayor and President of the Common Council
members ex-ofRcio.
Name. Term Expires.
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, January 1, 1918
Maurice A. Gibbs, January 1, 1918
Gerald A. Scarr, April 1, 1918
Alvah T. Ramsdell, April 1, 1919
Andrew Killoren, April 1, 1920
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Chairman.
Maurice A. Gibbs, Clerk.
John T. Welch, Treasurer.
Superintendent of Water Works.
Elected by the Board of Water Commissioners and holds office at the
pleasure of the Board. Bond, $1,000.00.
Henry E. Perry;
Residence, No. 8 Stark Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Police Commissioners.
Appointed biennially by the Governor, with the advice and consent of
the Council, for a term of three years.
Henry A. Stone,* Term expires, 1918
Walter Delaney, " " 1919
D'Orville L. Pinkham, " . " 1920
D'Orville L. Pinkham, Chairman.
Walter Delaney, Clerk.
'Died April 15, 1917; succeeded by Albert H. Winn.
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City Marshal
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of
Police Commissioners.
Thomas W. Wilkinson;
Residence, No. 17 Hough Street.
Office, City Building.
Assistant iTiarshal.'^
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of
Police Commissioners.
Charles C. Crowley;
Residence, No. 28 Mt. Vernon Street.
Police Officers/^
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of
Police Commissioners.
Daniel W. Murray, Captain.
William D. Lothrop, John McDonough,
William A. Brownell, Winfield S. Trask,
Thomas L. Grady, Joseph Connell,
Edgar Caverly, Thomas McLin,
George A. Labonte.
Justice of Muiiicipal Court.
Appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Coun-
cil. Term, until seventy years of age.
William F. Nason.
Shortly after war with Germany was declared, Lieut. C. C. Crow-
ley and Captain Joseph Connell were called into the sei-\'ice of their
country, and were granted leave of absence; their places were tem-
porarily filled by the promotion of D. W. Murray and Wm. D. Lothrop,
respectively, Frank E. Tuttle being appointed to fill the vacancy in
the regular force thus created.
10
Clerk of Municipal Court.













Engineers of Fire Department.
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in
convention.
James Smith, Chief Engineer
Charles W. Rollins, First Assistant Engineer
Erving F. Wentworth, Second Assistant Engineer
James Smith, Chairman.
Erving F. Wentworth, Clerk.
Office, Central Fire Station.
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street Commissioner.




Appointed by the Street Commissioner.
City Civil Engineer.
Elected annually in the month of September by the City Councils in
convention.
William A. Grover;
Residence and office, No. 41 Atkinson Street.
Board of Health.
One member appointed annually in the month of February by the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen, for the term of three years.
Name. Term Expires.
Roland J. Bennett, M. D., February, 1918
Patrick J. Durkin, " 1919
Hubert K. Reynolds, " 1920
Dr. R. J. Bennett, Chairman.
H. K. Reynolds, Executive Officer and Clerk.
Office, City Building.
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Trustees of Dover Public Library.
Elective members chosen in the month of October, annually, for a
term of seven years, by joint ballot of the Library Trustees and the
City Councils. The Mayor and President of the Common Council
members ex-ofRcio.
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Term Expires Jan. 1918
Maurice A. Gibbs,
" " Jan. 1918
Fred Hooper Hayes, "
"
Oct. 1918
Clarence I. Hurd, "
''
Oct. 1919








" '' Oct. 1923
George H. Williams,
" " Oct. 1924
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Chairman.
Clarence I. Hurd, Clerk.
John T. Welch, Treasurer.
Caroline H. Garland, Librarian.
Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery.
Elective members chosen in the month of February, annually, for
a term of five years, by joint ballot of the Cemetery Trustees and the
Board of Aldermen. The Mayor a member ex-officio.
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Term Expires, Jan. 1918
John T. W. Ham,
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Trustees of Wentworth Hospital.
Elective members chosen annually, in the month of March, by the
Board of Aldermen upon nominations submitted by the Mayor. The
Mayor and President of the Common Council members ex-officio.







Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
John T. Welch, Treasurer.
Grace P. Haskell, Superintendent,
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George D. McDuffee, Chairman.
Frank R. Bliss, Secretary.
Frank H. Damon, Superintendent of Schools.
John T. Welch, Treasurer.
Valmore H. Caverly, Truant Officer.
Moderators.
Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.









Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1.—William H. Beede.
" 2.—John W. Hogan.
<* 3.—Frank M. Langley.
** 4.—Joseph Heeney.
** 5.—John F. Hughes.
Selectmen.
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1. Charles W. Rollins, William H. Sheafe,
Richard A. Currier.
Ward 2. Roy E. Wiggin, Joseph Fortier, Charles A.
Wentworth.
Ward 3. Edwin M. Carr, Charles H. Gaffney, Newell
H. Young.
Ward 4. Orrin E. Nason, Thomas R. Whiteley, Leroy
J. Courser.
Ward 5. Frank Daley, Patrick Woods, Caesar Hood.
tResigned; succeeded Vy William H. Pinkham.
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Supervisors of Check Lists.
Elected biennially in November by the people.
Ward 1. Edward L. Currier.
2. Frank H. Keenan.*
" 3. George G. Neal.
4. Charles M. Dorr.
" 5. Patrick J. Durkin.
Inspector of Kerosene.
Elected annually in the month of March by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen.
Melvin B. Pray.
Sealer of Weights and Measures.





Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in
convention.
Fred E. Goodwin, Elijah E. Roberts,
Ephraim H. Whitehouse.
Keeper of the Pound.
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils In
convention,
Hon. John T. Welch.
*Died May 31, 1917; succeeded by Henry H. Clifford.
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Gauger.




Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils ir
convention,
William A. Grover, Frank P. StevenS;
Feed C. Smalley.
Measurers of Leather.
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in
convention.
Alta E. Bickford, Ezra C. Goodwin;
Walter L, Rollins,
City Weighers and Measurers of
Wood and Lumber.
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in
convention.
Herbert A. Andrews, Frank Hughes,
Arthur H. Avery, Eugene F. Johnson, ,
Albert Blair, J. Edward Kennedy,
Justus Batchelder, Isaac L. Lucas, i
E. Frank Boomer, Forrest Mathews,
j
Charles E. Brown, Patrick J. McEneaney, !
Ralph H. Bunker, George H. Moody,
Thomas Cash, Wilbur F. Moody,
George G. Clark, Dennis J. Murphy,















































The first Wednesday in January at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings.
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
Mayor.
Hon. Fred C. Smalley;
Residence, No. 62 Belknap Street.
Ofiice, City Building.
President of the Common Council.
Luke H. McEwan ;
Residence, No. 84 Sixth Street.
City Clerk.
Fred E. Quimby;
Residence, No. 73 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Clerk of the Common Council.
William E. Whiteley ;
Residence, No. 164 Payne Street.
City Messenger.
Valmore H. Caverly ;
Residence, No. 21 Kirkland Street.
Office, City Building.
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BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN, 1918.
Hon. Fred C. Smalley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Residence.
Sixth St.
36 Mt. Vernon St.






















John McCoole, '' 5,









Luke H. McEwan, President.
William E. Whiteley, Clerk.
Residence.
Ward 1, 9 Sixth St.
** 1, 84 Sixth St.

















2, 12 E. Concord St.
2, 16 Durrell St.
2, 4 Pearl St.
3, 20 Richmond St.
3, 181 Washington St.
3, 13 Belknap St.
4, 22 Hanson Ave.
4, 59 Court St.
4, R. F. D. No. 1.
5, 5 Mechanic St.
5, 10 School St.
5, 12 Portland St.
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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES, 1918.
071 Finance.—The Mayor, Aldermen Willand and
Richardson, Councilmen McEwan and Tuttle.
On Claims.—Alderman Foss, Councilmen Webb and
McMullen.
On Bills in their Second Reading.—Alderman Sterling,
Councilmen Cornell and Clancy.
On Elections.—Alderman Trefethen, Councilmen Gor-
man and Eaton.
Oyi Repairs of Schoolhouses.—Alderman Langley,
Councilmen Wiggin and McMullen.
On Lands and Buildings.—Alderman Ford, Councilmen
Willey and Tuttle.
On Printing and Stationery.—Alderman McCoole,
Councilmen Cornell and Hannan.
On Fire Department.—Alderman Greenaway, Council-
men Welch and Wiggin.
On Street Lighting.—Alderman Ford, Councilmen
Fortier and Galligan.
On City Hall.—The Mayor, Alderman Foss, Council-
men McEwan and Getchell.
On Military Affairs.—The Mayor, Alderman Willand,
Councilman McEwan.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
On Poles and Wires.—Aldermen Greenaway, Meserve
and Trefethen.
On Suppression of Brown-Tail and Gypsy Moths and
Elm Leaf Beetles.—The Mayor, Aldermen Sterling
and Meserve,
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS OF
HON. FRED N. BECKWITH.
(Delivered January 2, 1918.)
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
—
The year just closed has been an exceptional one in
the history of our city, and I desire to publicly record
my appreciation of the manifest co-ordination of the
various factors in our municipal organization to which
alone may be attributed the unusual measure of success
that has attended our labors as servants of the people.
In reviewing the financial transactions of the city
covering the past twelve months, I experience a sense
of, I believe, justifiable satisfaction.
In addition to meeting the ordinary expenses of ad-
ministration, the City Government of 1917 has paid in-
terest charges aggregating some $12,000.00; retired
$33,000.00 of its bonded indebtedness, including the
cemetery note of $8,000.00 for which no provision was
made in the annual tax budget ; paid extraordinary and
unforseen claims of more than $10,000.00, and turned
over to its successors a working capital of $82,031.60,
an increase of $12,000.00 over the cash balance in the
treasury one year ago.
Just a word about the extraordinary claims to which
reference has been made. Briefly summarized they
were as follows: For armory site, $2,600.00; military
enrollnient, equipment of State guards and maintenance
of patrolmen for the protection of public property,
$1,000.00; increase in the State tax authorized subse-
quent to the passage of our annual appropriations, $2-
926.00; expense incident to the calling of a special elec-
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tion, $450.00; purchase of horses and repairing fire
truck, $1,500.00; settlement of damage suits, $550.00;
increase in cost of fuel over amount anticipated, $1,-
000.00.
It might be suggested that the excess revenues and
unexpended balances of the various municipal depart-
ments of the city, should have been applied toward the
retirement of our outstanding indebtedness, rather
than leave such accumulated funds in the city treas-
ury. An explanation of the policy pursued by the joint
standing committee on finance might not be inappro-
priate.
Under normal conditions it requires a working capi-
tal of $90,000.00 to $100,000.00 to maintain the vari-
ous departments of the city until the treasury begins to
feel the effects of the new tax levy. Should the treas-
ury balance become absorbed before the influx of taxes
begins, recourse to the money market is imperative.
With a new fire truck expected early in the year, and
the uncertainty attending all transactions in the field of
finance, we believed it to be the part of wisdom to
conserve our available cash rather than retire a three
and one-half per cent, interest bearing obligation and
trust to the uncertainties of the future, particularly
as our daily bank balance has an earning power under
existing laws, equivalent to the saving effected by the
retirement of low interest carrying bonds.
To Acting Mayor Willand, who has filled executive
office during my absence from the city, I desire to ex-
press my sincere thanks, and publicly commend him
for the comprehensive and able manner in which he has
interpreted and carried out the policy of the adminis-
tration. If any commendation attaches to the econom-
ic issue of the year's work, he is entitled to no small
share.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF
HON. FRED C. SMALLEY.
(Delivered January 2, 1918.)
Gentlemen of the City Councils :—
We have met today to organize and enter upon our
official duties in the management of the affairs of our
city for the coming year.
In accordance with the usual custom, I shall
present
to you a statement of the financial condition of
our city,
and also refer to conditions in the different
depart-
ments at the present time.
FINANCIAL.
In the determination of municipal indebtedness,
bonds or notes issued for the purpose of supplying
such
city with water are not included under New Hampshire
law, consequently a division of our outstanding
obli-
gations has been observed in the following tabulation.
INDEBTEDNESS.
High school bonds, 31/2%, ? 55,000.00
City hall bonds, 31/2%,
75,000.00
Central avenue bridge bonds, 4%, 45,000.00
Total municipal indebtedness, $175,000.00
Missing bonds
:
Due in 1879, interest ceased, . . . $1,000.00
Due in 1880, interest ceased, . . .4,500.00
Due in 1881, interest ceased, . . 4,500.00
While these missing bonds are an admitted liability,
their presentation for payment seems a very remote
probability.
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Water Works notes, $170,000.00
All the above mentioned obligation, with the excep-
tion of the missing bonds, mature as follows : $25,000.00
each year for the next nine years, $15,000.00 in 1927,
$20,000.00 each year from 1928 to 1932, both years in-
clusive, and $5,000.00 in 1933, when the last dollar of
our present indebtedness will have been paid.
WATER DEPARTMENT.
It is unnecessary to state that this is one of the most
important departments of our city.
With an equipment involving a total investment of
approximately five hundred thousand dollars ($500,-
000.00), and the consequent problems of overhead
expense and maintenance of equipment, its management
requires the most careful attention and wisest judg-
ment.
Happily the scarcity of water, which was a condi-
tion not only in Dover but in many cities throughout
New England a few years ago, occasioned by seven or
eight years of almost unprecedented drouths, has been
relieved by the abundance of rain during the past three
seasons and, at present, our supply is abundant, al-
though somewhat less than a year ago. This depart-
ment, as you will see by its report, has made a good
showing during the past year, and its management ap-
pears to be in good hands.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
As you know, under the present law, we have prac-
tically nothing to do with this department.
In this connection I agree with my predecessor in
office, in his recommendation of a year ago, that the
purchase or sale of city property, outside of necessary
supplies, should not be vested absolutely in the street
commissioner, but that he should be obliged to secure
the approval of the joint standing committee on
25
finance in such transactions, I hope that at the earliest
opportunity this law will be amended to that end.
As you will have the report of the street commis-
sioner in due time, showing the work done in this de-
partment, I will not refer in detail to it here.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Many changes have taken place in this department
in recent years, and I believe they have resulted in
its material improvement.
The introduction of motor apparatus gives the tax
payers in the outlying sections good fire protection,
which they never had under the old system.
Some mistakes may have been made, but humanity
is prone to err, and those who never make mistakes,
are those who never reach very far in human achieve-
ment.
The present board of engineers is to be commended
for the harmony that has characterized their work,
and the high standard of efficiency to which they have
brought our fire fighting force.
POLICE DEPARTMENT,
In the death of H^nry A. Stone, chairman of the
board of police commissioners, which occurred during
the past year, this department lost a faithful, con-
scientious and capable official, and Dover feels the loss
of one of its best citizens.
Through the wise management of this department
by the officials in charge, it has reached a high stand-
ard of efficiency, and is a credit to the city.
PINE HILL CEMETERY.
Here many permanent improvements have been
made during the past few years. The regrading of
the grounds surrounding the chapel have added much
to the attractiveness and beauty of the cemetery, and
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the newer section, laid out and beautified in accordance
with the most modern ideas, compares favorably with
the best cemeteries of New England. All of which re-
flects credit on the board of trustees and superinten-
dent in charge.
SCHOOLS AND LIBRARY.
While the expenses of our public schools have in-
creased to meet the ever-growing demands for better
educational facilities, I feel that it is capital well in-
vested, and that our schools are a credit to the city and
reflect corresponding credit upon those who have our
educational institutions in charge.
Our library, also, under the efficient supervision of
its present management, is a fountain of knowledge to
the people of our city, and needs only to be patronized
by all classes of our people to be fully appreciated.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
From the crude methods of a decade ago, this de-
partment has made rapid strides in progress, and un-
der the faithful and efficient management of our pres-
ent board of health, the dangers of contagious diseases
have been reduced to a minimum, and in cleanliness
and healthfulness. Dover ranks well among the cities
of New England.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.
Under the provision of the present law a board of
three members has charge of the duties of this de-
partment. This method seems to be working out well,
and the present board appears to be giving general
satisfaction.
Several years ago the councils voted to have made
a new map of the city, to facilitate the work of this
department. It was apparently the purpose to make
a small appropriation each year, for this work, until
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completed. I would recommend that this be completed
as soon as practicable, that the board may have it for
reference in their official duties.
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS.
The will of the late Jeremy Belknap Guppy contains
this provision:
''I give to the city of Dover the sum of five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00), to be used towards the construc-
tion of a public swimming pool, or for the purpose of
maintaining a public swimming pool, upon the condi-
tion that the construction of such a pool be com-
menced within two years from the time of my death;
and in case the construction of such a pool is not com-
menced within two years of my death, said sum of five
thousand dollars ($5,000.00) shall become a part of the
residuum of my estate."
By another provision of the will a tract of land
west of Portland street was bequeathed to the city of
Dover upon condition that it be used forever as a pub-
lic park by said city.
The above, and also other bequests to the city and
to institutions within the city, is a substantial testi-
monial, not only to the generosity of the giver, but to
his loyalty to, and interest in, Dover and her institu-
tions. In due time the matter pertaining to the first
two mentioned bequests will be brought before the
councils for consideration.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
Standing preeminently among the institutions of thci
city, with a mission to alleviate human suffering, and
especially to give to the poor of Dover the best medical
care and treatment, is the Wentworth hospital. It has
cared for more patients during the past year than in
any previous year, and has given 2074 days of free
service to the poor people of the city. With the great-
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ly increased cost of all supplies needed, the financial
problem connected with its management is correspond-
ingly increased. I believe that it should receive what
aid our city can afford to give it, and I know of no in-
stitution in the city more worthy of the aid of charit-
ably disposed persons, that it may continue to meet
the increased demands upon it in the cause of suffer-
ing humanity.
I have refrained from making recommendations rel-
ative CO extended improvements in the different de-
partments, at this time. There are certain perma-
nent improvements that are needed, and under normal
conditions could well be recommended, but I wish all
the tax payers of this city would consider the fact,
that owing to conditions over which we have no con-
trol, we are confronted, at this time, with more dif-
ficult financial problems than any administration has
had to contend with for many years. The introduc-
tion of the prohibitory law removes the income hither-
to received from licenses, and may also result, tem-
porarily, in less taxable property, while the disturbed
conditions of business from war causes, may also re-
sult, to some extent, in a reduction of taxable stock in
trade, etc., while the enormous increase in cost of
everything in the line of supplies needed in construc-
tion work, and also the increase in wages, makes our
task doubly difficult. Hence, I would earnestly recom-
mend that no new construction work be entered into
not absolutely necessary for the welfare and progress
of our city, and that every department exercise the
most rigid economy in the use and expenditures of city
funds, to the end that if it be found necessary to in-
crease at all the rate of taxation, that increase may
be as little as it is possible to make it. In this effort
I trust that we may receive the hearty cooperation of
all our people, that they may make no requests for ex-
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penditures the coming year that can consistently be
dispensed with.
Gentlemen of the Councils, many of us have had
previous experience in city affairs, and so are more or
less familiar with the duties connected therewith. Let
us work together, exercising mutual confidence in each
other, and we, in turn, ask the confidence and cooper-
ation, not only of the heads of the different depart-
ments, but of all our citizens and taxpayers. As hu-
man judgment, even when honestly administered, is
liable to err, we must expect, like all other adminis-
trations that have preceded us, to sometimes receive
public criticism. Honest, sincere, constructive criti-
cism is always welcome, for by it w^e are led to a high-
er plane of thought and action, but wholesale criticism
from disappointed office seekers or people with a
chronic grouch, tends only in one direction, and thpt to
the detriment of our city. Let us remember the
solemn obligations we have this day assumed, and en-
ter upon our duties with zeal and fidelity, with one
purpose in view—the welfare of our beloved city.
I have thus far referred to duties relating to our
local affairs but, much as we deplore it, we all know
that there are duties before us today of even greater
importance, as we realize the sacrifices that have been
made, and are being made, by the defenders of human
liberty throughout the world, especially those of our
own young men who have gone forth, and will continue
to go forth to battle for that great cause. For us, with
our traditions and our love of justice and righteous-
ness, there can be no backward step. Shall not all our
people consecrate themselves anew to this great task,
to perform every duty, whatever it may be, willingly
and ungrudgingly, to the end that these sacrifices shall
not have been made in vain ; let us still have faith that
**right makes might," and that in God's own time, and
in his own way, the foes of righteousness, justice and
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human liberty, shall be crushed to earth, that this war-
stricken world ''may receive a new birth of freedom,"
and that constitutional government
—''Government by
the people, of the people, and for the people," linked
with righteousness and justice, shall, on that great















Vehicles and automobiles, 433
Portable mills, 1
Boats and launches, 8







Amount of taxes levied,






























To THE Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen :—The committee appointed to an iit
the accounts of Harry A. Morrison, tax collector for
1916, report as follows:
Dr. 1916.
To tax list as committed, $218,703 16
To interest, 87 43
Total, $218,790 59
Cr. 1916.
By paid city treasurer, $217,920 25




To list as committed, $1,275 05
Cr. 1916.
By amount paid city treasurer, 1,275 05
34
Your committee, having found that Harry A. Morri-
son, collector of taxes for the year 1916 has collected
all the taxes for that year, and paid the same to the city
treasurer, taking his receipt for the same, we recom-
mend that the chairman of this committee be empow-
ered and instructed to write a discharge upon the col-






Dover, N. H., March 20, 1917.
To THE Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen:—The committee appointed to audit
the accounts of Harry A. Morrison, tax collector for
the year 1917, reports as follows:
Dr. 1917.
To tax list as committed $226,234 21
To interest, 12 55
Total, $226,246 76
Cr. 1917.
By paid city treasurer, $219,900 00
By abatements, 342 22
Total, $220,242 22




To list as committed, $1,369 34
Cr. 1917.
By amount paid city treasurer, 1,210 49






Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS, 1917
Brown tail and gypsy moths and elm leaf
beetles, suppression of $1,500 00
and income from private land owners
for work performed. To be expended
under the direction of the committee
duly appointed for the suppression of
brown tail and gypsy moths.
Cemeteries, 1,500 00
and income of the department. To in-
clude care of the Grand Army lot and
interest on the csmetery loan. All
coal to be provided by the committee on
municipal coal supply
City debt 15,000 00
and $10,000.00 from income of the wat-
er department.
City hall committee 750 00
and income of the department. All
coal to be provided by the committee
on municipal coal supply.
Contingent fund 750 00
and all municipal income not otherwise
herein appropriated. For the payment
of legitimate claims against the city
not properly chargeable to other muni-
cipal departments. Disbursements to
be under the direction of the mayor
unless otherwise provided by law or
ordinance.
County tax 22,504 85
C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R 225 00
for Memorial day expenses.
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Dover water works $ 3,000 00
for all water used for municipal pur-
poses, including fire hydrants, except
the water used by the following depart-
ments which shall pay the water de-
partment for all water so used at the
rate u2 fifteen cents per 100 cubic feet
:
Cemetery, city hall committee, fire (ex-
cept as above provided) , highway, pub-
lic library, schools and the Wentworth
hospital. The department to pay the city
hall committee $200.00 for rent, also in-
terest on the water loan and not less
than $10,000.00 toward the liquida-
tion of the water debt.
Election expenses 850 00
Fire department 14,000 00
To include the purchase of 1,000 feet
of fire hose. All coal to be provided by
the committee on municipal coal supply.
Fourth of July 50 00
For ringing bells. To be under the di-
rection of the city messenger.
Health department 5,000 00
and income of the department. The
department to pay the city hall commit-
tee $50.00 for rent.
Highways 40,000 00
and income of the department, includ-
ing all collections for oiling the public
streets previous to 1917, for general
maintenance of, and improvements in,
the various departments under the
charge of the street commissioner: the
department to pave Third street from
Central avenue to the railroad
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crossing and begin the work of relief of
sewer conditions in the vicinity of
Berry brook, the joint standing com-
mittee on finance to act concurrently
with the street commissioner in deter-
mining the particular location of such
proposed sewer and the sum of money
to be expended therefor during the
present year. The highway depart-
ment shall deliver coal, at cost for the
committee on municipal coal supply.
Insurance $5,420 15
To be apportioned by the mayor.
Interest 4,500 00
and $2,500.00 from money coming from
the state. Interest on the water and
cemetery debts to be paid by the said
departments.
Lands and buildings 1,000 00
Municipal coal supply 8,750 00
For city hall, public schools, hospital,
fire and cemetary departments. Coal
to be purchased and distributed to the
above named departments without
charge, by the joint standing committee
on finance. Any department not includ-
ed in the above list may procure coal
through the above named committee
and said committee shall furnish such
coal when so required at actual cost.
Plotting plans for assessors 750 00
All work to be done under the direc-
tion of the joint standing committee
on finance.
Police department 6,850 00
and $8,000.00 from money to be re-
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ceived from liquor license fees. The
department to pay the city hall com-
mittee $500.00 for rent. All municipal
court fines, fees, etc., to be paid into the
city treasury.
Printing and Stationery $ 1,200 00
Public library 5,800 00
and income of the department. To in-
clude amount required by law, and
$500.00 to be paid the school committee
for heating and janitor service.
Repairs of schoolhouses 4,500 00
To include sanitary plumbing for the
Belknap school.
Salaries 9,000 00
To include mayor, city clerk, city treas-
urer, collector of taxes, board of asses-
sors, city solicitor, city messenger, city
physician, clerk of the common coun-
cil, overseer of the poor, justice, asso-
ciate justice, and clerk of the municipal
court, and probation officer.
Schools $42,750 00
and income of the department. To in-
clude all legal requirements, cleaning
schoolhouses, and heating and janitor
service for the public library, $2,700.00
for free text books and supplies, and
$650.00 for evening schools. The de-
partment to pay the city hall committee
$300.00 for rent of rooms in city build-
ing. All coal to be supplied by the com-
mittee on municipal coal supply.
State tax .
$21,945.00 from money coming from
the state.
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Strafford Guards $ 200 00
To be returned to the city hall commit-
tee for rent.
Street lighting 8,400 00
and $5,800.00 from money coming from
the state.
Support of paupers 3,000 00
Wentworth hospital 9,000 00
and income of the department. To
include new fire escapes. All coal to be






Showing how the Cash Balance in the City Treasury
is determined from Book Accounts in the Office of
the City Clerk. i
(See Tables on Succeeding Pages)
Cash in treasury January 1, 1917, $ 69,469 67
Raised by taxation 216,250 00
Transferred from department balances. . . 6,100 00
Income anticipated and applied, 53,683 88
Excess income applied 48,439 19
i
Total income for the year $393,942 74 '
Checks issued in 1917 311,911 14
Cash balance January 1, 1918 $ 82,031.63 I
Cash balance January 1, 1918, $ 82,031 63
Cash balance January 1, 1917, 69,469 67
Increase for the year, $ 12,561 93 I
Outstanding taxes January 1, 1918, $ 6,004 54. \
Outstanding taxes January 1, 1917, .... 5,673 07 i
Increase in assets, $ 331 47




Showing the total resouces of the city, and the divison
of such resources to meet the various department require-
ments, together with the expenditures, and the balance re-





Showing the amount raised by taxation for the sup-
port of the several departments for the year, and the
sources from which the additional departments apportion-
ments required for the maintenance of such departments
was derived. See report of Treasurer for details.
ANNUAL REPORT
OP THE
Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
The books of the city treasurer have been examined
and compared with those of the city clerk, by the joint
standing committee on finance, and all accounts are
found to have been correctly kept, with proper vouchers
on file for all payments. We have also examined and
verified the bonds and cash on hand, together with the
bank books representing the trust funds held by the
city, as well as the sources from which the revenues of
the city have been derived, and we are satisfied that the
report of the city treasurer is correct.
We have examined all the appropriations, vouchers
and receipts in the city clerk's office, and compared the
same with the treasurer's, and find all bills approved,
certified, and checks properly issued. We find the
accounts plainly aixd legibly set forth and agreeing with
the books of the city treasurer.
We find the cash balance in the hands of the city
treasurer, including the balances of the various depart-
ments, to be $92,217.39.
For particulars of the various trust funds in the
hands of the city treasurer, you are respectfully re-






Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
Dover, N. H., January 2, 1918.
TRUST FUNDS.
SHOWING CONDITION JANUARY 2, 1918,
AND HOW INVESTED.
Cemetery Sinking Fund.
By vote of the board of trustees, May 14, 1903, one-half of all
moneys received from the sale of lots in the easterly addition
to Pine Hill cemetery is set apart as a sinking fund to be ap-
plied to the reduction of the $15,000.00 indebtedness incurred in
the purchase of said addition. (Present indebtedness $8,000.)
Capital, January 2, 1917, % 198 57
Income from sale of lots, $754.75
Interest on invested capital, 7 01
761 76
Total, $ 960 33
Applied on cemetery note, 960 33
Note paid in full ; account closed.
Deposited in savings bank.
Cemetery Trust Funds.
Under the provisions of the Public Statutes the city of Dover
is empowered to take and hold funds in trust, to apply the in-
come thereof perpetually to the care, preservation or embel-
lishment of its public cemeteries, or to any private lot therein.
The first deposit received by the city under this law bears date
of October 22, 1886. An amendment of the city charter ap-
proved March 13, 1895, placed the management of all our public
cemeteries in the hands of a board of trustees. At that date the
trust fund account aggregated only $2,303.79; since that time
this account has rapidly increased until, at the close of business
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December 31, 1917, it had reached, including the Tredick fund,
($5,000.00), the Guppy fund, ($133.72), and the Stackpole fund,
($1,017.50), the gratifying total of $75,067.77.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $55,784 50
Deposits for the year, $12,083 88
Income for the year, 2,048 17
$14,132 05
Capital, January 2, 1918*, $69,916 55
Each deposit forms a separate and distinct trust,
subject to the conditions under which it is received, and
its absolute integrity is guaranteed by the city.
Deposited in Savings bank.
Currier Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of John H. Currier, Esq,,
interest to be applied annually for the relief of deserving tem-
perance poor people of the city not on the pauper list, Original
deposit dated December 26, 1872.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $1,035 00
Income for the year, $35 30
Paid mayor's orders, 35 30
Balance to new account, $1,035 00
Deposited in savings bank.
David Drew Fund.
Under the will of the late Martha A. Peaslee, the city of
Dover received the sum of $1,000.00, the income to be used in
caring for the eyes of indigent children in the public schools.
lOriginal deposit, May 1, 1916, $1,000 00
Interest to January 2, 1918, 59 54
Capital, January 2, 1918, $1,059 54
Deposited in savings bank.
The above capital was increased by the transfer from the surphis
Interest account, book A11919, of $1, 372.98, and subsequently reduced
by the withdrawal of $1,632.75, for work performed on the various
lots during the year 1917, leaving a balance of $69,656.78,
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David Drew Fund.
Under the will of the late Martha A. Peaslee, the city of Do-
ver received the sum of $1,000.00, the income to be used for the
removal of adenoids of indigent children in the public schools.
Original deposit, May 1, 1916, $1,000 00
Interest to January 2, 1918, 59 54
Capital, January 2, 1918, $1,059 54
Deposited in savings bank.
David Drew Fund,
Under the will of the late Martha A. Peaslee, the city of Dover
received the sum of $1,000.00, the income to be used for manual
training in the public schools.
Original deposit, May 1, 1916, $1,000 00
Interest to January 2, 1918, 59 54
Capital, January 2, 1918, $1,059 54
Deposited in savings bank.
/. B, Guppey Fund.
On November 21, 1917, the City of Dover received the sum of
$133.33, in part settlement of a bequest of $400.00) under the
will of the late J. Belknap Guppey, the income thereof to be used
for the purpose of repairing and righting grave stones in Pine
Hill cemetery for which no other provision has been made.
Capital November 21, 1917, $133 33
Income to January 2, 1918, $0 39
Balance to new account, $133 72
Deposited in Savings bank.
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J, B. Guppey Fund.
On November 21, 1917, the City of Dover received the sum of
$666.66 (in part settlement of a bequest of $2,000.00) under the
will of the late J. Belknap Guppey, the income thereof to be
used annually, to aid the worthy poor of the city.
Capital November 21, 1917, 666 66
Income to January $2, 1918, $1 94
Capital, November 21, 1917, $666 66
Income to January 2, 1918, $ 1 94
Balance to new account, $668 60
Deposited in savings bank,
Caroline Hanson Bequest.
Under the will of the late Mrs. Caroline Hanson, the city of
Dover received, during the year 1911, the sum of $5,038.72 for
general hospital purposes. By vote of the trustees this bequest
was applied toward the retirement of a loan of $5,700.00 in-
curred in the purchase of the Haley property. On December 18,
1912, four shares of stock, Boston & Maine railroad, par value
$400.00, representing the residue of the estate of said deceased,
was transferred to the hospital trustees, and the same is now
held by said board subject to future disposition.
Martha E. Hanson Fund.
Gift of Miss Martha E. Hanson for the establishment of a
free bed in the Wentworth hospital for deserving women. Gift
received January 11, 1911.
Balance to new account, $5,000 00
Income for the year, $235 00
For care of deserving women, .... 235 00
Balance to new account, ,..,.... $5,000 00
Invested as follows :
—
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One Northern Pacific-Great Northern railroad joint
bond, 4 per cent. (3 1,000.00) ; two American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. 4 per cent, bonds, ($2,000.00) ; one
Minneapolis General Electric Co. 5 per cent, gold bond,
($1,000.00) ; the balance ($1,000.00) being deposited in
the savings bank. On February 20, 1912, $944.00 was
withdrawn from the savings bank and invested in one
Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern railroad 4 per cent.
bond, par value $1,000.00. The balance ($56.00) re-
mains in the savings bank, and has accumulated inter-
est aggregating $12.86.
Jacques Fund.
Bequest of $2,000.00 under the will of Mrs. Lizzie Hale
Jarques. Principal and interest to be used at the discretion of
the board of trustees of the Dover public library, for the pur-
chase of books. Original deposit dated July 29, 1896.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $2,424 72
Income for the year, $84 12
Paid library trustees, 84 12
Balance to new account, $2,424 72
Deposited in savings bank.
Lothrop Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of Hon. James E. Lothrop.
Income only to be used by the board of trustees of Dover public
library for the benefit of the musical department. Original de-
posit dated October 1, 1907.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $1,000 00
Income received, 1917, $45 00
Paid out, 45 00
Balance to new account, $1,000 00
Originally invested $993.33 in 5 per cent, gold note
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of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railroad, par
value, $1,000.00; balance of $6.67 deposited in savings
bank; at maturity of note reinvested $985.38 in 41/2
per cent. Massachusetts Gas Co. bond, par value, $1,-
000.00; balance of $14.62 deposited in savings bank.
Accumulated balances and interest aggregate $28.38.
Lothrop Fund,
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of Hon. James E. Lothrop.
Income only to be used by the board of trustees of the Went-
worth hospital for the care and treatment of patients unable to
pay. Original deposit dated October 1, 1907.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $1,000 00
Income received, 1917, $45 00
Paid out, 45 00
Balance to new account, $1,000 00
Originally invested $993.33 in 5 per cent, gold note
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railroad, par
value $1,000.00; balance of $6.67 deposited in savings
bank; at maturity of note reinvested $985.37 in 41/2
per cent. Massachusetts Gas Go. bond, par value, $1,-
000.00; balance of $14.63 deposited in savings bank.
Accumulated balances and interests aggregate $28.37.
Nealley Fund.
On January 20, 1912, the city of Dover received the sum of
$5,000.00 under the will of the late Hon. B. F. Nealley, for the
establishment of a free bed in the maternity department of the
Wentworth hospital.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $5,000 00
Income for the year, $200 00
Paid hospital trustees, 200 00
Balance to new account, $5,000 00
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On February 24, 1912, §4,720.00 of the above sum
was invested in five Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern
railroad 4 per cent, bonds, par value, $5,000.00. The
balance remaining, $280.00, was deposited in the sav-
ings bank and has an interest credit of $62.73.
Perkins Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 (less collateral inheritance tax of $50.00)
under the will of Hon. Hosea B. Perkins. Income to be used
for the purchase of a gold medal to be known as the "Perkins
Gold Medal," and to be awarded annually to the pupil of the
Dover high school showing the greatest excellence m oratory.
Original deposit dated June 2, 1904.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $987 26
Income for the year, $34 24
Charges for the year, 34 00
24
Balance to new account, $987 50
Deposited in savings bank.
Pray Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of Dr. T. J. W. Pray.
Principal and interest to be used at the discretion of the board
of trustees of the Dover public library for the purchase of books.
Original deposit dated December 27, 1889.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $1,129 07
Income for the year, $39 17
Paid library trustees, 39 17
Balance to nev/ account, $1,129 07
Deposited in savings bank.
Saivyer Fund.
Under the will of the late Mrs. Abbie M. Sawyer, the city
of Dover received, December 27, 1912, the sum of $4,000.00 in
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trust, the income thereof to be applied to "providing beautifying
and properly caring" for a park on the top of Garrison Hill.
Principal, January 1, 1917, $4,000 00
Income received, 675 90
Capital, January 2, 1918, $4,675 90
Deposited in savings bank.
Saiuyer Fund.
On February 20, 1912, the city of Dover accepted the sum
of $4,000.00 in full settlement of a conditional legacy of $5,-
000.00 bequeathed said city by the late Mrs. Abbie M. Sawyer for
the maintenance of a free bed in the Wentworth hospital.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $4,000 00
Income for the year, $160 00
Paid, care indigent persons, .... 160 00
Capital, January 2, 1918, $4,000 00
On February 20, 1912, $3,776.00 of the above amount
was invested in four Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwest-
ern railroad 4 per cent, bonds, par value, $4,000.00.
The remainder, $224.00, was deposited in the savings
bank and has accumulated in interest the sum of $50.16.
Sawyer Park Repair Fund.
Under the will of the late Mrs. Abbie M. Sawyer, the sum of
$500.00 was bequeathed the city of Dover, to be devoted to re-
pairs upon the park on Garrison Hill.
Original deposit, December 17, 1913, $500 00
Paid orders of street commissioner, 117 80
Income to January 2, 1918, $56 83
75 93
Balance to new account, $439 03
Deposited in Savings Bank.
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Sanborn Fund.
Under the will of the late Mrs. Emma J. Sanborn, $5,0000.00
was bequeathed the city of Dover for the establishment of a free
bed in the Wentworth hospital. In order to avoid expensive
litigation in which the issue was clouded in grave doubts, the
city of Dover, in common with other beneficiaries under the will,
accepted a sixty per cent, dividend in full settlement for all
claims. Bequest received May 23, 1911.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $3,000 00
Income received, $120 00
Paid, for indigent patients, .... 120 00
Balance to new account, $3,000 00
On February 20, 1912, $2,832.00 of the above sum
was invested in three Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwest-
ern railroad 4 per cent, bonds, par value $3,000.00 The
balance remaining and accumulated interest, aggregat-
ing $206.77, deposited in the savings bank.
Stackpole Fund.
On July 3, 1917, the City of Dover received the sum of
$1,000.00 under the will of the late Joseph H. Stackpole, the
income thereof to be applied toward the care of urns, etc., upon
the James Stackpole and Hannah E. Davis lots in Pine Hill
Cemetery.
Capital, July 3, 1917, $1,000 00
Interest to January 2, 1917, $17.50
Balance to new account, $1,017 50
Deposited in Savings bank.
Tredick Fund.
Bequest of $5,000.00 under the will of Benjamin F. Tredrck,
Esq. Income only to be applied by board of trustees of Pme
Hill cemetery for the care and preservation of the cemetery
grounds. Original deposit (invested in city of Portsmouth. N
H., 4 per cent, bonds) dated Augu^ 19, 1891.
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Capital, January 1, 1917, $5,000 00
Income received, $157 50
Transferred to cemetery depart-
ment 157 50
Balance to new account, $5,000 00
Fund reinvested January 21, 1907, in New York,
New Haven & Hartford railroad 5 per cent. note. At
maturity (January, 1910) of the above note, the fund
was reinvested as follows : Two Massachusetts Gas Co.
41/2 per cent, bonds, par value $1,000.00 each, and three
New York Telephone Co. 41/2 per cent bonds, par value
$1,000.00 each. These bonds were purchased for $4,-
954.38; the balance ($45.62) was deposited in savings
bank and has a credit in interest of $14.28.
Woodmafi Fund.
Interest annually on $3,000.00 to be expended by the city
authorities in caring for, beautifying and placing flawers on
the graves of Charles and William Woodman in Pine Hill ceme-
tery. Interest to be paid to the city treasurer annually by the
executrix. Original deposit dated April 20, 1897.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $463 96
Charges for the year,
Capital, January 1, 1918, $463 96
Deposited in National bank.
Wentworth Fund.
Bequest of $100,000.00 (less collateral inheritance tax of $5,-
000.00) under the will of Hon. Arioch Wentworth, for the con-
struction, equipment and maintenance of a hospital to be known
as "The Wentworth Hospital." A part of this fund was in-
vested in July, 1905, as follows: Twenty Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern raliroad 4 per cent, bonds, par value $20,000.00;
ten Oregon Short Line railroad 4 per cent, bonds, par value $10,-
000.00. The last mentioned (10) bonds were hypothecated Oc-
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tober 3, 190G, to secure a loan of $8,500.00 to complete the con-
struction and equipment of the hospital buildings. Original de-
posit dated March 17, 1904. January 22, 1910, seven of the
above (10) bonds were sold for $6,664.97 and the note therewith
secured was duly cancelled. Later in the year (1910) six of the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroad bonds were pledged
as collateral to secure a loan of $5,700.00 with which to pur-
chase the Haley property. The last mentioned note was paid
in 1911, from money bequeathed the hospital by the late Mrs.
Caroline Hanson, and the bonds pledged to secure the loan were
released.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $23,000 00
Income for the year, $980 00
Transferred to maintenance ac-
count 980 00
Balance to new account, $23,000 00
Invested as above.
Leola Worthen Fund.
Bequest of $500.00 under the will of the late Henry A. Wor-
then, income to be used for general hospital purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1917, $548 44
Income for year, $19 36
Balance to new account, $567 80
Deposited in savings bank.
Sarah C. Woodman Fund.
Bequest of $5,000.00 under the will of the late Sarah C. Wood-
man, the income thereof to be expended yearly in the purchase
of books for the Dover public library. Original deposit dated
July 1, 1916.
Original deposit dated July 1, 1916, $5,070 00
Interest to January 2, $94 63
$5,164 63
Re-invested as below, 4,991 00
Balance to new account, $173 6 >
Deposited in savings bank.
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On January 20, 1917, five American Telephone and Tele-
graph Co. five per cent, bonds were purchased at a cost of $4,-
991.00, The balance remaining after such purchase, with ac-
cumulated interest, amounts to $173.63.
Theodore W. Woodman Organ Fund.
Under the will of the late Theodore W. Woodman, the city
of Dover was bequeathed the sum of $2,500.00 for the purpose
of installing an organ in the mortuary chapel at Pine Hill
cemetery.
Capital, January 1, 1916, $2,648 90
Interest to January 2, 1917, $93 50
Balance to new account, $2,742 40
Deposited in savings bank.
Dr. Andretv J. Young Fund.
Under the will of the late Dr. A. J. Young, the sum of $500.00
was bequeathed to the Wentworth hospital. (An inheritance
tax of $25.00 was deducted from the original bequest, but was
subsequently allowed, and is included in this statement.)
Original bequest, December 2, 1915, $500 00
Interest to January 2, 1918, $34 82
Total, $534 82
Deposited in savings bank.
TRUST FUNDS
for






















Rev. J. T. Neal,












Martha C. Pendexter, . .
.







A. K. McAlister and W. F.
G. P. Folsom and Mary L. Cross,
Mrs. Abra C. Caverly, . . .





















David Hayes, $100 00
Daniel Ham, 300 00
Abram M. Drake, 100 00
Adeline Libbey, 50 00
Charles E. Bacon, 200 00
Israel Ham, 100 00
Charles W. Demeritt, 100 00
Annie E. M. Day and Ella Moulton, 100 00







Ephraim Thayer, 100 00
Solomon H. Foye, I 200 00
Single graves, lot No. 1241, ' 45 00
William H. Palmer, 100 00
A. G. Fenner, 100 00
S. H. Fuller and W. H. Seavey, ... 200 00
John Smith, 200 00
Dorcas W. Ross, 200 00
Caroline Varney, 100 00
Levi E. Ferrin, 50 00
William B. Wiggin, 100 00
Charles C. Hardy, 100 00
Henry E. Moore, 100 00
Brackett W. Clark, 100 00
Lavina A. Place, 50 00
Daniel M. Christie, 500 00
Moses D. Hill, 100 00








































Single graves, lot No. 1242,














Mrs. Chas. M. Jones,
Francis H. Hardy,
Geo. J. and C. G. Foster,
Sarah Paul and Carrie Rundlett, . .
Single graves, lot No. 1240,








Dr. John H. Paul,
$ 60 00 ; $ 67 99
35 00 L 36 44
100 00 110 77
100 00 108 33












Grace I. and Emma E. Garland,. .
Moses Brown,
Single graves, lot No. 1246,
Silas Dunn,
George W. Mitchell,
John and David Hanson,






Single graves, lot No. 1245,
Herbert A. Coburn,
Allen P. Richmond,
Single graves, lot No. 18,
John H. Nute,
Isaac G. Hall,




C. L. McD. Hayes,
Noah Emery, Nahum Hanscom,


















Ethel Blake and Jas. J. Connell, .
Single graves, lot No. 1245,
George H. Bride,
Single graves, lot No. 18,
Mary E. Milner,
Single graves, lot No. 1247,
Jennie F. Hooper and Annie J.
Robinson,
Est. Nathaniel W. Churchill, . . . .
Henry Law, .
.
Walter S. and Abbie Sterling, . . .
F. E. and C. 0. Meserve, S. F. Cot-





















J. T. S. Libby,
Joseph Haley,
Single graves, lot No. 18,
Single graves, lot No. 16,
A. Ray Kennard,
John S. Maxwell,
Alonzo T. and G. W. Pinkham, . .
.







Single graves, lot No. 1247,
George E. Plant,
Ivory Varney,






























Adaline A. and Ann M. Chesley, . .
Marietta Quimby and M. J. Met-
calf ,
Marilla M. H. Hills,
Hugh DeVenne,
John P. Hale,
Henry 0. Cutts and Stephen
Young,
Israel Ham,
Single graves, lot Xo. 1240,
Single graves, lot No. 1240,
Single graves, lot No. 1243,
Single graves, lot No. 1243,


























Geo. W. Brown and Willie J. Hill,
.








Mrs. Israel B. Littlefield,
Woodbury T. Prescott
Single grave, lot No. 1244,
E. S. Tasker,
Est. Jeremiah York



































































Carrie M. and Cora E. Corson,
Fred A. Robinson,
Single graves, lot No. 1244, .
I. Smith Brewster,









Arthur K. Sanders, .
Oliver K. Hayes,
Vienna F. Berry,
Single graves, lot No. 16, ...
James E. Lothrop,
Joseph Morrill,













































































Single graves, lot No. 18,
Mrs. F. C. Gray,
Robert Thompson,
Single graves, lot No. 1273,
Daniel Twombly and John Young,
John P. Hammond,
Single graves, lot No. 30,
M. V. B. Wentworth,
Micajah S. Hanscom,






L. 0. Randall and Minnie Allen, .
Elisha R. Brown,
Joseph Mann,
Single graves, lot No. 30-32,
Wm. Barrowclough,
B. H. Twombly and Alvin Mitchell,
Samuel Ham,
Joseph Oldroyd,



















































































Mrs. T. J. Taylor,
Timothy S. Robinson,
Single graves, lot No. 32,
Single graves, lot No. 30, . .'
Sarah F. Jenness, Mrs. Jas. Knight




Single grave, lot No. 16,
Daniel A. Page,
George G. Twombly,
E. C. and W. N. Andrews, Jas.





Single graves, lot No. 32,
Single graves, lot No. 33,





























































Single graves, lot No. 33,
Rev. W. S. Bezanson,
Single graves, lot No. 776,
George A. Murray,
Elizabeth Nute,
Single graves, lot No. 20, . .'








Mary E. and Esther Whitehouse, .
James Marshall,
Single graves, lot No. 14,
Z. Durrell,
Thomas H. Gushing,
Mrs. Williard T. Sanborn,
Burleigh E. Arlin,
Abbie E. Wakeham,
Single graves, lot No. 14,
Jacob K. Foss and Amanda Rob-
erts,











Fannie M. Pinkham, $ 50 00 $ 53 64
Single graves, lot No. 14 18 00 19 20
Geo. S. Hodsdon and Harriet L.
Shapleigh, 50 00 53 65
Thomas E. Sawyer, 200 00 220 81
Single graves, lot No. 14, 9 00 10 88
Henry G. Hayes, 100 00 107 43
Martin S. Hutchins, 100 00 107 43
Hassa Wolfenden, 100 00 108 54
Benj. F. Hayes, 100 00 108 54
Isaac Drew, 100 00 108 99
Chas. H. Merrill, 100 00 106 44
J. W. Jewell, 100 00 108 54
Kinsbury & Manning, 100 00 108 54
0. C. Ingraham, 100 00 108 54
Geo. H. Caverly, 100 00 106 51
Horace L. Cilley, 100 00 108 54
Delia A. H. Neal, 225 00 242 82
James Stackpole, 100 00 108 18
Geo. W. Patterson, 100 00 106 14
Mrs. John Lockwood, 50 00 55 50
C. C. Hardy, 100 00 110 70
Single graves, lot No. 31, 9 00 10 67
Howard E. Foss, 50 00 55 34
John W. Place, 100 00 110 70
M. F. Berry, 100 00 105 61
W. Anthony Crockett, 100 00 108 99
Nathaniel Jenness, 100 00 108 99








H. D. and Arthur D. Freeman, . . . $100 00
Henry S. Fuller and Horace Jen-
kins, i 100 00
Single graves, lot No. 31, ' 9 00




Hannah Odell, 100 00
Capt. Wm. Flagg, 200 00
T. W. Kittredge, 125 00
Single graves, lot No. 31, 9 00
T. J. Palmer, 200 00
Alice Howarth, 6 00








Elvin K. Varney, 50 00




Louisa Friars, 100 00
Geo. A. Reynolds, 50 00
Shubael Varney, 100 00
George W. Smith, 100 00
Reuben G. Hayes, 100 00
Noah Martin, 500 00
R. B. Wiggin, 150 00
Elizabeth A. Manning, 100 00
Single graves, lot No. 31, ! 9 00

















John Rothwell and W. Jones, ....
Single graves, lot No. 33,






Single graves, lot No. 33,
Jas. M. Crockett, E. A. Currier and
Edith A. Finley,
A. J. Bodge,




Single graves, lot No. 33,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Cater,
Single graves, lot No. 35,
Single graves, lot No. 35,
E. Hall,











































E. D. Chamberlain, ; ?400 00 $432 69
Esther Buzzell, 100 00 105 02
Parkman Burleigh, 100 00 105 02
William F. Howard, 200 00 215 50
Single graves, lot No. 33, 9 00 10 21
Mrs. Carrie E. Greenaway, 50 00 51 93
William A. Frye, 100 00 103 90
Samuel F. Kurd, ' 50 00 54 55
Alice True, 100 00 104 69
Maria J. Sheafe, 100 00
j
104 69
John H. Ferrin, 50 00 52 32
Lizzie Rich Sloper, 100 00 104 69
Single graves, lot No. 35, 18 00 19 62
Single graves, lot No. 35, 9 00 9 82
Edith M. Raitt, 100 00 104 69
W. T. Perkins, i 100 00 104 69
James Home, 150 00 156 89
Thos. Hanniford and Thos. Lord,. 200 00 210 37
John Gilpatrick, 50 00 52 32
Single graves, lot No.35, 18 00 19 62
James T. Young, 100 00 104 69
Drew Foss, 100 00 I 103 68
William H. Allen, 50 00 52 32
James F. Chase, 100 00 104 69
Horatio G. Tasker, 100 00 107 23
James A. Traxler, 50 00 ! 52 32
Single graves, lot No. 35, ' 9 00 9 82
William H. Hanson, 100 00 104 69








Joseph Evans, $ 50 00 $ 52 32
John C. Stuart, 100 00 103 68
Waldo Aldrich, 50 00 52 32
Single graves, lot No. 37, 36 00 39 28
Frank E. Brackett, 100 00 104 69
John Kennard, 100 00 102 81
Mrs. Jas. Newton, 100 00 102 81
John Lutolf , • 100 00 102 81
Single graves, lot No. 33, 9 00 9 48
Woodbury Wiggin, 50 00 51 41
Fernald Libby, 50 00 51 41
Charles E. Ricker, 50 00 51 41
Benj. Binks, 100 00 102 81
Single graves, lot No. 37, 18 00 18 97
J. E. Sleeper & Chas. C. Crowley, 100 00 102 81
Single graves, lot No. 37, 18 00 18 97
Moses Cooper, 100 00 102 81
Single graves, lot No. 37, 9 00 9 48
John F. Pray, 50 00 51 41
Single graves, lot No. 33, 9 00 9 48
Roscoe G. Blanchard, 100 00 102 81
0. R. Clark and A. S. Ramsbottom, 100 00 102 81
George K. Drew, 100 00 102 81
J. W. Welch, 100 00 102 81
John Tapley, 33 34 34 62
Harry C. Seamans, 50 00 51 41
John H. Currier, 200 00 204 59
Thomas B. Hough, 100 00 102 81








John Thompson, $100 00
Single graves, lot No. 37,
j
18 00
Single graves, lot No. 23, 9 00
S. Chappell, 50 00
Lyman McDuffee, 100 00
Benj. F. Hollingsworth, 100 00
Single graves, lot No. 23, j 9 00
Thomas W. Kittredge, * 200 00
Single graves, lot No. 23, 9 00
E. S. Shortridge, 100 00
Frank E. McKone, Executor, 100 00
Est. Theo. W. Woodman, 200 00
Hannah J. Wentworth, 100 00
Charles W. Wiggin, , 200 00
Mrs. Geo. D. Wiggin,
!
50 00
John Tredick, 100 00
F. L. Tibbetts, 100 00
Sutcliffe Hanson, 100 00
Cora C. Furber, 300 00
May L. Foss, 20 00
Louise S. Trickey, 50 00
Ham Foss, 100 00
Single graves, lot No. 3, 10 00
Single graves, lot No. 18, 35 00
Single graves, lot No. 16, 50 00
Single graves, lot No. 23, 9 00
Single graves, lot No. 23, 9 00
Single graves, lot No. 3, 30 00











































Mrs. Ellery I. Bennett,
W. D. Crockett,
Joseph Caswell,
G. W. Hanson and F. M. Bunker, .
B. L. Nudd and L. J. West, ....
Nathaniel Clough,
James M. Hodge and Mrs. Oliver
Brock,
Mrs. Oliver A. Dodge and Wm. H.
Dodge,
Mrs. Frank E. Symes,















































































Susan Pitman, $100 00 $100 00
Mrs. Hiram Goodall, 50 00 50 00
John W. Tracy, 40 00 40 00
Caleb Diixbury, 200 00 200 00
Joseph Perkins, 10 00 10 00
Alexander Skelley, 10 00 10 00
Gordon Clark, 10 00 10 00
Trygve Gulbrandsen, 10 00 10 00
Mrs. Geo. A. Merrill, 20 00 20 00
Mrs. J. Herbert Seavey and Nor-
man E. Seavey,
;
200 00 200 00
Total deposits, $62,763 08
Amount of interest, 7,173 81
Total amount on hand Dec. 31, 1917,. . . ^69,936 89
Original deposit (as above), $62,763 08
Tredick fund, 5,000 00
Stackpole fund, 1,000 00





On deposit, $7,173 81











1917. Cash balance, January 1, $69,469 67
Cemetery trust funds
:
Lucy E. Pray, ex'x, lot 1212, ave.
J, standing in the name of Sam-
uel Pray $100 00
Roscoe G. Blanchard, north half,
lot 752, ave. S, standing in the
name of Alphonso Fernald, . . 50 00
Frederick A. Caverly, lot 442, ave.
P, standing in the name of Gus-
tavus E. Caverly, 100 00
Mrs. Ellery L Bennett, south half,
lot 27, Walnut ave., Japonica
path, group 3, standing in the
name of Mrs. Ellery L Bennett, 50 00
Charles E. Webber, exr., lot 111,
ave. J, standing in the name
of W. D. Crockett, 100 00
Jennie C. and Mary E. Blanchard,
lot 180, ave. J, standing in the
name of Joseph Caswell, .... 100 00
Ralph H. Bunker, exr., lot 960,
ave. U, standing in the name of
G. W. Hanson and F. M. Bunker, 100 00
Warren B. Clough, lot 1238, ave.
J, standing in the name of
82
Nathaniel Clough, $ 100 00
Mary A. Nudd, lot 271, ave. G.,
standing in the name of B. L.
Nudd and L. J. West, 100 00
Philanthropy Dept., D.W.C., grave
9, lot 23, Maple ave., group 2,
standing in the name of Phil-
anthropy Dept., D.W.C., 9 00
Clarence I. Hurd, exr., lot 312,
ave. L, standing in the name of
James M. Hodge and Mrs. Oli-
ver Brock, 300 00
Mrs. Franke E. Symes, graves 1,
2 and 3, lot 2, Catalpa ave.,
group 9, standing in the name
of Mrs. Frank E. Symes, 30 00
Mary E. Dodge, lot 913, ave. U,
standing in the name of Mrs.
Oliver A. Dodge and Wm. H.
Dodge, 100 00
Fred L. Morang, admr., lot 4, Ca-
talpa ave., group 4, standing in
the name of said estate, 100 00
Myrtle E. Lindsay, grave 4, lot 2,
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, standing in the name
of Myrtle E. Lindsay, 10 00
Mrs. Martha A. Warren, lot 144,
ave. J, standing in the name of
Chadbourne H. Warren, 100 00
Mrs. Oswald Booth, south half,
lot 185, North ave., standing in
the name of Oswald Booth, ... 50 00
Mrs. Clarence F. Clough, lot
792 1/2 ave. S, standing in the
name of Charles M. Torr, ... 50 00
83
Mrs. Cora E. Ferguson, lot 032,
ave. F, standing in the name of
Martha Willey, $ 100 00
A. Louise Angier, graves 4 and 5,
lot 21, Walnut ave., group 2,
standing in the name of A.
Louise Angier, 18 00
Geo. W. Merrill, lot 113, ave. B,
standing in the name of Wm. G.
Merrill, 100 00
James A. Home, lot 795, ave. S,
standing in the name of Hannah
M. Home, 100 00
G. Fisher Piper, lots 37-38, ave.
H, standing in the name of
George Piper, 235,74
Everett L. Chapman, lot 30, Wal-
nut ave., group 2, standing in
the name of Everett L. Chapman 100 00
Everett L. Chapman, south half,
lot 32, Walnut ave., group 2,
standing in the name of Ever-
ett L. Chapman, 50 00
Mrs. Grace C. Fogg, graves 1 and
2, lot 1, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, standing in the name of
Grace C. Fogg, 20 00
Alvan P. Place, ex'r., lot 60, ave.
I, standing in the name of
Ephriam Plumer, 200 00
Mrs. Abbie F. Berry, lot 175, ave.
N, standing in the name of
Eben C. Berry, 100 00
Mrs. Abbie F. Berry, lot 177, ave.
N, standing in the name of Ben-
jamin T, Berry, 100 00
84
I
Mrs. John W. Murphy, lot 95, ave.
j
N, standing in the name of ]
John Davis, $ 100 00
j
Mrs. Dora Vyth, grave 5, lot 1, i
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, standing in the name
of Mrs. Dora Vyth, . 10 00
Miss Carrie Salinger, grave 6, lot
j
1, Catalpa ave., Japonica path, j
group 9, standing in the name of
Miss Carrie Salinger, 10 00
W. Ross Wilson, graves 11 and 12,
,
lot 2, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, group 9, standing in the
name of W. Ross Wilson, 20 00
Frances B. Marble, ex'x, lot 73,
ave. I, standing in the name of
|
Samuel S. Clark, 100 00 i
Alfred P. Drew, lot 482, ave. Q,
|
standing in the name of Susan
|
Pitman, 100 00 j
Laura E. Dearborn, north half,
lot 864, ave. S, standing in the
name of Mrs. Hiram Goodall, . . 50 00
j
John W. Tracy, graves 9, 10, 11 j
and 12, lot 1, Catalpa ave., Ja- '
ponica path, group 9, standing
in the name of John W. Tracy, 40 00
j
Juliette D. Brown, lots 145-147,
j
ave. J, standing in the name of
Caleb Duxbury, 200 00
Joseph Perkins, grave 7, lot 3,
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, standing in the name of
Joseph Perkins, 10 00
85
Gordon Clark, grave 8, lot 1, Ca-
talpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, standing in the name
of Gordon Clark, $ 10 00
Alexander Skelley, south half, lot
32, Walnut ave., Japonica path,
group 3, standing in the name
of Alexander Skelly, 10 00
Trygve Gulbrandsen, grave 7, lot
1, Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, standing in the name
of Trygve Gulbrandsen 10 00
Mrs. Geo. A. Merrill, graves 1 and
2, lot 4, Catalpa ave.. Hyacinth
path, group 9, standing in the
name of Mrs. George A. Merrill 20 00
Mrs. J. Herbert Seavey, lots 1-2,
Catalpa ave., group 4, standing
in the names of Mrs. J. Herbert
Seavey and Norman E. Seavey 200 00
$5,562 73
Brown tail moths $3 63
City hall committee 3,431 00
Currier fund, charity 35 30
Dover water works 20,887 50
Fire: sale of horses and old junk.
.
541 50
Health, labor, material and fumi-
gating 946 69
Licenses : license commissioners,
balance 1916 486 44
Licenses: license commissioners.. 8,661 72
Licenses : dog 749 30
Licenses : Miscellaneous
—
John Redmond, friendly boxing
bout, $1 00
John Redmond, friendly boxing
bout, 1 00
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Samuel Wiseman, junk No. 1,. . . . $ 25 00
J. M. Baer, junk No. 2, 25 00
E. Baer, junk No. 3, 25 00
James E. Clough, junk No. 4, . . 25 00
M. Siegel, junk No. 5, 25 00
B. Goldstein, junk No. 6, 25 00
Joseph N. Mayrand, junk No. 7,. . 25 00
A. Siegel, junk No. 8, 25 00
H. Polski, junk No. 9, 25 00
Hyman Millman, junk No. 10, . . 25 00
Joseph Goldstein, junk No. 11, . . 25 00
Benjamin Shuman, junk No. 12,. . 25 00
Niclis G. Kouloungis, 6 pocket
billiard tables 60 00
C. A. Newton, 3 bowling alleys
and 3 pocket billiard tables . . 60 00
Paul George, 3 pocket billiard
tables, 30 00
A. Bougrakos & Co., 4 pocket bil-
liard tables, , 40 00
Palace Bowling Alleys, 3 alleys
and 3 pocket billiard tables, ... 60 00
Chas. W. Horlor, 2 alleys and 2
pocket billiard tables, 40 00
Chas. Alton, 1 pocket billiard table, 10 00
George Koumoutsos, 3 pocket bil-
liard tables, 30 00
Niclis Kouloungis, 1 pocket bil-
liard table, 10 00
Thos. Lamb, pawnbrokers' license, 10 00
$652 00
Contingent, $7 24
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
booth in corridor, 6 72
Notes payable, 15,000 00




1916. Received of H. A. Mor-
rison, coll., $5,720 25
1917. Received of R. A. Mor-
rison, coll., 219,900 00
$225,620 25
Interest on deposits, 837 52
Municipal coal, 266 28
Committee repairs of schoolhouses, 729 40
Taxes, state of New Hampshire
:
Insurance tax, 124 13
Railroad tax, 11,401 93
Savings bank tax, 26,217 70
Literary fund, 838 88
$393,942.74
EXPENDITURES.
Brown tail moths, $907 87
Cemetery funds, perpetual care,
income to be used for the bene-
fit of lots, deposited in Strafford
savings bank:
Lucy E. Pray, ex'x., $100 00
Roscoe G. Blanchard, 50 00
Frederick A. Caverly, 100 00
Mrs. Ellery I. Bennett, 50 00
Charles E. Webber, exr., 100 00
Jennie C. and Mary E. Blanchard, 100 00
Ralph H. Bunker, exr., 100 00
Warren B. Clough, 100 00
Mary A. Nudd, lot 271, 100 00
Philanthropy Dept., D. W. C, . . 9 00
Clarence I. Hurd, exr., 300 00
Mrs. Frank E. Symes, 30 00
Mary E. Dodge, 100 00
88
Fred L. Morang, admr., $ 100 00
Myrtle E. Lindsay, 10 00
Mrs. Martha A. Warren, 100 00
Mrs. Oswald Booth, 50 OC
Mrs. Clarence F. Clough, 50 00
Mrs. Cora E. Ferguson, 100 00
A. Louise Angier, 18 00
Geo. W. Merrill, 100 00
James A. Home, 100 00
G. Fisher Piper, 235 74
Everett L. Chapman, 100 00
Everett L. Chapman, 50 00
Mrs. Grace C. Fogg, 20 00
Alvan P. Place, ex'r., 200 00
Mrs. Abbie F. Berry, 100 00
Mrs. Abbie F. Berry, 100 00
Mrs. John W. Murphy, 100 00
Mrs. Dora Vyth, 10 00
Miss Carrie Salinger, 10 00
W. Ross Wilson, 20 00
Frances B. Marble, ex'x., 100 00
Alfred P. Drew, 100 00
Laura E. Dearborn, 50 00
John W. Tracy, 40 00
Juliette D. Brown, 200 00
Joseph Perkins, 10 00
Gordon Clark, 10 00
Alexander Skelley, 10 00
Trygve Gulbrandsen, 10 00
Mrs. Geo. A. Merrill, 20 00
Mrs. J. Herbert Seavey, 200 00
$5,562 73
Band concerts, 300 00
Currier fund, income, charity, . . 35 30
Pine hill cemetery, 1,500 00




Pay rolls, $2,284 00
Sundries, 1,968 64
$4,252 64
Damage by dogs, "^^^ ^^
Election expenses, 1,166 60
Fire department:
Pay rolls, $10,315 35
Sundries, 4,925 07
$15,240 42
Fourth of July, $47 00
Health Department:










Memorial day, 225 00




Pay rolls, $13,937 19
Sundries, 1,360 88
$15,298 07
Public library, 5,800 00
Printing and stationery, 1,102 32












Water works, 3,000 00
Wentworth hospital, 9,000 00
Municipal coal, 9,743 43
$311,911 14




Balance from 1916 account, $8,020 51
Cash, Henry E. Perry, Supt., 38,738 07
Total, $46,758 58
EXPENDITURES.
Water commissioners' checks, .• $39,704 40




Balance from 1916 account,. . . $1,189 33
City appropriation, $40,000 00
Miscellaneous, (see street com-





Pay rolls, $27,472 11
Sundries, 17,867 48
$45,339 59




Balance from 1916 account, . . $1,441 48
City appropriation, $9,000 00





Pay rolls, $9,505 39
Sundries, 13,901 55
$23,406 94




Balance from 1916 account, . . . $49S ^9
City Appropriation, $42,750 00
92
Miscellaneous (see School Re-




Pay rolls, $37,081 44
Sundries, 11.257 95
$48,339 39




Balance from 1916 account, . .
.
$646 39






Pay rolls, $6,361 29
Sundries, 873 99
$7,235 28




Balance from 1916 account, . . $191 33
93
City appropriation, $5,800 00





Pay rolls, $3,002 80
Sundries, 2,792 18
$5,794 98
Balance, cash on hand, 787 66
Total, $6,582 64
RECAPITULATIONS.
City proper, balance, $82,031 60
Water department, balance, 7,054 18
School district, balance, 940 63
Pine hill cemetery, balance, 16 79
Dover public library, balance, 787 66
Highways, balance, 2,383 16





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1917
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP FROM
THE BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERK AND
THE CITY TREASURER.
To ascertain the sources from which the income of
the various departments have been derived, see pages
42 and 43 for the financial condition of the various
trust fund accounts, see pages 45 to 80 both incki-
sive; for financial details of the school committee,
board of water commissioners, trustees of the Went-
worth hospital, trustees of the public library, trustees
of Pine Hill cemetery, health department and the board
of street and park commissioners, see respective de-
partment reports. To avoid redundancy the details
above referred to are omitted in the following class-
ification of expenditures.
BAND CONCERTS.
Transferred from department balances, . . $300 00
Paid Dover City band, 300 00
BROWN TAIL AND GYPSY MOTHS, ETC.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation, $1,500 00
Reimbursement for work performed, . . 3 63
Total resources, $1,503 63
95
EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls, labor, $722 46
J. H. Seavey, 150 20
F. M. Langley, stock and labor, 10 77
C. F. Whitehouse, printing, 2 75
Street Commissioner, 40
F. W. Neal, 1 10
C. L. Jenness, 11 19
C. S. Langley & Son, team hire, 6 00
Total expenditures, $904 87




Transferred to Cemetery department, .... 1,500 00
CITY DEBT.
RESOURCES.
Direct appropriation, $15,000 00
Transferred from department balances, . . 3,500 00
From income of water department, 14,500 00
Total resources, $33,000 00
DISBURSEMENTS.
High school bonds retired, $5,000 00
Cemetery note, in full, 8,000 00
Applied on Water Works notes, 20,000 00




Direct appropriation, $750 00
Transferred from department balances, . . 75 00
Received from rentals,* 3,431 00
Total resources, $4,256 00
EXPENDITURES.
By orders on treasurer,* $4,252 64




Direct appropriation, $750 00
Income not otherwise appropriated:
—
From state treasurer, 4,572 76
liquor licenses, 1,148 16
police court fees, etc., 1,365 21
miscellaneous license fees, 652 00
incidentals, 13 96
excess tax collections, 3,270 25




E. R. Brown, ''Borden lot'' St. Thomas st., $2,600 00
For Military requirements
—
Pay roll, enrollment, $250 10
C. S. Langley & Son, team hire, 5 00
For details see. report of City Hall committee.
97
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., messages, $ 75
E. H. Quimby, supplies for
enumerators,
Francis Bannerman, rifles, ....
American Express Co., express
charges,
City Hall Committee, use of
Opera House,












H. K. Reynolds, salary,
Milwaukee Seal Co., seals,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service,. .
W. & L. E. Gurley, equipment,
J. H. Seavey, equipment,
H. K. Reynolds, express, etc., . .
Marshall Press, receipt books.
Survey of Dover Point
—
Mrs. E. M. Hayes (ordered
May 2, 1912),




J. T. Welch, Treasurer, refund, $43 72
12
98
H. A. Morrison, coll. refund,.
.
Premium on treasurer's bond,
Premium on collector's bond, . .
Offifce Equipment
—




L. E. Grant, M. D., . .
A. E. Grant, M. D., . .
Napoleon Leduc, M. D
W. J. Roberts, M. D.,
F. A. Ross, M. D. ...
J. H. Richard, M. D.,
E. N. Carignan, M. D
H. 0. Chesley, M. D.,
J. C. Lawlor, M. D., . .
J. R. Pattee, M. D., .
J. L. Sweeney, M. D.,
A. N. Smith, M. D., . .
G. R. Smith, M. D., . .
A. P. Richmond, M. D
J. D. O'Doherty, M. D.,
E. L. Chapman, M. D
Inez F. Mason, M. D.,
G. P. Morgan, M. D.,
C. W. Hills, M. D., . .
R. G. Blanchard, M. D
E. C. Batchelder, M. D
R. J. Bennett, M. D.
Rev. J. J. Bradley, .
" J. J. Boyd, . .
.
" E. J. Quirk, . . .
'' E. J. Connor, .
" Thos. Redden, .
$10
99
Rev. A. W. Clifford, $ 4 00
" A. E. Kenyon, 1 50
" G. A. McLucas, 50
'' W. A. Morgan, 2 50
'' F. G. Deshaies, 1 00
'' H. J. Tetreault, 25
*' J. A. Lessand, 25
'' Leon Morse, 7 00
" John A. Chapin, 1 25
" Oluf Tandberg, 1 00
" J. Papagregorian, 3 00
*' J. Papadopoulos, 1 25
Theodore Pleotos, 25
F. E. Quimby, 5 75
E. J. Galloway, 25
James B. Adams, 50




W. U. Tel. Co., standard time, $13 00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service, 78 00
G. G. Welch, abstract of mortgages, 20 95
G. G. Neal, printing and binding, 65 60
G. H. Sherry, P. M., postage, 185 34
F. E. Quimby, returning vital statistics, etc., 123 60
G. N. Cook, record books, 2 40
Tribune Pub. Co., advertising, 47 55
Bass & Co., city directories, 10 00
The Typewriter Store, supplies, 44 78
J. T. Welch, reimbursement, 6 24
C. F. Whitehouse, printing, 8 75
American Exp. Co., service, 31
Sangbusch Co., desk set, 6 00
W. A. Grover, surveying, 42 46
Beavins & Hussey, office supplies, 2 00
J. B. Page, printing, 2 00
100
Marshall Press, printing, $ 20 75
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries, 13 65
W. W. Willand, care First Parish clock, . . 25 00
Chas. 0. Baker, auditor tax accounts, .... 3 00
W. E. Rines, expense account, etc., .... 5 62
Thos. Sherry, expense account, etc., 2 62
Elmer Clark, trucking, 68
C. F. Whitehouse, printing, 3 00
J. A. Quinlan, assisting on tax lists, 7 50
Trauss Env. Co., envelopes for collector, 27 70
C. F. Davis, assisting on tax lists, 7 50
Sec. of State, copy of Charter amendments, 4 50
Robert Doe, attorney's fees, 50 00
Marshall Press, printing, 43 50
D. E. Doherty, collector, tax, 22 61
St. Commissioner, use of auto, 1 50
Jas. Sunderland, water rights, 10 00
B. & M. R. R., freight, 74
J. F. Curley, use of auto, 6 00
P. J. McShane, use of auto, 5 00
W. H. Pinkham, inspecting wires, 2 00
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising, etc., .... 85 64
Total expenditures, $5,699 03




Paid County treasurer, 22,504 85
C. W. SAWYER POST, G. A. R.
Appropriation, $225 00
Paid J. H. Demeritt, Q. M., 225 00
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CURRIER FUND.
From income of trust fund, $35 30
Paid beneficiaries, 35 30
DAMAGE BY DOGS.
RESOURCES.
Received from Dog licenses, $749 30
EXPENDITURES.
Tribune Pub. Co., advertising, $ 90
Marshall Press, printing, 7 25
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising, 4 20









Transfer from department balances, .... 325 00
Total resources, $1,175 00
EXPENDITURES.
Pay roll, special election, $349 75
Pay roll, city election, 390 50
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising and printing, 182 61
Geo. G. Neal, printing, 19 52
Dover Tribune, advertising and printing,. 67 80
102
G. W. Flowers, chairs, $ 20 85
B. & M. Railroad, land rent, 25 00
Susan Woodman, land rent, 25 00
E. H. Quimby, election pencils, etc., 13 41
C. F. Whitehouse, printing, 19 47
T. S. Gas & Electric Co., lighting, 11 60
P. F. Casey, electrical work, 2 18
F. M. Bunker, Est., fuel, 4 20
F. E. Grimes, fuel, 4 90
E. M. Carr, storage, trucking, etc., 8 00
Marshall Press, printing, 3 50
St. Commissioner, use of auto, 1 50
C. B. Wentworth, bottom to chair, 35
W. H. Pinkham, electrical work, 2 20
Raoul Roux, broom, 85
H. G. Hayes, funnel and labor, 3 00
H. E. Hodgdon, printing, 10 41
Total expenditures, $1,166 60





Transferred from department balances, . . 700 00
Sale of horses, etc., 541 50
Total resources, $15,241 50
EXPENDITURES.
Pay rolls, $10,315 35
E. J. York, grain, etc., 80 94
F. M. Bunker Est., grain, etc., 270 36
103
C. J. Sullivan, blacksmith work, $ 63 15
Thos. Commiskey, blacksmith work, .... 34 20
H. E. Wever, automobile supplies, 243 07
C. L. Jenness, hardware, etc., 28 55
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals, 31 32
Dover Water Works, water, 53 16
James Smith, express charges, 16 03
Globe Mfg. Co., hose and supplies, 705 35
Samuel Keay, labor, 22 50
Gamewell F. A. Tel. Co., supplies, 24 11
J. K. Horn, plumbing, 20 50
F. W. Neal, hardware, 2 23
J. H. Seavey, hardware, 12 91
J. G. Kelley, Mgr., 3 57
Peter McShane, labor and material, 6 50
American Exp. Co., service, 27 28
B. & M. Railroad, freight charges, 19 55
D. J. Grady, hay, 69 37
A. F. Tibbetts, motor cycle repairs, .... 3 35
T. S. Gas & Electric Co., lighting, 109 75
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service, 61 94
E. N. Olzendam, veterinary service, .... 78 00
R. W. Caswell, grain, etc., 42 04
Standard Oil Co., gasoline, 65 85
C. S. Langley & Son, use of horses, 72 00
J. B. Fenderson, team hire, 5 00
E. E. Blake, repairing truck, 120 35
H. C. Hacking, harness work, 100 00
G. W. Flowers, furnishing, 91 25
W. H. & W. Jones Co., supplies, 16 55
The Winton Co., repairing truck, 458 11
F. G. Wilkinson, auto supplies, 4 35
C. F. Furbish & Son, blacksmith work, . . 15 25
F. W. Jones, license fee, 1 00
Beach Soap Co., soap, ^ ^^
Terrence O'Neil, labor, 3 00
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M. Kidney, auto repairs, $ 10 75
H. I. Dallman Co., disinfectants, brushes,
etc.; 32 32
Timothy Hussey, horse, 350 00
National W. W. M. Co., brass valve stem, . 4 50
W. S. Header, hay, 74 48
J. P. Murphy Co., plumbing, 5 13
Hoyt-Tarbox Exp. Co., express charges, . 25
D. Foss & Son, fuel, 1 00
Mary E. Towle, hay, 81 00
Solarine Co., powder, 13 23
McKinney Bros. & Co., horse, 450 00
Fire Dept. Com., expense account, 12 72
P. F. Casey Co., tubes, 10
J. P. Buzzell, hay, 10 28
J. E. McFadden, license fee, 5 00
St. Commissioner, labor, 1 25
Wilbur Moody, expense account, 5 55
Ernest C. Hill, horses, 600 00
L. Z. Corson, hay, 22 08
A. Cunningham, trucking, 18 50
L. H. Steuerwald, license fee, 1 00
W. A. Kimball, milling, 25
F. J. Farley, quilts, blankets, etc., 15 22
D. L. Swaine, hay, 76 51
C. Callahan Co., axe handles, 3 13
Pacific Mills, machine work, 1 02
N. C. Wentworth & Son, painting, 60 00
J. B. Felleul Son, engine repairs, 10 22
F. M. Langley, stock and labor, 8 54
John Baty, plumbing, 2 70
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries, , 55
C. H. Mitchell, repairs, 95
Littlefield, Frary & Co., pipe and fittings, 1 17
A. C. Tasker, trucking, 4 63
Welch & Garland, charging batteries, .... 1 60
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A. E. Taylor, city hall,
?'5 ^^
Pacific Mills Co., mill, ^00
American Woolen Co., mill, 4
00
John McDonald, St. Mary's church, ... 4
00
Richard Collett, St. Thomas' church, .... 4
00
W. H. Beede, Methodist church, 6
00
Chas. E. Ames, Washington St. Bapitist
11, 4 00church,
Edw. L. Gleason, Belknap church, 4
uu
W. W. Willand, First Parish church, 4
00
Frank H. Welch, Unitarian church, 4
00














Reimbursed for work performed, $ 946 69
Total resources, $5,946 69
EXPENDITURES.
Pay rolls, $4,381 32
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service, 29 20
G. H. Sherry, P. M., 1 73
H. C. Hacking, harness work, 45 45
W. H. Vickery & Son, medicines, 6 75
H. G. Hayes, plumbing, 36 15
F. W. Neal, utensils and hardware, 23 60
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., medicine, 4 10
American Exp. Co., service, 7 59
F. M. Bunker Co., pipe and cement, .... 204 87
E. J. York, pipe and cement, 63 78
Thos. Commiskey, blacksmith work, .... 76 03
Jas. Marshall, printing, 5 00
C. F. Furbish & Son, iron work, 5 00
Roberts Bros., rubber boots, 5 00
Chas. E. Jenness, groceries, 1 59
W. B. Pierce, use of horse, 91 00
Frank E. Tuttle, guard duty, 30 00
Thomas H. Leavitt, guard duty, 32 50
Eugene Palmer, guard duty, 30 00
Mabel L. Powell, nurse, 75 00
Franklin Square Grocery, groceries, .... 24 80
Theo. Pleotos, groceries, 35 02
Octave Demers, groceries, 11 92
D. M. Howard, harness work, 10 25
Anton Arram, milk, 8 40
A. A. Brown & Co., oil, 1 32
E. H. Quimby, typewriter ribbon, 60
G. L. Jackson, milk, 4 96
F. W. Hatch, utensils, 44
Bass & Co., city directory, 2 50
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Jos. Fenderson, trucking, $ 25
T. H. McGrail, medicine, 4 50
C. B. Dolge Co., disinfectants, 2 00
R. A. Furbish, iron work, 30
C. H. Smith, team hire, 1 50
G. G. Neal, binding, 50
S. E. Taylor, groceries, 25 12
H. K. Reynolds, expense account, 3 92
Parle Ice Co., ice, 2 00
E. Simon, trucking, 65
F. I. Corson, mason work, 50 00
F. J. Farley, cotton batting, 68
Killoren Bros., oil, 52
E. N. Olzendam, veterinary service, 4 00
St. Commissioner, board of horses, 500 00
City Hall Committee, rent, 50 00
J. H. Seavey, hardware, 6 24
Littlefield, Frary & Co., supplies, 40
H. A. Hayes, blacksmith work, 13 25
Total expenditures, $5,921 70




Transferred to Commissioner's account, . . 40,000 00
For detailed report of receipts and disbursements






George D. Barrett, premiums, $1,026 04
H. P. Henderson, premiums, 985 41
Chas. H. Foss, premiums, 697 80
Geo. M. Stevens, premiums, 387 71
Thomas Sherry, premiums, 298 00
Frank P. Shepard, premiums, , 520 83
Frank E. Meserve, premiums, 133 98
J. H. Grimes & Son, premiums, ......... 63 00
M. J. White, premiums, 379 50
F. E. Richardson, premiums, 2 26 59
Jas. Marshall, printing forms, 2 75
Total expenditures, $4,721 61





From anticipated revenues, 2,500 00
From Dover water works, 6,387 50
From interest on deposits, 837 52
Total resources, . $14,225 02
DISBURSEMENTS.
Coupon interest. High school loan $1,977 50
Coupon interest. Central Ave. bridge loan 1,060 00
Coupon interest, City Hall loan, 2,625 00
Interest, water works notes, 6,387 50
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Interest, temporary loan $172 92
Total disbursements, $12,222 92






F. E. Goodwin, carpenter work, $15 14
F. M. Bunker Est., pipe and cement, .... 1 00
N. C. Wentworth & Son, painting, 63 72
F. M. Langley, carpenter work, 332 00
C. J. Sullivan, iron work, 2 00
Nat. W. W. Mch'y Co., making braces, 4 75
W. S. Nichols, carpenter work, 9 88
E. J. York, lumber and milling, 62 42
J. K. Home, heating system, 425 25
F. W. Neal, hardware, 12 99
John Baty, plumbing, 6 76
A. H. King, carpenter work, 3 20
C. L. Jenness, hardware, 70
H. A. Morrison, sprinkling charges, 2 87
Total expenditures, $942 68
Balance unexpended, 57 32
$1,000 00
LITERARY FUND.
Received from state treasurer, $938 88
Paid school treasurer, 938 88





Transferred from department balances, . . 750 00
Coal supplied Water department, 266 28
Total resources, $9,766 28
EXPENDITURES.
E. J. York, coal, $9,743 43
Balance unexpended, 22 85
$9,766 28
NOTES PAYABLE.
Hired of Strafford National bank, $15,000 00







From liquor license fees, 8,000 00
Transferred from department balances . .
.
450 00
Total resources, $15,300 00
EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls, $13,937 19
Marshall Press, printing, 21 60
Ill
F. L. Bodwell, conveying prisoners $
A. F. Tibbetts, motor cycle repairs,
Thomas Agnew, use of auto,
M. Kidney, use of auto,
E. E. Blake, repairing traffic signs,
St. Commissioner, gasoline, etc.,
H. W. Johnson, use of auto,
H. E. Wever, use of auto,
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries,
J. H. Seavey, hardware,
F. S. Hardy & Co., electrical goods,
T. S. Gas & Electric Co., lighting,
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service,
C. S. Langley & Son, team,
Tribune Pub. Co., advertising,
T. W. Wilkinson, expense account,
K C. Grover, use of auto,
E. H. Quimby, supplies,
Killoren Bros., food for prisoners,
E. A. Hughes, food for prisoners,
J. B. Fenderson, team hire,
Standard Oil Co., oil,
Am. Oxygen Co., pulmotor supplies,
Spinney & Caswell, snow shovel,
Draeger Oxygen Appa. Co., repairing pul-
motor,
H. E. Hodgdon, painting,
C. E. Brewster Co., sanitary fluid,
Drew's Lunch, food for prisoners,
Bass & Co., directory,
Henry Real, use of auto,
S. J. Frances, Treas., police clubs, 12 00
C. L. Jenness, globes, 2 00
Spencer Mfg. Co., police badges, 13 60
F. W. Hanson, khaki suit, 5 50




West Dis. Co., disinfectants, $ 6 00
J. W. Howe, painting signs, 6 00
F. M. Langley, making signs, 6 00
Charles Gray, use of auto, 1 50
Ray Auton, use of auto, 3 00
Haskell, Adams Co., brooms, 1 35
Traffic Sign Co., lanterns, 6 00
City Hall Committee, rent, 500 00
H. B. Horton, photos, 2 50
Daniel Murray, expense with prisoners, ... 9 56
Total expenditures, $15,298 07






H. E. Hodgdon, printing, $803 82
G. G. Neal, printing and binding, 225 50
Marshall Press, printing, 62 25
C. F. Whitehouse, printing, 7 75
Tribune Pub. Co., printing, 3 00
Total expenditures, $1,102 32




Paid library treasurer, 5,800 00






Insurance, Sawyer School, 689 40
Sale of old material, 40 00
Total resources, $5,229 40
EXPENDITURES.
John Baty, plumbing, $1,311 40
H. W. Doran, repairing boilers, 301 56
C. L. Jenness, hardware, 39 96
Swett & Varney, electrical work, 61 79
Thos. Lamb, repairing clocks, 3 75
R. H. Lamb, carpenter work, 726 76
J. P. Murphy Co., plumbing, 17 95
G. A. Smart, repairing locks, etc., 1 25
Board of Health, labor, 22 43
J. H. Seavey, hardware, 37 48
F. W. Neal, hardware, 33 87
Littlefield, Frary & Co., labor & material, 88 44
W. H. Shaw, painting, Ill 78
J. E. Richardson, architect's fees, 98 12
H. G. Hayes, plumbing, 9 17
E. M. Keniston Co., stoves, etc., 101 75
C. H. Mitchell, keys, repairing locks, etc., . 27 39
Isaac Law, watchman, 2 50
E. J. York, lumber, 118 11
H. M. Shaw Co., steel ceilings, 168 00
Preston Roberts, mason work, 98 20
A. W. Hayes, cleaning clock, 75
Elias Auton, stoves, 26 25
F. M. Langley, carpenter work, 166 78
Clarence Furbish, labor and material, .... 8 47
R. G. Bishop, carpenter work, 5 72
Metal Weather Strip Co., labor & material, 32 64
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0. J. Palmer, mason work, $ 17 35
0. J. Bradley, repairing flag poles, 23 75
F. L. Morang, repairs Lower Neck school, 3 00
H. A. Morrison, Coll., sprinkler charges, . . 12 96
C. S. Langley & Son, team hire, 3 50
Street Commissioner, constructing sewer, 361 94
A. R. Sayer, labor, 2 00
W. H. Pinkham, electrical work, 10 00
W. P. Tuttle, labor, Upper Neck school, 4 00
F. J. Otis, painting and glazing 31 37
J. A. Stackpole, plumbing, . . . , 14 69
E. Morrill Furniture Co., pole, 25
Elmer Clark, trucking, 1 00
T. S. Gas & Electric Co., 60 Mazda lamps, . . 13 80
Total expenditures, $4,121 88






Fred N. Beckwith, mayor, $500 00
Fred E. Quimby, city clerk, 1,000 00
John T. Welch, city treasurer, 745 83
H. A. Morrison, tax collector, 1,500 00
Board of assessors, 1,502 60
Everett J. Galloway, city solicitor, 600 00
Charles M. Corson, city messenger, .... 800 00
S. E. Taylor, overseer of the poor, 100 00
R. J. Bennett, city physician, 400 00
W. E. Whiteley, clerk of common council, . . 100 00
Wni. F. Nasun, justice municipal court, . . 800 00
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i
P. W. Murphy, clerk municipal court, .... $ 400 00
Eva M. Arlin, probation afficer, 150 00
Total expenditures, $8,598 43





Paid school treasurer, 42,750 00 |
See report of school committee.
j
STATE TAX.
Income applied, $24,871 00
Paid state treasurer, 24,871 00
STRAFFORD GUARDS.
Appropriation, $200 00
Paid company commander, 200 00
STREET LIGHTING.
Appropriation and income applied, $14,200 00
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., 13,697 64




Balance unexpended, $207 16
See report of Overseer of Poor.
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TRUST FUNDS.
Received from depositors, $5,562 73
Deposited in savings bank, 5^562 73
WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
Appropriation, $9^000 00
Paid treasurer Wentv^orth hospital, 9,000 00





To THE City Hall Committee:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to render herewith
an itemized account of the receipts and expenditures of
the committee for the calendar year, 1917.
RECEIPTS.
Opera house, rents, $1,862 00
Banquet hall, rents, 308 00
Council chambers, rents, 11 00
Armory, rent, 200 00
Water department, rent, 200 00
Police department, rent, 500 00
School department, rent, 300 00









Jan. 4 Mary Cartland, (Dec. 15,
1916), $10 00
4 Beckwith Box Toe Co., (Dec.
23, 1916), 6 00
" 4 St. Thomas Parish Society,
(Dec. 28, 1916), 10 00
4 Jefferson Club, 10 00
" 17 Middlebrook Golf Club, 4 00
23 Jefferson Club, 10 00
Feb. 7 St. Thomas Parish Society, 14 00
15 Geo. L. Barron, 32 00
'' 27 Fred N. Beckwith, 10 00
Mar. 2 Archie Kelly, 10 00
9 James H. Walker, 10 00
" 23 Surgical Dressing Committee, . . 5 00
Apr. 11 Girls Club, 10 00
May 11 Dover Woman's Club, 40 00
'* 11 Margery Sullivan Chapter, D.
A. R., 5 00
" 13 Art Needlework Dept., D. W. C, 3 00
13 Democratic City Committee, ... 10 00
June 20 Montgomery Rollins, 12 00
Oct. 8 Girls Club, 10 00
" 31 Archie Kelly, 10 00
Nov. 12 Raymond Otis, 10 00
15 Montana Social Club, 10 00
" 21 Montana Social Club, 10 00
Dec. 15 Dover Woman's Club, 32 00
15 Dover Food Committee, 15 00
Total, $308 00
COUNCIL CHAMBERS.
Jan. 30 Milk Men's Association, $1 00
Feb. 20 Dover Lodge, No. 184, B.P.O.E., 2 00
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Maj^ 14 Milk Men's Association, $ 1 00
Nov. 23 Dover Council, K. C, 2 00
" 24 Y. M. C. A. "Red Triangle," . . 5 00
Total, $11 00
OPERA HOUSE.
Jan. 4 District Council, I.O.R.M., (Dec.
14, 1916), $45 00
" 7 Dover Minister's Association, . . 20 00
14 Da La Sallie Society, 10 00
15 Da La Sallie Society, 45 00
" 20 "Dante's Inferno, 45 00
" 23 Dover Woman's Club, 25 00
26 Opera House Orchestra, 40 00
" 28 Girls Club, 10 00
" 29 Girls Club, 40 00
" 31 "A Very Good Eddie," 45 00
Feb. 4 Dover Council, K. C, 15 00
5 Dover Council, K. C, 45 00
" 11 Dover Minister's Association, . . 20 00
" 19 Elks' Charity Ball, 40 00
" 22 Crescent Co. No. 4, U. R. K. P., 40 00
Mar. 7 "Jere McAuliffe Co.," 115 00
" 16 Rev. John Bradley, 25 00
" 17 "The Girl Without A Chance," 45 00
" 19 "Robin Hood," 45 00
" 22 Dover Board of Trade, 40 00
" 24 "Watch Your Step," 45 00
Mar. 27 "One Girl's Experience," 45 00
" 30 D. H. S. Alumni, 25 00
Apr. 1 Dover Minister's Association, . . 20 00
9 Division No. 1, A. 0. H., 40 00
" 16-21 Dover Board of Trade, 237 00
" 26 Gypsie Love, 45 00
120 ,
May 3 Court Strafford, No. 9, F. of A., $ 40 00
7 Dover Musical Society, 40 00
21 Public Safety Committee, 20 00
22 Pierce Memorial Church, 10 00
23 Pierce Memorial Church, 45 00
24 Republican City Committee, ... 20 00
25 Democratic City Committee, ... 20 00
" 27 Public Safety Committee, 20 00
June 8 D. H. S., Athletic Association 25 00
" 10 Public Safety Committee, 20 00
" 14 Dover Lodge, No. 184, B.P.O.E., 20 00
Oct. 17 "Have A Heart," 45 00
Nov. 9 "Civilization," 45 00
" 15 Y. M. C. A., Red Triangle, .... 20 00
" 20 "Twin Beds," 45 00
" 25 Dover Minister's Association, . . 20 00
" 28 Cocheco Camp, M. W. of A 40 00
" 29 "Ethel May Shorey," 45 00
30 Community Patriotic Meeting, 20 00
Dec. 2 Dover Lodge, No. 184, B.P.O.E., 20 00
7 Dover City Band, 25 00
" 10 "Neil O'Brien's Minstrels," .... 45 00
Jan.
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Apr. 2 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, $163 65
2 T. S. Gas & Elect. Co., 33 82
2 Sweet & Varney, 2 33
2 A. F. Tebbetts, 50
2 P. F. Casey Co,, 12 95
2 F. J. Farley, 1 20
2 Sweet & Varney, 48
2 John Baty, 20 78
2 Frank M. Langley, 100 39
30 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, 250 15
May 7 Spinney & Caswell, 3 00
7 E. H. Quimby, 2 25
7 C. L. Jenness, 2 55
7 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., 2 56
7 W. A. Kimball, 2 05
7 W. C. Swan, 20 00
7 Bass & Co., 2 50
7 T. S. Gas & Elect. Co., 39 47
7 Dover Water Works, 99 82
7 John Baty, 20 60
June 1 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, 200 65
5 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., 60
5 Valmore H. Caverly, 15 00
5 T. S. Gas & Elect. Co 92 21
5 Joseph Mater, 2 00
5 E. J. York, 2 16
5 Geo. H. Teeling, 3 60
" 5 O. L. Story Scenic Co., 3 74
" 5 Peter F. Casy Co., 42 93
" 30 Seth W. Jones, Collector, 75 00
30 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, 175 65
July 3 Marshall Press, 1 75
3 P. F. Casey Co., 3 36
3 Geo. T. Johnson Co., 7 50
3 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., 60




Nov. 5 T. S. Gas & Elect. Co., $18 08
5 Dover Water Works, 90 41
5 John Baty, H 24
5 Joseph Mater, 3 25
Dec. 1 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, 230 25
18 P. F. Casey Co., 8 38
- 18 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., 28 41
'' 18 C. L. Jenness, 1 ^^
18 Geo. T. Johnson Co., 15 00
18 John Baty,
^^^
" 18 W. C. Swan, 15 00
18 J. H. Seavey, 25 23
18 E. D. Smith, 22 25
18 C. H. Mitchell,
'^^ 13
18 Littlefield, Frary & Co., 3 25
18 E. Morrill Furn. Co., 6 30
18 Cartland Groc. & Prov. Co., 2 55
18 S. W. Caswell, 5 74
18 John Baty, 1 ^5
18 W. A. Kimball, 25
18 F. W. Neal, ^^
24 John T. Welch, treas., payroll, 196 00
24 E. H. Quimby, ^^
24 H. M. Davis, 1 25







OVERSEER OF THE POOR
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
I have the honor to submit the following report of
the expenditures of this department for the year end-
ing December 15, 1917
:
RESOURCES.
Money appropriated, $3,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Relief of soldiers and families, $182 59
Relief of paupers and families, 2,610 25
Total expenditures, $2,792 84




Clothing, shoes, etc., 16 30
Medical services, 5 00
Medical supplies, 147 78
Rents, 485 00
Fuel, 172 00
Groceries and provisions, 918 45
Board of indigents (adults) , 878 33
Support of minors, 45 50
Milk, 17 88
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Transportation, $ 36 25
Funeral, 25 00
Telephone, 21 75
Postage and stationery, 4 10
Total expended, $2,792 84
ITEMIZED ACCOUNT.
District Nursing Association, nursing, . . . $19 50
F. W. Hanson, clothing, 3 00
Lothrops-Farnham Co., clothing, 3 00
Roberts Bros., shoes, 4 00
Harry E. Hughes, shoes 6 30
E. L. Chapman, M. D., professional services, 5 00
T. H. McGrail, medical supplies, 53 75
W. H. Vickery & Son, medical supplies, . . 3 60
Lothrops-Pinkham Co., medical supplies, 70
Kennard Pharmacy, medical supplies, .... 1 40
Varney's Pharmacy, medical supplies, . . 88 33
Mrs. Catherine Flaherty, rent, 66 00
J. F. Platts, rent, 51 00
Mrs. P. M. McEaneney, rent, 72 00
Henry Law, rent, 144 00
Mrs. J. Michel, rent, 72 00
George A. Swaine, rent, 36 00
T. W. Woodman Est., rent, 35 00
J. K. Towle, rent, 9 00
E. J. York, fuel, 172 00
S. E. Taylor, groceries and provisions, . . 918 45
Mrs. J. O'Hern, board (adults), 35 00
Henry Boyd, board (adults), 144 00
Strafford Co. Farm, board (adults), 699 33
St. Patrick's Orphanage, board (minors), 45 50
Dennis J. Grady, milk, 10 28
R. W. Caswell, milk, 7 60
Thos. Leavitt, transportation, 12 05
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Frank E. Tuttle, transportation, $ 6 00
Lewis A. Scruton, transportation, 16 70
Ray Auton, transportation, 1 50
J. H. Grimes, funeral, 25 00
S. E. Taylor, telephone, 21 75
C. E. Brewster Co., books, 2 60
S. E. Taylor, postage and stationery, .... 1 50
Total expended, $2,792 84









Gentlemen of the City Councils :
We have the honor to submit, with an annexed re^
port of City Marshal Wilkinson, our report covering
the principal business of the police department for
the year 1917.
We lost, by the death of Chairman Henry A. Stone,
early in the year, a valuable associate, and the city one
of its very best citizens. Of quiet demeanor, and
home-loving habits, yet Mr. Stone kept a watchful
eye upon civic events, and while conservative in his
views in general, was really progressive and up to
date in all matters that were of vital interest to this
community.
Governor Keyes and his council appointed Mr. Al-
bert H. Winn as successor to Mr. Stone and at the first
meeting with the new member, the board organized
with the choice of D'Orville L. Pinkham for chairman,
and Walter Delany, clerk. Since that time, the mem-
bers have worked in harmony and have endeavored to
administer the affairs of the department to the best of
their abilities.
Upon the mobilization of the state militia the de-
partment lost the services of two good men. Assistant
Marshal Charles C. Crowley and Officer Joseph Con-
nell, the former attached to the C. A. C. staff, and the
latter Captain of the local company in the same corps.
Both men were given indefinite leaves of absence from
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this department, and there is no question of the charac-
ter of the service they will render their country while
following the colors.
To fill these two vacancies, upon the recommenda-
tion of City Marshal Wilkinson, we advanced Captain
Daniel Murray to the position of Assistant Marshal, ad
interim, and put Officer William Lothrop at the head of
the night force. Reserve Officers Frank Tuttle and
William Scanlon were given regular beats to fill vacan-
cies caused by above changes.
Shortly after the President's declaration of war, and
when the loyal citizens of the entire country were much
concerned as to what the radical element of the enemy
aliens might scheme to do as a means of hindering the
vigorous prosecution of the war. Mayor Beckwith met
the Police Board on several occasions to devise means
of protecting the public.
Leading citizens were called into conference and it
was decided that when the local militia company should
be called away their places should be filled, in a meas-
ure, by special police, subject to duty only in emer-
gencies.
A company of about forty citizens, not subject to
the draft, volunteered, and we engaged Captain Ed-
ward D. Smith, a retired guardsman, to drill the men
in the local armory. While dangers of incendiarism,
and other acts of spies and plotters seemed imminent,
the men turned out each week fairly well, but the com-
pany has finally dwindled to a handful. Those who
have stuck to the company are loyal and well-drilled
and can be relied upon. No amount of appeal by their
drill master, or the commissioners, seems to have any
effect in drawing some of the men back to the organi-
zation, a fact we much deplore.
It has been intimated that the delinquents expected
to receive pay while drilling, some cities having fol-
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lowed our lead and organized similar police companies,
with a bonus for attendance. We have no authority
to make such an offer, and never expected that any
other inducement beyond an appeal to their patriotism
would be necessary to attract men to this new semi-
military company.
Equipments, consisting of rifles and bayonets, were
purchased, upon the authority of the mayor, for the
emergency company, and are stored in the armory. We
still believe that a company of men ready for duty on
signal v/ould be of invaluable service in time of stress,
and would reinforce the regular police effectively.
At the earnest request of His Honor, Mayor Beck-
with, we stationed a reserve officer each night on the
city hall beat, continuing this service for three months.
This resulted in a cut in our appropriation that was
not anticipated. Other expenditures due to the exi-
gencies of the times made further inroads in our funds,
and we found we were facing a deficit.
Our thanks are due to His Honor, Acting Mayor
Willand, the members of the finance committee, and the
gentlemen of the councils for their courteous treatment
of the commissioners, and in arranging transfers to
meet the deficit.




Extra by transfer, 450 00
$15,300 00
DISBURSEMENTS.
Bills and payrolls, $15,298 07
We trust, in this connection, it will be taken into
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account that the department, through the municipal
court, adds a substantial sum to the city treasury in
costs and fines, as per the following figures which also
give the amount returned to the State
:
Paid into city treasury by clerk of court
to Dec. 15, $1,467 12
Paid to secretary of state by clerk of court
to Dec. 15, 485 00
On the first of the present month the commissioners
received a petition from the members of the force ask-
ing for an increase in their pay. Investigation reveals
the fact that increases have been granted to police offi-
cers all over the state, in many cases in excess of the
salaries asked for by our men. We are reluctant to
add to the burdens of the tax payer, but we considered
the matter from every angle, taking into account the
wages now earned by men in U. S. Government em-
ploy, in shops of varied industries, and the decreased
purchasing power of the dollar. There was a time
when applications for positions on the force were fre-
quent, but that is not true of today, and we would
find it difficult to find men to fill these positions should
the members of the present force decide to take up
other occupations.
After thus carefully considering the matter the com-
missioners decided, by unanimous vote, to adopt the
following wage schedule to begin January 1, 1918:
City Marshal, $1500 per year
Assistant Marshal, 1300 per year
Night Captain, 1200 per year
Patrolmen $3.25 per day
In conclusion we wish to express our thanks to Mayor
Beckwith and Acting Mayor Willand, and to all mem-
bers of the councils and departments for their many
courtesies; and to the good citizens who rendered aid






Dover Board of Police Commissioners.




To THE Honorable Board of Police Commissioners
OF the City of Dover :
Gentlemen :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual re-
port of the police department for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1917.
The number of arrests during the year has been 976,
of which 940 were males, and 36 were females.
The arrests w^re made for the following causes, viz.
:
Assault, 34




Breaking and entering and larceny, 16
Carrying concealed weapons, 1
Carnal copulation, 1
Cruelty to animals, 1
Drunkenness, 573
Delivering liquor to dry lister, 2





Exceeding the speed limit, 11
Embezzlement, 1





Keeping for sale, 3




Obtaining money under false pretences, 2
Operating automobile without a license, 4
Operating automobile under the influence of
liquor, 3
Peddling without a license, 1
Refusing to answer questions to enrolment
officer, 1
Refusing to pay carfare, 2
Reckless driving with an automobile, 3








Using profane language, 1
Violating game law, 1
Witnesses, 5
Total, • 976
They were disposed of as follows
:
Appealed, 1
Bound over to superior court, 34
Bail defaulted, 2
Continued for sentence, 258
Committed to the house of correction 119
134
Committed to the county jail, 17
Committed to county hospital, 1
Committed to state industrial school, 2
Discharged without trial, 383
Discharged after trial, 9
Delivered to the house of correction, 6
Delivered to out of town ofRiCers, 20
Delivered to U. S. Navy, 1
Delivered to U. S. Army, 2
Nol prossed, 10
Paid fines and costs, 79
Placed on file, 9
Sentences suspended, mittimus at order of
court, 73
Total, 976
Number of complaints investigated by the police
without arrest, 373
Number of doors found open by the night pa-
trolmen, owners notified, 110
Number of street lights reported out by the night
patrolmen, 195
Number of lost children found and returned to
parents, 6
Amount of lost and stolen property recov-
ered, by officers and delivered to owners,
valued at, $1,089 95
Amount of money collected from fines and
costs, and paid into the city treasury, . . 1,467 12
Amount of money collected in fines, and
paid into the State, 485 00
Earning of the department for year ending
December 31, 1917, 1,952 12
Owing to the disturbed condition of the country, we
were obliged to furnish a guard at the city building
for a period of four months, at an expense of $75.00
135
per month. This unexpected demand caused a deficit
in our finances.
The number of lodgers at the police station during
the year ending December 31, 1917, was 609.
There has been a change in the personnel of the force
owing to the fact that Asst. Marshal Crowley and Day
Officer Connell were ''called to the colors". Two re-
serve officers, William Scanlon and Frank E. Tuttle,
were appointed to fill the vacancies thus occasioned.
The department installed eight traffic signals early
in the year. Owing to the increase in the automobile
traffic, these signals have been very beneficial to the
department. I would recommend that at least three
more signals be added to the number already installed.
I wish to thank the members of the commission,
also Hon. William F. Nason, justice of the municipal
court, clerk of the court Patrick W. Murphy, and
city solicitor Everett J. Galloway, who have assisted
us in all our cases, and been ready to respond to all
calls, night or day. I wish also to extend my thanks
to each member of the department for their conscien-




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
CLERK OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
The following cases have been entered upon the crim-
inal docket of the Municipal Court during the year
ending December 31, 1917:
Drunk, 472
Assault and battery, 25




Peddling without a license, 1
Evading railroad fare, 6
Selling liquor, 10
Operating auto without license on person or in
car,
Operating auto at unreasonable rate of speed.





















Obstructing an officer, 1
Kindling a fire without permission 2
Larceny from the person, 1
Embezzlement, ,




Refusing information to enrolling officer, 1
Enticing away a female child for immoral pur-
pose,
Assault with intent to kill, 1
Attempted rape, ^
Abuse of a female child, 1
Receiving stolen property, 1




Continued for sentence, 259
Suspended sentence,
'^^
Committed to House of Correction, 113
Committed to jail, ^^
Paid fine and costs,
'^^
Discharged,
Placed on file, ^
Bound Over, ^^




Dismissed for want of jurisdiction, 1





Seventeen cases have been entered in the civil docket.
There has been collected in fines, costs, and
fees, the sum of $2,174 73
There has been paid over to the
State for fines and fees, the
sum of $485 00
There has been paid out for offi-
cers' fees, attorney's fees, wit-
ness fees and supplies, the
sum of 314 66
799 66
Leaving a balance of $1,375 07




Clerk of the Municipal Court.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I herewith submit my report for the year ending
December 31st, 1917.
At the September Term, 1916, of the Superior Court,
an action in assumpsit for fourteen hundred dollars,
the price of a Buick police patrol wagon, was entered by
Peter J. McShane against the city of Dover; he al-
leging in said action that he sold and delivered this
patrol wagon to the city on May 8th, 1914. This action
was tried at the February Term, 1917, of Superior
Court, before the late Chief Justice Chamberlin who,
after finding the facts, transferred the case to the
Supreme Court without a ruling. A hearing on this
case was held at Concord at the November Session,
1917, and the finding of said Supreme Court was
''Judgment for the Defendant," on the ground that no
contract ever existed between the said Peter J. Mc-
Shane and the city of Dover for the purchase price of
said patrol wagon.
An action was brought by the city of Dover at the
September Term, 1916, of the Superior Court, against
the Royal Indemnity Company of New York. This ac-
tion is still pending in Court.
At the February Term, 1917, of Superior Court,
actions were brought by John Bergeron of Somers-
worth, against the city of Dover, for five hundred dol-
lars ; one by Claudia Laflame of Somersworth for five
hundred dollars ; one by Wilfred Bergeron of Somers-
^^ iff
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worth for five hundred dollars; one by Eva Allaire
of Somersworth for two hundred dollars; and one by
Helen Allaire for two hundred dollars; all of these
actions were brought to recover for personal injuries
in every instance, except in the case of John Bergeron,
which .was for personal injuries and damage to his
automobile.
All of these parties were passengers in an automo-
bile owned and operated by the said John Bergeron,
and while driving along Highland street, in said Dover
on the twenty-second day of September, 1916, his
automobile went over a steep, deep and dangerous em-
bankment at the easterly end of said Highland street;
the automobile turned turtle and the above described
parties were thrown out and injured. A similar acci-
dent had happened at this same place a week previous
to this time. There was no guard or sufficient railing
at this place. Had there been, the accident never would
have happened, and a guard rail has since been put
there. By the advice of His Honor the Mayor, after
invesligation, the John Bergeron action was settled for
two hundred and fifty dollars; the Claudia Laflame
action for two hundred dollars ; the Wilfred Bergeron
action for fifty dollars; the Eva Allaire action for
twenty-five dollars and the Helen Allaire action for
twenty-five dollars.
At the February Term, 1917 of the Superior Court,
James H. Hustis, Receiver of the Boston & Maine
Railroad, took an appeal from the lay-out by the mayor
and aldermen, of the city of Dover, of a highway
crossing the railroad right of way, including its tracks,
on the main line of the Western Division. This lay-
out was known as the Essex street extension, and the
question was also raised as to whether or not the high-
way was properly laid out. This matter came before
the Superior Court for hearing at the September Term
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of Court, 1917, and was transferred to the Supreme
Court without a ruling. This matter is in order for
hearing before the Supreme Court at the January
Term, 1918, at which time it will be disposed of.
At the February Term, 1917, of the Superior Court,
an action was entered by Martin J. Galligan against
the city, to recover for services as janitor of the Saw-
yer, Sherman and Pierce Schools, amounting to sev-
enty-five dollars. Upon the reading of the docket coun-
sel for the plaintiff took a voluntary non suit.
I have collected three small claims for the city; one
for the police department for damage to the motor-
cycle; one for the water department; and one for the
trustees of the Pine hill cemetery, and the amounts
collected have been turned over to the proper officials.
With the exception of the Essex street extension ap-
peal, above mentioned, there are no actions now pend-
ing against the city.
I have collected all Superior Court fees and turned
the same over to the city treasurer.
During the year I have answered all communications
submitted to me for the several departments of the city
and I take this opportunity to thank the councils for
their uniform kindness to me during my term as solici-




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
LIQUOR LICENSES.
ISSUED
By the New Hampshire State Excise Commissioner for
the Year 1917.
Following is a complete list of licenses issued in the
city of Dover by the state board of license commis-
sioners, as corrected to December 31, 1917, together




Alfred R. Kennard, 503 Central avenue, 5
Herbert C. Woodman, 466 Central avenue, 5
Morris Herman, 40 Third street, 2
Morris Herman, 401,2 Third street, 3
Charles McGowan, 9 Third street, 2
Harry G. Davis, 505 Central avenue, 5
Francis P. Kennedy, 509 Central avenue, 2
Walter R. Cox, Park Tavern, 1
Frank E. Mulligan, 460 Central avenue, 2
James F. Dennis, 44 Third street, 3
James Cauley, 22 Third street, 2
Joseph Routhier, 46 Third street, 2
McKernan & O'Neil, 479 Central avenue, 2
John P. Dennis, 314 Central avenue, 2
Patrick Cragin, 315 Central avenue, 2
Patrick J. McCarthy, 79 Main street, . . 2
William E. King, 6 Orchard street, 2
Louis Guilmet, 77 Main street, 2
Robinson Brothers, 73 Main street, 2
Robinson Brothers, 75 Main street, 3
Bernard J. Loughlin, 50 Third street, 3
Wm. D. Nason, Strafford Inn, 5
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Licensee. Class.
Bernard J. Loughlin, 491/2 Third street, 2
John J. Sweeney, 3 Waldron street, 2
Patrick J. Durkin, 57 Main street, 2
Patrick J. Durkin, 61 Main street, 3
Thomas E. Varney, 4 Third street, 5
Alfred Bisson, 473 Central avenue, 2
P. Courchesne, 341 Central avenue, 2
George E. Varney, 89 Washington street, 5
Edward Sheehy, 307 Central avenue, 2
Patrick Cassily, 11 Payne street, 2
David Cassell, 85 Main street, 2
Charles OTee, 463 Central avenue, 2
John E. Vickery, 362 Central avenue, 5
Francis P. Kennedy, 206 Central avenue, 2
John H. Kelleher, 5611/2 Central avenue, 2
George H. Bayes, Kimball House, 1
Thomas H. McGrail, 346 Central avenue, 5
Arthur W. Brown, 1 Silver street, 5
Edward Durnin, 55 Main street, 2
Edward Durnin, 53 Main Street, 3
Patrick Hanratty, 329 Central avenue, 2
Joseph Rossiter, 20 Third street, 2
Patrick Hanratty, 325 Central avenue, 3
Eben Fish, Hilton Hall, Dover Point, 1
The total receipts from fees and forfeitures in the
city of Dover under the license law, less such part of
ten per cent, of such amount as may be reserved for
the maintenance of the state board of license commis-
sioners, is equally divided between the town contrib-
uting and the county in which such town is located.
The aggregate amount received by the city of Dover




Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councils
OF THE City of Dover :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual
report of the fire department for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1917, it being my seventh annual report.





Second Assistant Engineer and Clerk,
Erving F. Wentworth.
Hose Co., No. 1.





Members:—James A. Thompson,* John E. McFad-
den,* John Smith, George W. Hoitt, James Grimes,
George McKenna, Daniel Daley, George A. Guppy,
Terrence O'Neil, Harry Preston, Bernard Murphy,!
John P. Murphy,t William Hayes.
Hose Co., No. 2.
John B. Hull, Captain.
Norman A. Shorey, Lieutenant.
Walter A. Stacy, Clerk.
Members :—Frank H. Swain, Harold M. Foss, Luke
H. McEwan, William Osgood,! George E. White, engi-
neer, J. C. Hall, Perley R. Smith, Fred Perkins, Joseph
Berard,* driver.
Hose Co., No. 3.
Edward F. Knott, Captain.
Alfred Cunningham, Lieutenant.
William E. Casey, Clerk.
Members:—Louis A. Scruton, Otto Brown, August
Biederman, Clarence Caswell, Charles H. Stanley, Fred
Varney, Jacob Thomas, Archie Mills, Louis H. Steuer-
wald,* driver.
Lincoln Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1.
Charles W. Welch, Captain.
William S. Seavey, Lieutenant.
Howard Pratt, Clerk.
Members :—Frank E. Nason, Charles H. Clark, Tim-
othy Flynn, Frank Priestly, John Traversy, John Prin-
* Permanent men.
, ^ ^
tin U. S. service: substitutes anpomtea.
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ty, William Drew, Wesley B. Sterling,* driver, John
D. Babb, engineer, Newell H. Young, stoker, William
H. Foss, Edward McDonough, John J. O'Neil.
Dover Point Volunteer Fire Company.
James W. Ford, Captain.
D'Orville L. Pinkham, First Lieutenant.
J. Wesley Clements, Second Lieutenant.
Ralph E. Morang, Clerk and Treasurer.
B. B. Bradford, Steward.
Lawrence Dolph, Assistant Steward.
Charles H. Morang, J. Wesley Clements, Fred H.
Roberts, Finance Committee.
Members :—Fred L. Morang, Stephen W. Roberts,
William M. Courser, Levi W. Brackett, Albert E. J.
Hurd, Albert H. Gage, John C. Coleman, Luther H.
Coleman, Frank Coleman, Charles H. Pinkham, George
H. Card, Ernest P. Card, Benjamin Robinson, Leroy J.
Courser, Frank S. Bradley, H. B. Dame, Fred H. Poore,
Lawrence Dolph, James J. Parle.
APPARATUS.
There are in service at the present time, two motor-
driven combination trucks—a ''Winton" at the Cen-
tral fire station, and a *'Reo" at Hose 3 station ; one
combination wagon at the Broadway station, one lad-
der truck (horse-drawn), two second-class steam fire
engines, one third-class steam fire engine, three hose
wagons, two hose sleighs, and one chemical engine at-
Dover Point.
HORSES.




There are at present 6550 feet of 21/2 inch cotton
hose, in good condition, and 1750 feet in poor condition.
Also 350 feet three-quarter inch chemical hose.
HYDRANTS FOR STEAMERS.
One on Folsom street.
One on Atkinson street,
Two on Hale street.
Four on Locust street.
RESERVOIRS.
One on Chapel street.
One on Portland street.
Two on Broadway.
One on Sixth street.
One on Central avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One on Maple street.
One on Chestnut street.
One on Grove street.
One on New York street.
One on Washington street.
One on Locust street.
One on Court street.
One on Tuttle square.
FIRE ALARM BOXES.
BOX NO.
7, Cocheco and School streets.
8, Payne and Hanson streets.




Broadway and St. John street.
Portland and Essex streets.
Broadway and New York street.
Broadway and Hill street.
First street,
B. & M. Depot.
Grove and Fourth streets.
Central avenue and Sixth street.
Hough and Grove streets.
Central avenue, near Hill street.
Central avenue and Abbott street.
Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
Central avenue and Orchard street.
Central avenue and Silver street.
Spring and Locust streets.
Central avenue and Locust street.
Central and Stark avenues.
Washington and Green streets.
Washington and Lexington streets.
Silver and Atkinson streets.
Arch, near Washington street.
Bellamy road.
Court and South Pine streets.
Hanson avenue, near Mount Pleasant.
Sawyer's farm.
Fisher, near Elm street.
Washington and Prospect streets.
Private, Pacific Mills.
Ham and East Concord streets.
Sixth and Home streets.
Sixth and Grove streets.
Page's Corner.
American Woolen Co., upper mill.
American Woolen Co., lower mill,
149
BOX NO.
481, Silver and Arch streets.
521, County jail.
PRECAUTIONS.
Allow no accumulation of rubbish under counter or
in closets.
Keep all goods, boxes, bags, paper, etc., away from
heat and smoke pipes, electric wires and gas jets.
Have all electrical wiring done by competent per-
sons and have wiring looked over occasionally.
Use no flimsy decorations around gas or electric
lights.
Be particularly careful with oily waste, rags, mgps,
etc. Always burn them at once or keep in a tightly
covered metal receptacle.
Keep no rubbish, excelsior, paper or other inflamma-
ble litter in the basement or under stairs.
Keep merchandise neatly piled up.
Allow reasonable passageway for the firemen.
See that smoke pipes and heat pipes, chimneys and
furnaces are in good condition.
Keep no inflammable fluids except in fire proof
rooms.
Have no gas meter under or near a stairway.
Wire lath and cement plaster the ceilings of the
basement.
Place hand extinguishers at convenient points.
Remove all wooden closets and bins that may become
receptacles for waste or rubbish.
Allow no smoking in cellar, basement or storeroom.
Your attention is called to the fact a large percentage
of fires start in basements and cellars.
These fires are largely caused and made more dan-
gerous by disorderly conditions, that is the accumu-
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Property value $111,300 00
Damage, , 14,105 68
Insurance upon, 70,422 00
Insurance paid, 11,070 58
Net loss above insurance paid, 3,035 10
Total number of alarms, 130
" still alarms, 80
'' engineers' calls, 14
'' box alarms, 36
" false alarms, 1
" fire with no alarm, 1
Number of hours served fighting fires, 149
Number of feet of ladders raised, 865
Number of feet of hose laid, 27,000
Number of gallons of chemicals used, 1,639




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Executive Officer of the Board of Health.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the
work performed by the department of public health





Salary of health officer, $900 00
Payrolls, 2,853 28
Board of two horses, 500 00
Rent of office, 50 00
Telephone service, 29 20




Services of nurse, small pox cases, 75 00
Maintaining guards, small pox cases, .... 92 50
Horse hire, 92 50
Aid furnished in quarantined cases, 118 77
Repairs of harnesses, 38 70
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Horse shoeing and blacksmith work, .... $ 98 25
Total expenditures, $4,975 01
Balance unexpended, 24 99
Total, $5,000 00
SPECIAL WORK.
Received for labor and material furnished, 946 69
Paid for labor, $628 04
Paid for cement pipe, 268 65
Paid for constructing septic
tanks, 50 00
$946 69
All special work performed by the department is
tharged to the person for whom such work is per-
formed, and entails no expense upon the city. While
it is no recognized part of the duties of the health de-
partment to repair, construct or supervise the con-
struction of house drains, the work has been performed
from year to year in order that the best sanitary con-
ditions should obtain, and that house owners might
have the assurance that every detail would receive in-
telligent attention.
ASHES AND REFUSE DISPOSAL.
The cost of maintaining this branch of the service
shows a slight advance over the cost for 1916, owing
to the increase in compensation for labor authorized by
the city councils. Although this increase, aggregating
nearly $200.00, was not anticipated when the annual
appropriations were passed, we have succeeded in
meeting the revised conditions without overdrawing
the funds at our disposal.
The collection of refuse material has been much
larger this year than for any similar period in the
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past, although but little variation appears in the collec-
tion of ashes.
The incinerator has performed excellent service,
destroying tons of waste and deleterious matter v/ith-
out the expenditure of a single dollar either for mainte-
nance or repairs.
More than a score of loads of feather beds, bedding,
pillows and mattresses have been destroyed during the
year. This material was gathered from infected prem-
ises and from homes where conditions rendered such
action desirable. Special trips were made to collect
these various articles, and their destruction was car-
ried out under the personal supervision of the Execu-
tive Officer. It may not be inappropriate to add that
in nearly every case, through the kindness of some of
our worthy and benevolent citizens, new material w^s
supplied, without cost, to take the place of the material
destroyed.
There is only one public dumping place in the city
at the present time. This receiving depot is located
in the ravine adjoining the incinerator. That we have
finally been enabled to remove these unsightly places
from the occupied parts of the city is a source of grati-
fication to all, and their further use for such purpose






Water closets inspected, 64
Clogged sewer drains, 44
Drains repaired, 71
Privy vaults inspected, 33
Restaurants inspected, . . . . , , 4
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Bakeries inspected, 8
Grocery stores inspected, 22
Stables inspected, 3
Complaints investigated, 84
Dead animals buried, 95
Septic tanks constructed, 7
Sewer drains constructed, : 20
Visits to schoolhouses, and inspections, 78
REIMBURSEMENTS FOR WORK PERFORMED.
E. B. Foss, $1.18; C. E. Wendell, $1.25; William
Cullen, $5.28; S. E. Curtis, $2.00; T. W. Lothrop,
$9.00 ; James E. Grimes, $7.50 ; Hoitt & Clifford, $9.30 ;
Estate of Lydia Webster, $10.00; A. G. Brainard,
$1.00; James McKone, $1.00; F. N. Kelley, $4.75;
Sarah Brownell, $36.63; C. H. Smith, $1.12; G. W.
Page Est., $19.50; V. Mathes Est., $42.12; Alice Mc-
Kone, $9.89 ; Com. on Repairs of Schoolhouses, $20.43
;
Cartland Grocery Co., $2.35 ; Nellie Langley, $124.49
Mrs. Charles Rollins, $2.50; J. V. Meader, $1.25; I. C.
Kisterman, $5.00; T. W. Woodman, Est., $14.00; E. H.
Frost, $5.00; Miss E. C. Sawyer, $12.25; Dwight Hall,
$8.35; Town of Madbury, $2.00; J. Walter Towmbly,
$44.39; Joseph W. Frye, $4.51; Catherine Flaherty,
$7.85; Photo Adrianopoulos, $30.40; City Hall com-
mittee, $3.00; John T. W. Ham, $12.30; Trustees Hayes
Hospital, $142.25; Edna L. Demeritt, $15.83; C. H.
Sawyer Est., $3.75 ; Augusta W. Caverly, $34.31 ; Geo.
M. Stevens, $5.00; Henry H. Clifford, $29.61; John W.
Littlefield, $15.25 ; L. M. Caverely, $29.85 ; Edna Rines,
$14.30; John Baty, $2.50; I. D. Thompson, $4.27; Tho-
mas Sherry, $9.25; Washington Anderton, $1.10; A. G
Whittemore, $18.81; Arthur M. Hubbard, $2.50; Car-
rie E. Wendell, $2.00; Emma G. Fernald, $7.15; F. F.
Wentworth, $18.33; Mrs. Thomas McKone, $1.00; Sam-
uel D. Felker, $4.19 ; Thos. H. Dearborn, $9.95 ; Mer-
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chants Nat. Bank, $2.00; J. Frank Platts, $4.00; Sarah
Sawyer, $2.25; Annie K. & G. W. Seavey, $3.55;
George Philbrick, $39.30; John D. McCooey, $5.65;
Unitarian Society, $38.40; Max Siegel, $7.00; Middle-
brook Golf Club, $1.25; Norman E. Seavey, $3.25; H.
P. Henderson, $1.50; James Brennan, $4.25; P. J. Mc-
Carthy, $1.50. Total, $946.69.
SEPTIC TANKS.
During the past season eleven septic tanks have been
constructed in various parts of the city. The method
of constructing these tanks, as well as the technical
details of their operation, have been so clearly ex-
plained in previous reports, that further reference to
these matters seems unnecessary at this time.
As the result of experience we can confidently state
that the cost of constructing septic tanks is no greater
than the expense incident to connection with the pub-
lic sewer, while the service is equally as satisfactory.
Owing to labor conditions the removal of night soil
has been temporarily abandoned, as we find it impossi-
ble to secure help for this particular phase of work.
The alternative rests upon the property owner, as it
will be found necessary, unless conditions change, to
provide some other method of disposal of human ex-
creta. To all parties interested the department would
be pleased to furnish all necessary information regard-
ing the cost and method of constructing septic tanks,
which seem to offer the only logical solution of this
important problem.









Whooping cough, 6 1
Pulmonary consumption, 19 14
Chicken pox, 6
381 19
The total of nineteen deaths from reported con-
tagious and infectious diseases, gives a death rate from
these causes of one and three-tenths, using 14,000 as
a basis of population.
During the month of December, 1916, measles in
epidemic form appeared in various parts of the city,
with but little abatement until the latter part of March
of the present year. Every case reported was prompt-
ly visited, and every care taken to relieve the patient
and check the spread of the disease.
In the month of January, three cases developing
symptoms of a suspecious nature were reported, which
were finally diagnosed as small pox by Maurice Wat-
son, M. D., of Manchester, who was sent to Dover by
the State Board of Health at the request of the local
board. As we are at present without a detention hos-
pital, it was found necessary to treat these patients at
their homes. We are pleased to state that the pa-
tients responded to the course of treatment employed,
and were soon on the way to recovery. No further
spread of this dread disease occurred.
TUBERCULOSIS.
Nineteen cases of tuberculosis of the lungs were re-
ported during the year, with fourteen resultant deaths.
Of the remaining five, one is at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital and four at the Glencliffe State Sanitor-
iuni. where they are slowly recovering from the insidi-
ous action of this disease. These latter cases are be-
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ing cared for by the State of New Hampshire, no part
of the expense being borne by the city.
We desire to acknowledge the promptitude and cour-
tesy with which the State Board of Charities and Cor-
r®ctions, and John H. Wise, M. D., director of the State
Sanitorium, responded to the call from the local board,
and extend the grateful appreciation of our citizens for
the care and treatment bestowed upon our afflicted
people.
The prevention of tuberculosis, like all other wide-
spread infections, depends for its success upon the
education of the people. We are now in possession of
sufficient information of a precise nature to place the
facts in plain words before the public. This has been
done in numerous pamphlets, and popular articles in
the daily press, all written by practitioners who have
given the subjcet serious research and study, all of
which has been given to the public in the hope that this
knowledge, scattered broadcast, would interest each
reader in preventing, and using of the methods suggest-
ed for eradicating, this dreaded disease. The modern
message in tuberculosis has been one of hope, in that
the disease is curable; and one of fear, in that it is
transmissible. The former has been a great encour-
agement and has added strength to the movement.
SCHOOLHOUSES.
During the summer a new sanitary system was in-
stalled in the Belknap school. This installation com-
pletes the chain of improvements adopted a few years
agCr, If well cared for these systems will render ef-
fective service for an indefinite period.
The heating and ventilating systems in several of
our school buildings are antiquated, and steps should
be taken, as soon as possible, to remedy this condition.
Vast quantities oi fuel are wasted every year with the
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old hot air systems now in use, and the results obtained
are far from satisfactory either to instructor or pupil.
Poorly heated and ventilated school rooms are detri-
mental to the health and comfort of the children.
CONCLUSION.
Owing to the unprecedented advance in cost of all
kinds of structural material and the many increased
demands upon the public treasury, we refrain from
making any specific recommendations for the coming
year. The policy of this department, as it has been
in the past, will be to render the best service within
its means for the prevention and abatement of conta-




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
CHARTER AMENDMENTS.
Passed at the January Session of the Legislature.
An Act to amend the charter of the city of Dover
relative to the board of assessors.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives in General Court convened
:
Section 1. The board of assessors for the city of
Dover shall consist of three members, who shall exer-
cise all the powers and be subject to all the duties and
responsibilities by law conferred or imposed upon as-
sessors of taxes in cities, and perform such further
duties as the city councils of said city, by ordinance,
may prescribe.
Sect. 2. Immediately upon the passage of this act
the board of mayor and aldermen of said city, upon
nominations duly submitted by the mayor, shall elect
two citizens of the majority party and one of the min-
ority party of said city, who shall serve as such as-
sessors for the period of ten, twenty-two and thirty-
four months, respectively, from the first day of March,
1917, and annually thereafter on the first Wednesday
of January, upon nominations as aforesaid, said board
of mayor and aldermen shall choose one member of
said board for the full term of three years, or until his
successor shall have been elected and qualified. Said
board of mayor and aldermen may remove any member
of said board of assessors at any time for cause, upon
charges duly filed with the clerk of said city and upon
a full hearing had thereon ; provided, however, that no
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member of said board of assesors shall be removed ex-
cept upon the affirmative vote of two-thirds of all mem-
bers of said board of mayor and aldermen, voting by
yea and nay. Vacancies occurring in said board of as-
sessors from any cause may be filed in the manner
hereinbefore provided.
Sect. 3. The board of assessors thus chosen shall
immedately organize by the choice of one of their num-
ber as chairman, who shall serve as such until the first
Wednesday of January, 1918 ; and annually thereafter
on the first Wednesday in the month of January said
board shall organize for the year next ensuing. The
board of mayor and aldermen shall also choose one of
said assessors as clerk, who shall hold office until the
next annual meeting of said board of assessors, or un-
til his successor is chosen and qualified, and annually
thereafter upon the first Wednesday in the month of
January a clerk for said board of assessors shall be
chosen as hereinbefore provided, removable, however,
at the pleasure of said board of mayor and aldermen.
Sect. 4. The clerk shall keep the books, accounts
and records of the board, conduct its correspondence,
and do and perform such other service as may be re-
quired of him by vote of the board or as may be pre-
scribed by law or ordinance, and for such service he
shall receive, in addition to the compensation herein-
after provided, such sum as the city councils by ordi-
nance may prescribe.
Sect. 5. The board of assessors shall have an office
in the city building assigned and furnished for such
purpose by the city ; they shall hold regular meetings
at such office for the transaction of business during
stated hours on at least four days in each month,
throughout the year. During the months of April,
May, June and July, at least one member of said board,
in addition to the clerk, shall be in attendance at such
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office during business hours ; additional meetings shall
also be held if the convenience of the taxpayers so re-
quire.
Sect. 6. The city councils may, by ordinance, au-
thorize the board of assessors to employ assistants, not
exceeding one in each ward, to aid in making the lists
of ratable polls, such assistants to be employed not
exceeding two weeks in any one year, at a compensa-
tion of two and one-half dollars a day.
Sect. 7. All books and records of the board of as-
sessors shall be the property of the city and shall be
open to public inspection during the regular office
hours.
Sect. 8. For the faithful performance of their du-
ties the members of said board shall receive per an-
num, such sums as the mayor and board of aldermen
shall vote, to be paid as the city councils, by ordinance,
may determine. Said city councils may also make such
additional regulations and prescribe such additional
duties as may seem necessary or desirable for the more
efficient assessment of public taxes, and appropriate
such sums of money annually as may seem necessary
for the proper performance of the duties incident
thereto.
Sect. 9. Upon the adoption of this act the term of
offijce of all persons serving in any capacity in the as-
sessment of taxes in said city of Dover shall automati-
cally cease.
Arthur P. Morrill,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Jesse M. Barton,
President of the Senate.




An Act to amend the charter of the city of Dover
relating to street commission.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives in General Court convened
:
Section 1. Amend section 3 of chapter 423 of the
Laws of 1913 entitled *'An Act repealing chapter 223,
Laws of 1903, entitled 'An Act in amendment of the
charter of the city of Dover, creating a board of street
and park commissioners for said -city' and relating to
the office of street commissioners" by striking out the
whole of said section and inserting in place thereof the
following
:
Sect. 3 (a) Said street commissioner shall have
full charge, management and control of the building,
constructing, oiling, sprinkling, repairing and main-
taining of all the streets, bridges, highways, lanes,
alleys, sidewalks, public sewers and drains, and the
public parks, commons, playgrounds, city farm build-
ings, gravel banks and lands and buildings used in con-
nection therewith, and such other lands as are not used
by any other department and belonging to the said city
of Dover.
(b) The street commissioner shall have the ex-
penditure of all appropriations made by the city coun-
cils for his department, and all other moneys legally
credited to his department, with full power and au-
thority to purchase materials and supplies necessary
for the proper maintenance of his department, but
shall not purchase or sell any real property, horse,
wagon, truck, motor truck, or other machinery used
or for use in his department without the approval of
the joint standing committee on finance of the city of
Dover.
(c) The funds of the department shall be disbursed
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only upon checks drawn by the city treasurer, and
countersigned by the mayor, and numbered so as to
correspond with the account or claim it shall have been
drawn to pay ; and no such check shall be issued unless
the account or claim shall have first been approved by
the street commissioner.
(d) The street commissioner shall keep or cause
to be kept accurate and competent books of account
which shall be open at all times to the inspection of the
mayor and joint standing committee on finance of the
said city of Dover, and the said street commissioner
shall render a detailed statement of the receipts and
expenditures of his department quarterly to the board
of mayor and aldermen of the said city of Dover.
Sect. 2. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with
this act are hereby repealed, and this act shall take
effect on its passage.
Arthur P. Morrill,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Jesse M. Barton,
President of the Senate.
Approved March 15, 1917.
Henry W. Keyes,
Governor.
An Act to amend the charter of the city of Dover re-
lating to the school board.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives in General Court convened
:
Section 1. The mayor of the city of Dover shall
be a member of the school board of said city, and shall
have the same powers and duties as other members.
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Sect. 2. The treasurer of the city of Dover shall be
the treasurer of the school district of said city, and all
checks issued by said school district shall be issued by
the treasurer upon warrant of school board, and
countersigned by such member of said board as they
shall designate.
Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Arthur P. Morrill,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Jesse M. Barton,
President of the Senate.





On Thursday evening, December 6, 1917, both
branches of the city councils met in convention, under
the provisions of section 8, chapter 21, of the revised
ordinances of the city of Dover, for the purpose of
canvassing the vote given in for mayor at the munici-
pal election held in November. After a careful ex-
amination of the returns, the following report was
presented and accepted, and the accompanying reso-
lution unanimously adopted:
Dover, N. H., December 6, 1917.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover, in Con-
vention Assembled :
Gentlemen:—Your committee appointed to can-
vass the returns made to the City Clerk of the votes
given in for Mayor at the municipal election held on
the twenty-seventh day of November, A. D. 1917, have
the honor to submit the following report:
FOR MAYOR.
Whole number of votes given in, 1,504
Alvan P. Place had, 653
Fred C. Smalley, 851









Resolved by the City Councils of the City of Dover
IN Convention Assembled:
That Fred C. Smalley, having received the largest
number of votes given in for Mayor at the municipal
election held on the twenty-seventh day of November,
A. D. 1917, be and hereby is declared to have been duly
elected to that office for the year 1918.
DETAILED VOTE BY WARDS.
For Mayor: WARD 12 3 4 5
Fred C. Smalley, 206 170 230 240 5
Alvan P. Place, 112 195 73 146 127
For Aldermen:
Hollis P. Ford, 216
Frank E. Meserve, 212
Frank P. Brown, 97
John J. McClintock, 89
Harold M. Foss, 189
George A. Swaine, 167
Edward C. Trefethen, . . 170
James F. Chesley, 154
Frank M. Langley, 267
Alonzo G. Willand, 269
Harry P. Preston, 85
Felix O'Neil, 79
Robert W. Greenaway, . . 249
George W. Richardson, . . 252 .
Owen Coogan, 126
Frank A. Leathers, 120





William H. Galligan, ... 210
Luke H. McEwan, 218
Charles A. Wiggin, 213
Samuel L. Henderson,
. . 87
Matthew E. Cahill, 81
Michael Kidney, 89
John Cornell, * 205
Joseph Fortier, * 296
Harold C. Getchell, ....
*
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John H. McLaughlin, .... 142
James S. Chesley, 255
Henry P. Gorman, 144
Charles W. Welch, ... 9^^




James F. Clark, *
Frank J. Hughes, ...
Oscar R. Eaton, ....
Samuel J. McMullen,
. . o .„
William Penn Tuttle, .... ttt
Martin Banks,












Melvin B. Pray, 204
Ernest E. Kidder, 94
Frank P. Brown, 1
Albert H. Winn, .....'.".' 197
















To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen :—To supplement the quarterly reports
made during the year 1917, giving the itemized receipts
and expenditures of the various departments under my




Appropriation for 1917, $40,000 00
Balance from 1916, 1,889 33
Earnings and reimbursements, 5,833 42
$47,722 75
Expended during the year 1917, 45,339 59
Balance Dec. 31, 1917, $ 2,383 16
Classified Expenditures of the Various
Departments for 1917.
Payrolls, $26,348 39
Extra teams, 110 44
Sand and gravel, 560 25
Hay, grain, straw and bedding, 1,789 65
Shoeing horses and stable supplies, in-
cluding two pair of horses that cost
$1,300.00, 1J48 02
Harnesses and repairs, robes and blankets, 327 35
State highway maintenance (patrol, gravel,
freight, etc.) 1,315 31
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Coal, 468 07
Ledge and crusher expense, 520 25
Dynamite, powder and fuse, 95 47
Miscellaneous tools, 133 15
Auto, trucks, carts, road machinery, re-
pairs, gasoline, etc., 2,855 49
Lumber and milling 948 68
Steam roller expense, 79 97
Miscellaneous (road, oil lub. oil, hardware,
water, etc.) , 8,039 10
$45,339 59
During the year. Third street from Chestnut street
to Central avenue, and the West Side of Central avenue
from Third to First streets have been rebuilt with
Taric pavement.
The following streets have been resurfaced with
gravel : New York, Home, Oak, Park, Reservoir, Mt.
Vernon and St. John streets.
In the outlying Districts, No. 19 was resurfaced
with gravel from Portland street, to the home of Mont-
gomery Rollins, and in No. 15 Tuttle's lane was wholly
resurfaced with gravel.
The department has re-set 913 feet of edgestone,
set 519 feet of new edgestone, and re-laid 5000 square
feet of brick sidewalks.
The equipment of the department has been added to
by the building of a cart shed, the addition of one dead
axle wagon, one set of double sleds with traverse
frame, one portable upright boiler, one steam trip
hammer drill, one pair of bay horses, one pair of gray
horses, two snow plows, and a Ford runabout with a
commercial body.
One crippled horse that was past usefulness had to
be killed, and one horse was saved by a surgical oper-
ation.
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During the year, sixteen precincts were oiled at a
cost of $1,973.92, and the business part of the city
kept sprinkled with water.




Said District shall include the compact part of the
city, and all highways, streets, lanes, and alleys not




Said District shall be Mineral street, from Sixth
street to Glenwood avenue; Glenwood avenue, from
Sixth street to Page's corner; Central avenue, from
Page's corner to the Somersworth line, and the Roch-
ester road, including the back road, from Gage's hill
to the Somersworth line beyond Granite State Park,




Said District shall consist of the Long Hill* road,
from Sixth street to Granite State Park; the Ivory
Varney road, from said road to the Somersworth line,
and the Blackwater road, from the Rochester line to
the Somersworth line in two places. About 3 5-10





Said District shall be the County Farm road, from
the Rochester line to the railroad crossing east of the
Old Town Farm, and the road leading from said
County Farm road to Cocheco Station, about 2 5-10





William J. Hartford, Assistant
Highivay Surveyor, telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 5.
Said District shall be Sixth street, beginning at the
fork of the road near George McDuffee's house, to the
junction of Sixth and Mineral streets, then Mineral
street to the west end of Whitcher's Falls bridge, 1 6-10
miles, 6 culverts.
—
Alfred G. Clark, Assistant High-
ivay Surveyor, telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 6.
Said District shall be the road from the Rochester
line to McDuffee's corner on Sixth street, then the
County Farm road as far as the railroad crossing,
then the Watson road to the west end of Mill Dam
bridge, and the road from the Long Hill road to Co-
checo Station, about 3 25-100 miles, 10 culverts, 2
bridges.—L. I. Jenness, Assistant Highivay Surveyor,
telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 7.
Said District shall be The Tolend road from the resi-
dence of Thomas J. Otis to the junction of Fourth
and Washington streets ; Mineral street, from the west
end of Whitcher's Falls bridge to The Tolend road;
Columbus avenue, from The Tolend road to Silver
street, and the Albert Foster road, from The Tolend
road to the Cocheco river, about 3 15-100 miles, 8 cul-
verts.
—
Thomas J. Otis, Assistayit Highivay Surveyor,
telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 8.
Said District shall be The Tolend road, from the res-
idence of Thomas J. Otis to the Barrington and Mad-
bury lines; the Watson road to the west end of the
Mill Dam bridge, the Canney road to the Madbury line,
and the Rochester Neck road to the County Farm road.
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about 5 miles, 20 culverts, 1 bridge.
—
Aaron W. Drew,
Assistant Highwaij Surveyor, telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 9.
Said District shall be the Littleworth road, from the
Madbury line on both sides of Barbadoes pond and
Silver street to its juncture with the Knox Marsh road,
also Hayes' lane that runs from the Littleworth road
crossing the B. & M. R. R. to the Knox Marsh road
near Hayes', about 4 miles, 11 culverts, 1 bridge.
—
Dennis J. Grady, Assistant Highway Surveyor, tele-
phone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 10.
Said District shall be the Knox Marsh road, so
called, from Silver street to the Madbury line, also the
short piece of road from the Knox Marsh road to Sil-
ver street, in the rear of Hill, the blacksmith's house,
about 2 miles, 10 culverts.
—
Frank E. Davis, Assis-
tant Highway Surveyor, telephone connections.
district no. 11.
Said District shall be the Mast road, from Thomp-
son's corner to the Madbury line, the Durham road,
from Cataract avenue to the Madbury line; Cataract
avenue and the Bellamy road, from the Knox Marsh
road to the Durham road, about 4 miles, 7 culverts,
and 1 bridge.
—
James Redden, Assistant Highivay
Surveyor, telephone connections.
district no. 12.
Said District shall be the Back River road, from
Sawyer's bridge to the Mast road, then the Mast road
to Thompson's corner on Spruce lane. About 1 5-10
miles, 4 culverts.
—
Leonard Z. Corson, Assistant
Highway Surveyor, telephone connections,
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DISTRICT NO. 13.
Said District shall be the Back River road, from the
corner of the Mast road to the schoolhouse, then
Spruce lane and Spruce lane extension ; the Garrison
road to the left until the Back River road is reached,
about 2 2-10 miles, 3 culverts.
—
Leonard Z. Corson,
Assista7it Highivay Surveyor, telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 14.
Said District shall begin at the fork of the road near
the Hooper farm, then Spruce lane to the Back River
road, the Meserve road, then the Back River and Gag-
ner roads to the Madbury line ; the Bay View road ; the
Rabbit road ; the Garrison road to Spruce lane and the
David Tuttle road, 5 25-100 miles, 29 culverts.
—
John
T. G. Tuttle, Assista7it Highivay Surveyor, telephone
connections.
DISTRICT NO. 15.
Said District shall be the Dover Point road, from
Moses street (opposite Midlebrook farm) to the top
of Huckleberry Hill ; the De Witt Nute and other small
cross roads leading from said Dover Point road, in-
cluding the cross road called Tuttle's lane to Furbish's
corner on the Back road, about 2 5-10 miles, 9 culverts,
and 1 bridge.
—
Elbridge G. Gage, Assistant Highivay
Surveyor, telephone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 16.
Said District shall be the Dover Point road, from the
top of Huckleberry hill to the Dover Point bridge and
Railroad Station, and the Bellamy road to Bellamy
Railroad Station, about 3 miles, 6 culverts.
—
Charles




Said District shall be the Back road, from the top of
Huckleberry hill to the corner of Tuttle's lane, about
1 mile.
—
Charles S. Roberts, Assistant Hightvay Sur-
veyor, telephone connections.
district no. 18.
Said District shall be Brownell's lane, sometimes
called the Dover Point Back road, from the schoolhouse
to the corner of Tuttle's lane ; the Middle Neck road,
from Mason's corner to Mt. Pleasant, then the Back
road to the schoolhouse, about 3 5-10 miles, 13 culverts.
—Isaac L. Lucas, Assistayit Hightvay Surveyor, tele-
phone connections.
DISTRICT NO. 19.
Said District shall be the Eliot Bridge road, from
the brook near the Glue Works to Eliot bridge; the
Creek road to the Rollinsford line ; Atlantic avenue,
and also the Cross road to Guppy's corner, about




There are fifty miles of streets and 100 miles of side-
walks in the compact part of the city, and fifty-four
miles of roads in the eighteen outside districts.
The expenditures by districts for the year 1917,
were as follows
:





















All the above receipts and expenditures have been
itemized and are on file at the offices of the City Clerk








Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Chairman.*
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
John T. Welch, Treasurer.
Trustees. Term Expires.
James Cavanaugh, March, 1922
Thomas E. Varney, March, 1921
Daniel Hall, March, 1920
John Kivel, March, 1919
Frank B. Williams, March, 1918
(Ex-Officio.)
Hon. Fred N. Beckwith, Mayor, January, 1917




Messrs. Beckwith and Gibbs.
February
—
Messrs. Gibbs and Hall.
March
—
Messrs. Hall and Kivel.
April
—
Messrs. Kivel and Varney.
May
—
Messrs. Varney and Williams.
June Messrs. Williams and Cavanaugh.





Messrs. Cavanaugh and Hall.
August
—
Messrs. Hall and Varney.
September
—
Messrs. Varney and Kivel.
October Messrs. Kivel and Cavanaugh.
November Messrs. Cavanaugh and Williams.
December Messrs. Williams and Beckwith.
Auditing Committee.
Messrs. Cavanaugh and Varney.
MEDICAL STAFF.
Consulting Physicians and Surgeons.
Inez H. Ford-Nason, M. D.
George R. Smith, M. D.
Attending Physicians.
A. Noel Smith, M. D.
Allen P. Richmond, M. D.
Joseph H. Richard, M. D.
Harry 0. Chesley, M. D.
Attending Surgeons.
RdscoE G. Blanchard, M. D.
George P. Morgan, M. D.
Edward C. Batchelder, M. D.
Edmund N. Carignan, M. D.
Oculist a)id Aurist.
Louis W. Flanders, M. D.
Ohstitrician.
Roland J. Bennett, M. D.




THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
In presenting the twelfth annual report of the board
of trustees, we feel that the work accomplished by the
Wentworth Hospital during tke past year not only
compares favorably with the results obtained in pre-
vious years, but establishes a standard of hospital
achievement of which we may well feel proud.
As professional ethics precludes the recitation of
particular instances illustrative of the wide experience
and successful accomplishments of the medical and
surgical staff of the hospital as well as the skill and
ability of the working force of the institution, and the
exploitation of its charitable offices would be a direct
violation of the essential spirit in which those ministra-
tions are accorded, we are necessarily limited to a gen-
eral or statistical exhibit in order that the public may
be informed as to the results obtained by its represen-
tatives in this particular phase of its civic affairs.
The number of days of free and partially free serv-
ice rendered, and the number of days' service for which
established rates were received, during the several
years the hospital has been in operation, are submitted
in the following table:
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was 15 ; the largest number, 43. The variance between
these two extremes forcibly illustrates the difficulties
confronting the management in the conduct of its in-
ternal affairs in order that the operating cost of the in-
stitution may be maintained at the lowest possible
point consistent with an intelligent and comprehensive
performance of its functions.
A comparison between the expenditures in the more
important sub-divisions into which the disbursements
of the institution are divided, for the years 1914 and
1917,—two years in which the number of days' service
was practically identical,—is presented in the follow-
ing table, and very clearly illustrates the effect which
the increase in cost of practically all kinds of commo-
dities exercises upon the hospital finances
:
1914 1917
Salaries and wages, $9,476 55 $9,505 39
Groceries and provisions, .... 5,344 87 6,006 27
Medical and surgical supplies, . . 2,197 88 2,437 56
Repairs and maintenance, . . 700 41 735 97
Furnishings, 799 55 847 65
Ice, 171 24 207 83
It will be noted by reference to the foregoing table,
that it cost over $1,000.00 more in the year just closed,
for the maintenance of the sub-divisions therein named,
than it did in the year 1914 for substantially the same
service.
The average daily cost per patient for each of the
twelve years the hospital has been in operation, is given
below, together with a sub-division showing the rela-




which demonstrates the measure of economy exercised
by the management in order to meet the extraordinary
conditions which prvail throughout the country.
The medical and surgical as well as the general hos-
pital staff has remained unchanged during the year.
The domestic department has experienced the ordinary
range of vicissitudes, but no interruption in the work
of the institution has resulted.
The departure of Mayor Fred N. Beckwith, chair-
man of the board of trustees, for Camp Devens, Ayer,
Mass., where he joined the colors in mid-summer, re-
sulted in the choice of acting mayor Alonzo G. Wil-
land as chairman, in which capacity he served until
the close of the year.
For further particulars of the year's work, you are
respectfully referred to the report of the Superintend-
ent, which, together with the report of the Treasurer,
giving the receipts and disbursements for the year, are










Dover, N. H., January 2, 1918.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
To THE Board of Trustees :
I have the honor to submit herewith the report of
the treasurer of the board of trustees of the Wentworth
Hospital for the year ending December 31, 1917:
RECEIPTS. •
1917.
Jan. 1, Balance on hand, . . $ 1,441 48
City appropriation, . . $ 9,000 00





Total, ' $26,029 62
EXPENDITURES.








Light and power, . 796 98
Furnishings, 847 65
Transportation, . 440 93
Repairs, 520 96
Laundry and en-





fund, $ 735 00
Water, 398 13







Massachusetts Gas Co., bond,
four and one-half per cent, $ 1,000 00
Received income, 45 00
Savings bank deposit, and in-
terest, 28 37
$ 1,073 37
Paid Grace P. Haskell, Supt., 45 00
Balance, $ 1,028 37
Martha E. Hanson Fund.
Northern Pacific-Great North-
ern joint bond, four per cent., $ 1,000 00
American Tel. & Tel. Co. bonds,
four per cent., 2,000 00
Minneapolis General Electric
Co. gold bond, five per cent., 1,000 00
Milwaukee, Sparta & North
Western R. R. bond, four
per cent., 1,000 00
Savings bank deposit, and in-
terest, 68 86
Received income, 210 00
^ $ 5,278 86
Paid Grace P. Haskell, Supt.,. 210 00
Balance, $ 5,068 86
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Emma J. Sanborn Fund.
Milwaukee, Sparta & North
Western R. R. bonds, four
per cent., $ 3,000 00
Savings Bank deposit, and in-
terest, 206 77
Received income, 120 00
$ 3,326 74
Paid Grace P. Haskell, Supt.. 120 00
Balance, $ 3,206 74
B. Frank Nealley Fund.
Milwaukee, Sparta & North
Western R. R. bonds, four
per cent., $ 5,000 00
Savings Bank deposit, and in-
terest, 342 73
Received income, 200 00
$ 5,542 73
Paid Grace P. Haskell, Supt.,
.
200 00
Balance, $ 5,342 73
Abbie M. Sawyer Fund.
Milwaukee, Sparta & North
Western R. R. bonds, four
per cent., $ 4,000 00
Savings Bank deposit, and in-
terest, 274 16
Received income, 160 00
$ 4,434 16
Paid Grace P. Haskell, Supt.. 160 00
Balance, $ 4,274 16
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Caroline Hanson Fund.
Four shares Boston & Maine R.
R. common stock, par value, $400 00
Leola Worthen Fund.
Savings bank deposit, and in-
terest, $ 500 00
Interest, 67 80
$ 567 80
Balance, ? 567 80
Wentworth Fund.
Three Oregon Short Line R. R.
four per cent bonds, $ 3,000 00
Twenty Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern R. R. four per
cent, bonds, 20,000 00





Dr. Andrew J. Young Fund.
Original bequest, December 2,
1915, $ 475 00
Inheritance tax returned, .... 25 00
Interest to January 2, 1918, . . 34 82




Dover, N, H., December 31, 1917,
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen : Your superintendent submits the fol-
lowing report for the year 1917
:





Number of patients admitted from January 1,
1917, to January 1, 1918, 513
Number of patients paying board, 434
Number of patients paying board in part, 24
Number of patients free, 55
Total, 513
Total number of accident cases, 49
Total number of emergency cases, 47
Total number of ambulance cases, 71
Total number of deaths, 53
Of the deaths occurring
:
Two died less than 12 hours after admission.
Two died less than 24 hours after admission
Two died less than 48 hours after admission.














Nose and throat, 43





Appendicitis acute with abscess,
Appendicitis, acute and sepsis,
Appendicitis acute, abdominal tumor of
omentum,
Appendicitis with tuberculosis,
Adhesions and obstruction of bowels, . .
Bronchitis,























Infection of hand and arm,
Myoma, appendicitis chronic, and anemia,
Nephritis,











Valvular heart with septic endocarditis.
Valvular heart, enlarged prostrate and re-
tention,
Total,































































Shoe shop employee, 16

















Ashland, N. H., 1
Albany, N. H., 1





Berwick, South, Me., 14
Bristol, N. H., 1












Dover, N. H., 182
Durham, N. H., 10
Derry, N. H., 2
Deerfield, N. H., 1
Danbury, N. H., 1
Exeter, N. H., 2
England, 6
East Jaffrey, Me., 1
Epsom, N. H., 1
Epping, N. H., 1
Effingham, N. H., 2
Eliot, Me., 3
Emery Mills, Me., 1
East Kingston, N. H., 1
East Weymouth, Mass., 1
Farmington, N. H., 5
Fairfield, Me., 1
Fitchburg, Mass., 2




Greenland, N. H., 1
Germany, 2
Gloucester, Mass., 1








Kingston Plains, N. H., 1
Lebanon, Me., 1
Laconia, N. H., 2
Leicester, Mass., 1
Lee, N. H., 5
Limerick, Me., 1
Landlof , N. H. . 1
Lawrence, Mass., 1
Lov^ell, Mass., 1
Lisbon Falls, Me., 1
Michigan, 3
Madbury, N. H., 4
Middleton, N. H., 1
Middleton, Mass., 1
Missouri, 1
Manchester, N. H., 1
Madison, Me., 1
Milton Mills, N. H., 1
Methuen, Mass., 1
Milton, N. H., 1
Massachusetts, 3
North Andover, Mass., 1
Newmarket, N. H., 9
Nashua, N. H., 4
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Nova Scotia, 3
New York, N. Y., 1
Newcastle, N. H., 1
Norway, 2
Norridgewock, Me., 2
New Boston, N. H., 1
Oxford, Me., 1




P. E. Island, 1
Portland, So., Me., 1
Providence, R. I., 1
Plymouth, Vt., 1
Rollinsford, N. H., 5
Rochester, N. H., 5
Russia, 5
Syria, 7
Strafford, N. H., 3
Strafford Bow Lake, N. H., 9
Saco, Me., 1
Sparta, Wis., 1
Somersworth, N. H., 11
Scotland, 2
Salem, Mass., 1
Salmon Falls, N. H., 5
South Newbury, Vt., 1
Stoneham, Mass., 1


















York Village, Me., 1
Total, 513
Residences of those admitted
:
Alton, N. H., 3
Berwick, Me., 5
Berwick, South, Me., 11
Barrington, N. H., 1
Biddeford, Me., 2
Concord, N. H., 1
Dover, N. H., 384
Durham, N. H., 9
Dover Point, N. H., 1
Exeter, N. H., 1
Efiingham, N. H., 1
Eliot, Me., 1




Lee, N. H., 1
Lincoln, N. H., 1
Lisbon Falls, Me., 2




Newmarket, N. H., 9
Nashua, N. H., 2
Northfield, Mass., 1
Ogunquit, Me., 1
Portsmouth, N. H., 2
Portland, Me., 2
Rollinsford, N. H., 3
Rochester, N. H., 6
Salmon Falls, N. H., 11
Somersworth, N. H., 23
Strafford, N. H., 2
St. John, N. B., 1
Springvale, Me., 1
Unknown, 2
Wakefield, N. H., 1
Wells, Me., 1
York, Me., 1























Nephritis, cystitis and bronchitis, .
.
Nephritis with complications,







Pneumonia and pleurisy with effu-
sion,








Pregnant with eclampsia, 1













Typhoid fever and rheumatism, .... 1
Tonsillitis, 2
Valvular heart disease, 1












































































Burns of face, arms and
finger
Burns of leg and trunk
Burns of hands and lac.
head








Sebaceous cyst cheek .
.
Lipoma of thigh and se-
baceous cysts
Epithelioma
Carcinoma in cicatrix .
Malignant growth on
finger . . . . >
Ingrowing toe nail ....
Growth on breast
Cyst on face






Dbstruction of bowel . . .








Opened and drained, .
Opened and drained, .
Opened and drained, .
Opened and drained, ,
Opened and drained, .
Opened and drained, .
Opened and drained, ,
Opened and drained, ,




























Inguinal rt. hernia ....
Infected gland
Gluteal abscess
Abscess on shoulder . . .
Infected hand and arm
Rectal abscess
Plem-al cavity









Comp. frac. of femur . .




Dislocation of clavicle. .
Frac. of tib. and fibula
Frac. of metacarple
bones and lac. hand . .
Femoral hernia
Disloc. of elbow joint





Dog bites forehead, lip
and nose
Lac. on ankle
Lac. on forehead and
concussion
Lac. forearm and radial
arteiT^




















Infected wound of knee
Ulcer of rectum
Infection of wound ....















D. & C. and appendectomy, .
D. & C. and appendectomy
and oophorectomy,
D. & C. and appendectomy
and fixation of uterus
Fixation rt. sal. oopho. and
appendectomy,
D. & C. rt. and If. oopho. and
appendectomy
D. and C. trac. and per
D. and C. dbl. sal. oopho, ap-
pendectomy, cholecystecto-
my,
Dbl. sal. oopho. and appen-
_ dectomy,
u. and C. Dbl. sal. oopho...
D. and C. 1ft. and rt. oopho.
appendectomy
D. and C. dbl. sal. cop. ap-
pendectomy per. and trac. .
.
D. and C. rt. ovariotomy, 1ft.,
oopho, fixation and appen-
dectomy
D. and C. rt. oopho
D. and C. 1ft. oopho. and ap-
pendectomy
D. and C. ventral suspension
.and appendectomy, •
D. and C. rt. oopho and ap-
pendectomy,
D. and C. rt. oopho, 1ft. ovar-
iotomy and appendectomy, .
D. and C. ovariotomy and ap-
pendectomy,










cele and lac. perrin-
eum










tic ovaries and ap-
pendlc|':is
Lac. per. and cervix . .
Cystic ovaries, enl. ap-
pendix and ga!stones
Cystic ovaries and ap-
pendicitis





per. and cervix ....
Cystic ovaries, retro-
flexed uterus and ap-
peitdiciltfis
Endometritis, ovarian
cyst and adhesions . .




Enl. ovary and appen-
dicitis
Cystic ovaries and ap-
pendicitis
Enl. ovaries and ap-
pendicitis





















Examined, not treated, . . . .
Not treated,
Oopho. and appendectomy, . .
Pan. hys. and appendectomy,
Pan. hys.,
Supra, pubic hys. and rt. sal.
oopho.,
Supra pubic hys. dbl. eal
oopho.,
Supra puibic hys. and dbl
sal. oopho.,












Sub involution of uterus
Salpingitis and enl.
i ovaries






Myoma and chronic ap-
pendicitis and anemia
Cancer of uterus ....
j
Enl. uterus, cystic ovar-






















Curretted Growth in nose
Curretted Polypus in nose . .
OPHTHALMIC AND AURAL
Diseases. Operation.
Enucleation Punctured eye ball
Needling Cataract
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Ambulance fees collected, . .
Sale of abdominal belts, . . . .
Operating room charges, . .
.
X-ray examinations,





Martha Hanson fund, . .
Emma J. Sanborn fund,
B. Frank Neally fund, .




The following donations have been received
:
Beet greens, Wentworth Home.
Books, Mr. James W. Goodwin, Andover, Mass.
Christmas candy for nurses, Mr. F. B. Williams.
Crabapples, bu., Mrs. Harold Lothrop.
Cucumbers, Wentworth Home.
Flowers : M. H. Avery, N. Nason Avery, U. S. Avery,
Central Ave. Baptist church, Mrs. Charles W. De Mer-
ritt, Mrs. Fairchild, Durham, N. H., C. L. Howe, Mrs.
Herbert K. Otis, Mr. Ashton Rollins, Mrs. John Ord-
way, Mrs. William F. Russell, Somersworth, John T.
Welch, W. C. T. U. Flower Day, What-so-ever club,
Methodist church.
Fruit for nurses, Mrs. Sumner Stirling.
Fly killers, one dozen, Mr. Charles Lawson.
Glass bottles. Dr. Morgan.
Ice cream for nurses, Mrs. Owen Coogan.
Lettuce, Mrs. H. 0. Berry.
Magazines: Dr. Brigham, Salmon Falls, N. H.,
twice; Mrs. Frank Christie, twice; Miss Margaret
Frost; Mrs. Gardiner Grant, Salmon Falls, N. H.;
Mr. James Marshall.
Papers : Dover Tribune ; Foster's Daily Democrat
;
Our Dumb Animals, J. E. Derby, Concord, N. H.
Peonies, C. L. Howe.
Pictures for children, Belknap Sunday School, twice.
Postcards, Durham Woman's club.
Rhubarb plants, F. E. Davis.
Splints, 40, Thomas E. Varney.
Wine, 1 bottle, Mrs. Lothrop.
$15, Margaret Shea, to be expended at the superin-
tendent's discretion.
We were brought face to face with many problems
with the beginning of the year 1917. War had then
brought home to us the fact that the supply of many
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articles was not equal to the demand, and the things
we were able to procure had advanced in price any-
where from 25 to 300 percent. Gauze and cotton we
must have, and the commodities have advanced, and
still are steadily advancing. We found that by wash-
ing all dressing gauze we were able to save many hun-
dred yards. As we had bought a large amount when
the market was low we have kept down the item of
gauze expenditure fairly well. There has been no
replacing of surgical instruments this year because
prices were prohibitive, most of these articles being
of foreign make. The fact that we have had less ma-
jor surgical work than usual has given us opportunity
to economize. We have done very little repair work.
There has been a very close co-operation between
the officials, the pupil nurses and the domestic depart-
ment along the line of economy. We have truly
**Hooverized" on more lines than food. There have
been various substitutions for many things. The call
of the country for all kinds of supplies we have heed-
ed as a patriotic duty, knowing that there has not been
enough of many articles in general use to supply the
demand.
Our old orchard bore forty barrels of fruit and this
has been greatly appreciated. We joined the canning
campaign and canned over 700 jars of fruit and toma-
toes besides much jelly. We are prepared to follow
along the line of conservation in all things not detri-
mental to the welfare of our patients.
We have thirteen nurses in training and two pro-
bationers. We have applications enough to keep the
school full. Two of our graduates have responded to
the call for overseas duty and are gone as part of a
Red Cross Unit. One other is in the army nursing
service of the United States as a Red Cross nurse.
The need for nurses will grow more imperative if
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this cruel war continues and every community will be
called upon to furnish its quota. We may be called
upon to give up our Senior pupil nurses to replace the
number going overseas and we must prepare for this
emergency.
The addresses of the graduates of the Training
School for Nurses are as follows
:
Miss Alicia V. Wilson, St. Mary's Hospital, Roches-
ter, Minn.
Mrs. James Walker, Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
Miss Louise V. Durgin, R. N., Barrington, N. H.
Miss Beatrice M. Page, R. N., 50 Cushman St.,
Portland, Me.
Miss Bessie Cawley, R. N., New York, N. Y.
Miss Sarah Chapman, R. N., active service, A. R. C.
Miss Adalia Hanley, R. N., Berwick, Me.
Miss Mabel Trefry, R. N., 21 Lexington St., Dover,
N. H.
Miss Bernice Spinney, R. N., Sanford, Me.
Miss Helena Holland, R. N., 50 Cushman St., Port-
land, Me.
Miss Esther Anderson, R. N., Sanford, Me.
Mrs. Effie Porter, R. N., Putnam, Conn.
Miss Mary McLaughlin, R. N., 50 Cushman St.,
Portland, Me.
Miss Margaret B. Moran, R. N., 66 Fifth St., Dover,
N. H.
Miss Fanny Rockwood, R. N., Henry Heywood
Memorial Hospital, Gardner, Mass.
Miss Merle E. Renshaw, R. N., 9 Fifth St., Dover,
N. H.
Miss Lena Murphy, R. N., 50 Cushman St., Port-
land, Me.
Mrs. Harry 0. Berry, R. N., 760 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
Miss Katherine Mahoney, R. N., New York, N. Y.
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Miss Pearle G. Pond, R. N., A. R. C, Overseas Duty.
Miss Sylvia Ellis, R. N., The Whittier Road, Haver-
hill, Mass.
Miss Katherine Floyd, R. N., Deceased.
Miss Effie M. Van Buskirk, R. N., Manchester Cen-
tre, Vt.
Miss Eva Van Buskirk, R. N., Manchester Centre,
Vt.
Miss Sadie M. Feyler, R. N., 9 Fifth St., Dover, N. H.
Miss Ethel Curtice, R. N., East Walpole, Mass.
Mrs. John A. Grocut, 6 Maple Avenue, Amherst,
Mass.
Miss Iza Belle Carney, R. N., 59 Silver St., Dover,
N. H.
Miss Mildred Brown, R. N., A. R. C, Overseas Duty.
Miss Mildred Meserve, 760 Central Avenue, Dover,
N. H.
Respectfully submitted,
Grace P. Haskell, R. N.,
Superintendent.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
REPORT OF THE WATER COMMISSIONERS.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen : The thirtieth annual report of the wa-
ter commissioners, together with a detailed report of
the superintendent, is hereby respectfully submitted.
Organization.
The members of the board were Mayor Fred N.
Beckwith, President of the Common Council Maurice
A. Gibbs, Andrew Killoren, Alvah T. Ramsdell and
Gerald A. Scarr. Mayor Beckwith was elected chair-
man and Mr. Gibbs clerk. Upon Mr. Beckwith's de-
parture for the war in August, his place was filled by
Acting Mayor Alonzo G. Willand.
Finances.
The available resources for the year were $46,758.58,
including the balance of $8,020.51 from 1916. The
expenditures were $39,704.40, including $14,500.00
paid toward the reduction of the water debt, and in-
terest on said debt amounting to $6,387.50. Last year
this interest charge aggregated $7,568.75. As the debt
decreases the amount of interest is correspondingly re-
duced. The outlook for the future is cheering and we
hope for the day when the department will be free
from obligations of this character, which will mean
that the Dover Water Works, valued at about half a
million of dollars, will become a valuable asset to the
taxpayers of Dover.
A detailed account of the receipts and expenditures
will be found in appendix '*A."
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Water Supply.
The height of the water in the pond is fifty-two
and one-half inches above the zero point of 1909,
which is five and one-half inches higher than one year
ago. This is very gratifying, especially when we con-
sider that five years ago the level was fourteen
inches below the zero mark, at which point it hovered
for some years, sometimes just above, but more often
below, making it look to many that a further supply
would have to be procured. With the water at its
present high level our prospects for the future are
good indeed.
General Condition.
We are striving to keep all parts of the system in
first-class condition. We consider this course to be in
the interest of true economy. Many of the service
pipes are continually giving out, but as they do so they
are being replaced by new ones. The six-inch wrought
iron main under the Fourth street bridge has been
replaced by a cast iron one. This had been in poor
condition for several years.
Meters.
All water takers are placed on a common footing,
with no exceptions. No discounts are allowed when
the meter, after being tested, is found to be working
correctly. While in some cases this rule has worked
a seeming hardship when defective fixtures, leaky
pipes or careless tenants have caused excessive use of
water for a limited period, we have felt, and still feel,
that to allow discounts in these cases would open the
door to abuse, and make it impossible to do justice
either to the city or the public.
A detailed statement of the condition of the works,
the work done during the year, the changes and im-
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provements made, and the receipts, expenditures,
abatements and discounts, and the amount of uncol-
lected rates, may be found in the superintendent's re-





Jan. 1, 1917, Balance, $ 8,020 51
Collected and paid to the city treasurer, 38,738 07
Total, $46,758 58
Expenditures.
Expenditures for 1917, $39,704 40
Jan. 1, 1918, Cash on hand, 7,054 18
Total, $46,758 58
General Expense Account by Sub-Division.
Paid City of Dover, reduction
of debt, $14,500 00




Filter beds, $667 90
Hussey spring line, 104 70
Kelly spring line, 40 00
Distribution piping, 1,986 07
Meter service, 1,057 85
Pipe shop, 86 61
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Pumping station, 6,232 36
Office expense, 142 40
Service piping, 1,083 65




Distribution piping, $18 19
Meter service, 123 70










Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
TREASURER'S STATEMENT.
Receipts.
Jan. 1, 1917, Cash on hand, . . . $8,020 51
Cash, Henry E. Perry, Supt., . . 38,738 07
Total, $46,758 58
Expenditures.
Water Commissioners checks, $39,704 40





Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1917.
AUDITOR'S REPORT.
We, appointed by the City Councils, to audit the ac-
counts of the Dover Water Works, for the year 1917,
have examined the books and accounts of the Water
Commissioners and find them properly kept, correctly
cast and all vouchers properly approved.
We have examined the accounts of the Superin-
tendent and find them correct and that the balance of
Seventy hundred fifty-four and 18/100 dollars
($7,054.18), as shown by his books, agrees with the
amount to his credit on the books of the City Treas-






To THE Board of Water Commissioners:
Gentlemen : In compliance with the city ordinance
I herewith submit for your consideration the super-
intendent's report for the year 1917, showing the gen-
eral condition of the Dover Water Works, together
with a statement in detail of the receipts and expen-
ditures of the department.
Our Water Supply. At the close of the year we
have an abundant supply of pure and wholesome wa-
ter. In July Willand pond reached its highest level
—
72 inches—since the altitude gauge was established in
1909, a gain of 84 inches above the lowest point of
1915. This gain is more remarkable from the fact
that the rainfall for the year was but 33.90 inches, and
the consumption of water 14,252,000 gallons more than
for 1916. The only complaint of the quality of the wa-
ter was the usual one in July and August, caused by
the decomposition of vegetable matter in the pond and
springs. This trouble is but a temporary one, and
can only be remedied by the use of chemicals which
might prove even more unsatisfactory.
The additional conduit line laid through the Page
field has proven a paying investment. Notwithstand-
ing the water consumption for the year 1917 was 20,-
084,000 gallons above the average for the previous
five years, only about twenty-five percent of this in-
crease came from Willand pond, showing that the wa-
ter is being conserved rather than wasted along the
line.
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The reservoir and receiving basin have had the cus-
tomary cleaning. The vegetable growth in the basin
continues to be a source of trouble. The machine pur-
chased this year for hoisting out sediment has proved
a great success, materially lessening the expense of
the work. The old wooden fence enclosing these ba-
sins is in bad condition and should be replaced with
more durable material. With the exception of work
on the draining system about the pumping plants no
money has been expended for repairs.
Owing to the continued advance in the cost of ma-
terial and the scarcity of competent labor, but little
has been done in the way of improvements and ex-
tensions of the cast iron mains. The six-inch wrought
iron main under the Fourth street bridge was broken
by freezing, and being in bad condition was replaced
with six-inch Universal cast iron pipe provided with
a four-inch blow-off into the river.
Four new service pipes were laid, three of them be-
ing regular one-inch cement lined and one a six-inch
cast iron bell and spigot fire service. The six-inch
service was laid over the property of the Dover Realty
Co. for the protection of the buildings of the Beckwith
Box Toe Co. and the Farmington Shoe Co. This ser-
vice was connected with the eight-inch mains on Sixth
and Grove streets, and two fire hydrants installed.
This being a private fire service, the expense incidental
thereto was paid by the Realty Company.
Pumping Plants.
High Service Station. The pumping equipment at
this station consists of one DeLaval two-stage 2,500,-
000 gallon in 24 hours, centrifugal pump, directly con-
nected to a 100 H. P. Westinghouse 500 volts, 3 phase,
60 cycles, 1700 R. P. M. slip-ring induction motor, to-
gether with a Westinghouse standard drum type con-
troller. This unit was installed in 1912, is in con-
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stant use, and doing excellent work. The auxiliary
unit consists of one George F. Blake 2,000,000 gallons
in 24 hours Compound Duplex steam pump, installed
in 1889, connected with a D. M. Dillon 60"xl7'-2"
Massachusetts standard 150 lbs. pressure return tube
boiler, installed in 1916. This station is well equipped
for the work.
Low Service Station. The pumping outfit now con-
sists of one Lawrence horizontal centrifugal pump,
rated at 400 gallons per minute, connected to Gen-
eral Electric Co. 15 H. P. motor. This pump has been
in constant use for many years, is badly worn, and
probably churns more water than it delivers. At the
close of the war, if prices of material reach a normal
level, I would recommend, in the interest of economy,
that it be replaced with an up-to-date centrifugal
pump. The auxiliary unit consists of one Lawrence
horizontal six-inch centrifugal pump connected to a
Lawrence vertical steam engine and boiler, also a 25
H. P. General Electric motor.
In April, owing to the reported activities of pro-
German sympathizers in this country, watchmen were
stationed to guard the property about the pond, pump-
ing station, receiving basin and reservoir. A small
building was erected on Garrison Hill for the accom-
modation of the guards during inclement weather.
The following is a summary of a part of the work
accomplished during the year
:
Number of service pipes in use at date, 1987
Service pipes repaired, 118
Relaid from main to street line, 7
Repaired in street, 29
Repaired inside street line, 82
Discontinued, 9
Shut off for non-payment of water rates, .... 3
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Service pipes added, 4
Meters in use at date, * 1598
Meters removed and repaired, 147
Frozen, 38
Repaired by the department, 126
Repaired at factory, 12
Replaced with new, 9
Hydrants in use at date (public and private) 227
Hydrants repaired, 7
Hydrants set (private) , 2
Street gates and boxes repaired, 9
Leaks in main distributing system, 6
Total amount of water pumped in gallons, 222,727,000
Daily average pumped in gallons, 610,527
Gallons used per inhabitant, 46.8
Proportion of consumption unmetered, 54.4%
The following is the rainfall as recorded at the









The following is a monthly statement of the elevation
reached by the water in Willand pond, for the years
1915, 1916, 1917, as recorded by the altitude gauge set
Jan. 1, 1909, at the level of the water, at that date,
and established at zero.
Month
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY.
Jan. 1, 1917. Cash on hand, $8,020 51
Bills due previous to 1917
:
Meter rates, $ 582 11
Fixed rates, 9 50
Service piping, .... 22 46
Repairs, 73 45
Miscel. sales, 5 49
$ 693 01
Bills rendered to consumers
:
Meter rates, $30,023 55
Fixed rates, 6,649 25
Repairs, 539 48
Sales of meters, ... 145 00
Service piping, . . . 1,469 10






Meter rates, $ 77 13






Meter rates, $ 675 22
Fixed rates, 30 17
Repairs, 27 04








Pay roll, $ 664 12
Freight and express, 35 56
Hydrants, 80 98
Lead pipe, 89 79
Pipe and fittings, 668 08
Wood, 17 00
Teaming, 3 75
Blacksmith work, 2 15
Telephone, 1 70
.Gate valves, 37 65
Brass goods, 45 00
$ 1,645 78
Meter Service.




Lead, $ 18 19
$ 18 19
Interest.















Rubber packing, 17 50
Cement and lumber, 12 49





Pay roll, $ 1,092 18
Power, 510 21
Carfare, 56 16





Electric fixtures, 5 06
Distribution Piping.
Pay roll, $ 1,397 77
Cast iron pipe, 261 25
Lumber (house for watchman), 85 37
Repair sleeves, 17 00
Gate valves, 38 80
Wood, 4 00






Hardware, $ 19 75
Blacksmith work, . 29 80
Repair gauge, 3 00
Teaming, 2 00
Telephone, 19 00
Back filling, 57 96
Leather, 1 80




Pay roll, $ 854 05
Freight, 4 01
Pipe and fittings, 80 24
Sidewalk boxes, 18 00
Backfilling 62 49
Lead pipe, 11 30
Brass goods, 53 56
—$ 1,083 65
Meter Service.
Pay roll, $ 522 93
Meter repairs, 348 19
Meters, 173 30
Freight and express, 13 43
$ 1,057 85
Office Expenses.
Envelopes, $ 85 94
Stationery, stamps and print-
ing, 32 45
Insurance, 7 41
Rubber stamps, 4 10




Salaries, $ 2,272 00










Blacksmith work, 136 00
Carpenter work, 18 83
Printing, 10 35
Board of horse, 208 75
Hardware, 43 45
Machine work, . 14 33
Auditors, . .• 50 00
Insurance, 2 50
Tools, 134 77
Rubber boots, 25 00
Keys and filing saws, 1 70
Filing boxes, 8 75
Repairing harness, 13 00
Packing, 23 93
Lumber, 21 26




Rent of springs, $ 40 00
$ 40 00
Hussey Spring Line.
Pay roll, $ 55 78
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Paid to City of Dover, reduction of debt, 14,500 00
Jan. 1, 1918, Cash on hand, 7,054 18
$46,758 48
Net cost of works to date, $495,629 00
Water Works debt at date, 170,000 00
Rate of interest, 31/2 percent.
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation of
the generous support and confidence expressed by the
mayor, acting mayor, and the elective members of the
board, in the discharge of my duties, and to the em-







For the year ending 1917, in form recommended by
the New England Water Works Association.
DOVER WATER WORKS, CITY OF DOVER,
STRAFFORD COUNTY, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
GENERAL STATISTICS.
Population by census, 1910, 13,247.
Date of construction, 1888-1889.
By whom owned, city of Dover.
Source of supply, pond and springs.
Mode of supply (whether gravity or pumping),
pumping.
PUMPING STATISTICS.
Build^s of pumping machinery, George F. Blake,
Lawrence Machine Co., DeLaval Pump Co., Westing-
house Motor Co.
Description of fuel used
:
Brand of coal, George's Creek.
Average price of coal per gross ton, delivered, $5.50.
Coal consumed for the year, 67,500 lbs. for heating.
Amount of electricity used, 313,580 K. W.
Total pumpage for the year, 222,727,000 gallons, by
meter measurement.
Average static head against which pumps work, 168
feet.
Average dynamic head against v/hich pumps v/ork,
185 feet.
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Number of gallons pumped per K. W. hour of elec-
tricity, 710.
Cost of pumping, figured on pumping station expen-
ses; viz., $6,232.36.
Per million gallons pumped, $27.98.
Per million gallons raised one foot (dynamic), $0.15.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER.
Estimated total population at date, 13,247.
Estimated population on lines of pipe, 13,000.
Estimated population supplied, 13,000.
Total consumption for the year, 222,727,000 gallons,
Venturi meter.
Passed through meters, 100,561,883 gallons, con-
sumers' meters.
Percentage of consumption metered, 45.6 per cent.
Average daily consumption, 610,527 gallons.
Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 46.8.
Gallons per day to each consumer, 46.9.
Gallons per day to each tap, 325.
Cost of supplying v^ater, per mllion gallons, figured
on total rAaintenance (item CC), $76.41.
Total cost of supplying water, per million gallons,
figured on total maintenance plus interest on debt
(item CC, DD), $105.04.
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STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.
MAINS.
Kind of pipe, cast-iron.
Sizes, from 4 inch to 16 inch.
Extended, none during year.
Discontinued during year, none.
Total now in use, 24.1562 miles.
Length of pipes less than 4
inches in diameter, 450 feet.
Number of hydrants added dur-
ing the year (public and pri-
vate), 2.
Number of hydrants (public and
private) now in use, 22/.
Number of stop gates added
during the year, none.
Number of stop gates now in
use, 281.
Number of stop gates smaller
than 4 inch, 1.
Number of blow-offs, 7.
Range of pressure on mains, 68
lbs. to 114 lbs.
SERVICES.
Kind of pipe, cast-iron and
wrought- Iron, cement lined.
Sizes, 1 inch to 8 inch.
Extended, 750 feet.
Discontinued, 215 feet.
Total now in use, 18.2695 miles.
Number of service taps added
during the year, 6.
Number now in use, 1987.
Average length of service, 44
feet.
Number of meters added, 11.
Number now in use, 1598.
Percentage of services metered,
79.5.
Percentage of receipts from me-
tered water (B-C), 80.
Number of motors and eleva-
tors added, none.




FOR THE YEAR 1917.
In accordance with the laws of the state of New
Hampshire, the school committee of the city of Dover
presents its report for the year 1916, it being the
forty-seventh in the series of reports of the city dis-
trict.













Ward 1, Jan. 9, 1918
''
1, Jan. 10, 1919
''
2, Jan. 9, 1918
'' 2, Jan, 10, lbii9
" 3, Jan. 9, 1918
3, Jan. 10, 1919
'' 4, Jan. 9, 1918
''
4, Jan. 10, 1919
" 5, Jan. 9, 1918




W. D. F. Hayden,
Norman E. Seavey,
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS.
Term expires.
Ward 1, Jan. 10, 1919
"
2, Jan. 9, 1918
''
3, Jan. 10, 1919
"
4, Jan. 9, 1918
Joseph A. Flanagan, 5, Jan. 10, 1919
V'it'cl '^a^buj- 00, 11»17.
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Ward 1, Jan., 1919
" 2, Jan., 1920
" 3, Jan., 1919
" 4, Jan., 1920
" 5, Jan., 1919
Annual meeting—The second Wednesday in Janu-
ary, at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday in each










Qualifications of teachers.—McDuffee (ex-ofRcio),
Killoren, Duffy, Seavey, Colbath, Morrison.
Finance and Claims.—Colbath, Smalley, Fairbanks,
Winn, Seavey, Flanagan, McDuffee (exofficio).
Text-books.—Bliss, Fairbanks, Seavey, Pray, Hay-
den.
Music and Drawing.—Stevens, Bliss, Winn, Flana-
gan, Whitehead.
Health.—Fairbanks, Killoren, Colbath, Morrison,
Whitehead.
High School.—McDuffee (ex-officio), Fairbanks,
Colbath, Killoren, Hayden, Winn.
Grammar Schools.—Morrison, Fairbanks, Pray,
Flanagan, Stevens.
Primary Schools.—Hayden, Bliss, Killoren, White-
head, King.
Suburban Schools.—Pray, Duffy, Stevens, King,
Whitehead.
Industrial Training.—Seavey, Pray, Hayden, Flan-
agan, King.
Evening School.—Killoren, Winn, Pray, Morrison,
Stevens.
Private Schools.—Duffy, Bliss, Flanagan, Morrison,
King.
Truancy.—Stevens, Hayden, Bliss, Duffy, Winn.




Frank H. Damon ;
Office, City Building.
Office hours :—On school days, 8 to 8.30 A. M. Mon-
days and Fridays, 7.30 to 8.30 P. M. Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 5 P. M. Saturdays, 8




Office hours :—9 A. M. to 12 M. ; 2 to 4 P. M.
Truant Officer,
Valmore H. Caverly;
Residence, 21 Kirkland Street.
Office, City Building.
Office hours:—8 to 9 A. M., and 1.30 to 2 P. M. on
school days.
CALENDAR ADOPTED.
FOR THE YEAR 1917-1918.
All schools open September 4, 1917, for fifteen
weeks to December 14, 1917.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open January 2, 1918, for thirteen weeks
to March 29, 1918.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open April 15, 1918. High school ten
weeks to June 21, 1918; other schools nine weeks to
June 14, 1918,
REPORT OF CHAIRMAN.
To THE School Committee :
While the reports of the superintendent and other
servants of the committee are properly retrospective
in their scope, the report of the chairman, superfluous
in a way, may fittingly take a forward look.
As a result of a recent change in our city charter
the mayor becomes a member ex-officio of the school
committee. This cannot fail to prove advantageous
to the schools because the mayor will form a con-
necting link between the appropriating body and the
body which is responsible for results in the adminis-
tration of our schools. The appropriating body is an-
nually asked for what must seem large sums of money,
and it is fitting that someone in that body should have
a first hand knowledge of the items which go to make
up the large total, and the necessity for each item of
expenditure.
The great overshadowing fact of the time is the
world war, and all departments of corporate activity,
as well as the business and social relations of private
life, are affected by this fact. The schools are no ex-
ception. Like every other department of public or of
private life they are affected by the ever increasing
cost of living and of supplies. The schools of Dover
have a body of teachers and other employees who are
as faithful, as loyal in every way, and as ready to
make such sacrifices as are needful, as any city or
town can boast. Yet in the practical working out of
affairs there comes a limit of sacrifice beyond which
they cannot be asked to go. I refer to the matter of
compensations. These should be commensurate with
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those gained in other callings, first in justice to the
teachers and employees, and again to protect us from
the competition of other places and other callings.
Our schools are also affected by the fact that the
flower of the young life of this nation and of other na-
tions is being drafted for the purposes of war. Our
young men are taken away from necessary industries
and needful vocations of life. With the usual fortunes
of war many of these will never return or will return
unfitted to take their full place in our busy life. Be-
cause of this, those who are now passing through our
schools will be called upon to perform a larger service
than would otherwise fall to their share. They must
do the work that would naturally be theirs and in
addition fill the places as best they can of those which
the war has claimed. That they may be enabled to
do this they must receive the best preparation which
our schools are capable of giving. In this preparation
emphasis needs to be placed upon efficiency and thor-
oughness in teaching the ''three R's." In much of
the various schemes and fads and experiments which
many so-called educators have sanctioned and urged
as correct educational form, the tendency has been
to pass too lightly and quickly over these essentials, and
leave the pupil unfitted either to do high school work
readily or fill places acceptably in commercial and in-
dustrial life. It may be found necessary to give more
time to the teaching of these essentials even though
music and drawing are left out and industrial work
deferred one or more years.
In these stirring war times those citizens who are
trained to do practical things are most in demand and
are best paid, and without doubt this will continue to
be true in the period of reconstruction and readjust-
ment when the Vv^ar is over. It would seem that this
should guide us to place emphasis on industrial train-
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ing, and also on the scientific curriculum of the high
school. Owing to the extraordinary demands of war
and industrial work it is now very difficult to secure
competent teachers for these departments, and to se-
cure them it goes without saying that higher salaries
have to be paid.
In the preparation which the future citizen is re-
ceiving at our hands it must not be forgotten that the
instilling of high moral standards and purposes makes
for increased efficiency and usefulness in the citizen.
We can only give this preparation through the per-
sonnel of our teaching force and other employees, and
too much care cannot be given to their selection.
A preparation which we are morally and legally
bound to give the future citizens is the guarding and
conserving of their health. This is all the more in-
cumbent on us because in these pupils rests the par-
entage of the next generation. In view of the fact
that the war will take much of our strongest and best
blood too much care cannot be taken to keep this
potential parentage at its best. That this may be
done I renew the suggestion that was made one year
ago that medical inspection be provided for in our
schools. The City Councils should be urged to adopt
this provision and make a small appropriation to make
it effective.
During the last year the so-called Barden lot which
is adjacent to our high school was selected as the site
for the building of an armory and was purchased by
the city councils for that purpose. Everyone who
has the best interests of our schools at heart must re-
gret this action because some other location would
have answered equally well for an armory, while the
land thus taken is and will be needed to provide for
the development of our high school and the suitable
housing of some of our grade schools. The need of a
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new building has been referred to in former years
and is still with us. The city councils should make
provision for such a building as soon as financial con-
ditions will warrant.
In this connection it may be said that true economy
is not the spending of the least possible amount ot
money for a given purpose, because this method
might defeat, in part at least, the ends in view. Real
economy is the spending of sufficient amounts of
money to make certain that the ends in view are sure-




Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1917.
ANNUAL REPORT.
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND CLAIMS.
To THE School Committee:
The committee on finance and claims makes the
following report as to the receipts and expenditures of
the board during the year ending December 31, 1917.
The resources of the committee, apart from the
special appropriation for the evening school and text-
books, were as follows
:
RESOURCES.
Balance, December 31, 1916, $ 397 83
Appropriation by law, 21,945 00
In excess of required sum, 17,455 00
Tuition from non-resident pupils, 3,563 20
From dog licenses, 736 95
Literary fund from state treasurer, 938 88
From library, 500 00
Income of Perkins medal fund, 34 00
Insurance for fire at Sawyer school, 120 00
$45,690 86
Total amount expended, 44,960 95
Balance, $ 729 91
GENERAL EXPENSE ACCOUNT SUB-DIVIDED.










Additional equipment, $ 49 31
Additional supplies
:





Cartage and express, 12 60
Expenses securing teachers, . . 49 00
Gas, light and power, 471 49
Graduating expenses, 116 94
Insurance, 39 35
Incidentals, 65 41
Janitor's supplies, 97 84
Perkins medal, 34 00
Rental, 300 00
















Other high school, $ 371 77
Cartage and express, 29 23
. $ 1,049 17
Supplies
:



















Committee on Finance and Claims.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
Dover, N. H., Jan. 17, 1918.
To THE School Committee:
Gentlemen: The sub-committee on finance and
claims begs to report the following budget for the
maintenance of schools for the year 1918, to be pre-




Balance, 1917, $ 729 91
Appropriation by law, 21,945 00
Appropriation in addition, . . . 24,260 04
From literary fund (estimate), 900 00
From tuition (estimate), 3,500 00
From dog licenses (estimate), 750 00
From library, 900 00
From Perkins medal fund, ... 34 00
$53,018 95
EXPENSES.
For fuel, $ 4,937 50
For salaries, 39,443 50
For printing, stationery, etc. 400 00
For care of rooms, 3,332 95
For transportation, 2,905 00
For miscellaneous, 2,000 00
$53,018 95
TEXT BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.















Committee on Finance and Claims.
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1918.
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
For school purposes as required by law, . . $21,945 00
In excess of required sum, 24,005 00
Text books and supplies, 3,200 00
Evening school, 200 00
$49,350 00
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE CITY COUNCILS.
Repairs on schoolhouses, $ 5,750 00
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RESOURCES.
Balance, 1917, $ 729 91
Appropriation by law, 21,945 00
Appropriation in addition, . . . 24,260 04
From literary fund (estimate) , 900 00
From tuition (estimate), .... 3,500 00
From dog licenses (estimate), 750 00
From library, 900 00
From Perkins medal fund, ... 34 00
$53,018 95
EXPENSES.
For fuel, $ 4,937 50
For salaries, 39,443 50
For printing, stationery, etc. 400 00
For care of rooms, 3,332 95
For transportation, 2,905 00
For miscellaneous, 2,000 00
$53,018 95
TEXT BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.















Conimittee on Finance and Claims.
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1918.
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
For school purposes as required by law, . . $21,945 00
In excess of required sum, 24,005 00
Text books and supplies, 3,200 00
Evening school, 200 00
$49,350 00
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE CITY COUNCILS.




To THE School Committee of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen: In accordance with the rules of the
School Committee, the following report of the activi-
ties of the schools of this city during the year 1917 is
presented for your consideration.
The view of a Superintendent's report that was ex-
pressed last year in the following words: ''It is the
business of the superintendent of schools to carry out
the general plans and policies of the school commit-
tee, attending to the details, and, like the superinten-
dent of a business enterprise, he should make a report
of what has been done during the year, and stop
there," is the concept of the present report.
LAST year's report
was submitted without the slightest thought that it
would be read by anyone outside the City of Dover.
As a matter of fact, numerous copies have been sent
by request to each state in the Union except two, and
one part of the report was issued as a bulletin by the
state department of public instruction.
THE FIRE IN THE SAWYER SCHOOL
occurred as the result of a defective chimney. Fortu-
nately it broke out during the noon hour, when but
few children were in the building. Quick response and
effective work by the firemen stopped the blaze at
once. The insurance was adjusted promptly and gen-
erously, the repairs made in good time, so that the
worst feature was the inconvenience to the pupils as-
signed to other schoolhouses for some days.
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THE MUSICAL EXHIBITION
was given in the opera house in order that every child
should get a general idea of the music in all the grades.
All the children of a grade were taught the same
songs, and were assembled on the stage to sing their
songs before an audience composed of the rest of the
grade pupils and several hundred parents and friends
who practically filled the house. The splendid disci-
pline maintained in passing on and off the stage and
while singing, by over 900 children, was a striking
tribute to the efficiency of our grade teachers.
THE MANUAL TRAINING EXHIBIT.
Those who know children realize what a strong in-
centive it is to the child of any age to have someone
see what he has done. The little five-year-old who
draws a crude picture of a house wants mamma **to
see." The same interest is general in all the grades.
As soon as the child finishes a piece of work he wants
to show it to his classmates and to the teacher, and
feels his work is in vain unless someone has seen it
and commented upon it.
It is entirely too much for "grown ups" to assume
that pupils will become vitally interested in a subject
just because it is in the curriculum. We expect the
teachers to create and maintain interest in each sub-
ject, otherwise it will become mechanical and lifeless.
The subject of manual training appeals to some
boys and to some it does not. You cannot make a boy
like this work by standing over him with a club. So
numerous devices are employed. One is to have them
make useful articles and retain them ; another is to get
up exhibits, which always make a strong appeal to the
instinct to ''show off" that is in everybody, young or
old. These exhibits mean extra work and worry for
the teachers, but they overcome the three evils of
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school work, lack of interest, careless workmanship,
and slow progress. The fact that they are getting
ready for an "exhibition" arouses interest, is a stimu-
lus to do their best, and the fact that the work must
be ready by a certain date is a stimulus to rapid work.
The invitation to participate in the Food Fair was
accepted for the above reasons, and the grade boys
made a complete kitchen outfit except the stove and
sink. The articles made were a full sized refrigerator,
a regular kitchen cabinet, a table, laundry bench, stool,
ironing table, clothes horse.
The articles were well made, and the white enamel
finish and nickel plated hardware made a handsome
appearance that won golden opinions for the boys and
their instructor.
THE HIGH SCHOOL.
In May, 1916, the New England Association of Col-
leges gave its approval to the High school for one year
as was stated in the last report.
It gives the writer great satisfaction to report that
in May, 1917, the same body voted to approve the High
school for a period of three years, the longest time for
which approval is given.
THE SCHOOL SAVINGS PLAN
was a distinct success from every point of view, as the
following statement of the first year's savings will
show:
School Grade Teacher Amount
Sawyer 1 Miss Bickford, $47 08
2 Miss Drew, 31 15
3 Miss Henderson, 209 08
4 . Miss Philbrick, 29 67
5 Mrs. Rines, 52 12
^ Miss Davis, 38 55
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School Grade Teacher ^
Amount
Sawyer 7 Miss Hanson,
$ 61 46
- 8 Mr. White, ^5 70
Varney 1 Mrs. Whiteley,
20 81
2 Miss Winkley, 34
87
3 Miss Osborne, ^^^ "^A
4 Miss Flynn,
'^l ^^
Belknap 5 Miss Whiteley,
26 77
5 6 Miss Spence,
6^ 60
6 Miss Twombly, 46
92
" 7 Miss Hanson, 95 12
Hale 1 Miss McDonough,
34 26
2 Miss Gowen, 53
83
3 Miss Shaw, ^1
^^
4 Miss Lawlor, 37
35
City Hall 8 Mrs. Folsom,
•.••••••
^^ ^^
Central 8 Miss H. Cavanaugh, .
. 16 Oo
7 Miss M. Cavanaugh, . .
J ^^
Peirce 1 Miss Wallace,
45 76
2 Miss Murphy, 15
19
3 Miss Ham, 26 79
4 Miss Corson, 30
86




Previously deposited, . . 179 61
Total, ?1'384
31
The above amount is twice as much as
was expected.
It means constant work by the
teachers in keeping up
the interest and in making the
collections. It repre-
sents also a great amount of work by
Miss Kalter of
the High school, who attended to all
the banking de-
tails. These teachers are entitled
to credit for the
splendid showing. .
The Strafford savings bank offered
a prize of live
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dollars to the room saving the largest amount, which
was paid to Sawyer school, grade 3, Miss Grace Hen-
derson, teacher.
Several out of town bank officials and school ad-
ministrators came during the year to investigate our
system or were given full details in writing.
Economic conditions are such this year that it is
doubtful if any school savings plan will show over
50% of last year's savings.
THE FLAG RAISING
on the High school lawn was an impressive event to
pupils and others alike, and the first in this city dur-
ing the present war. The following taken from ''Fos-
ter's Democrat" gives a good account of these exer-
cises :
'The children of the various public schools in the
city were formed in line at their respective school
buildings and under the direction of their teachers
marched to the lawn in front of the High school build-
ing. The children marching along the streets to the
tap of drums and triangles, carrying 'Old Glory,'
presented a picture that was sure to stir the blood of
patriotism in the heart of every person who has the
love and welfare of his country at heart.
"The pupils of MiSs Carrie Hanson's room in the
Sawyer school carried a large American flag spread
at full dimensions. The band, composed of boys of
the Belknap school, was another pleasing feature.
"On arriving at the lawn the children were grouped
in front of the High school Building. The assemblage
was called to order by George D. McDuffee, chairman
of the School committee, who spoke as follows
:
" 'Our country is at war. Not in fifty years, not in
a hundred years has our country faced such grave
problems as it faces today.
" 'These are great days in the history that is in
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making and the most of you will never forget them.
Our country is asking all of her people what they are
willing to do in case of need. Some are answering
that they will go to Vv^ar, and some are answering that
they will do what they can at home. Both will be
needed. And those that stay are not less patriotic
perhaps than those that go.
" 'Mr. Elisha R. Brown, one of our patriotic citizens
who cannot go, has given us a beautiful flag and
wishes that it may fly from yonder staff and that its
stars and stripes may inspire us all to be loyal to our
country and to do our best wherever we may be called.
'' 'This flag is out country's emblem and stands for
human liberty, justice and equality, the same in the
home lands, the same wherever it may be carried.
'' 'For it thousands have given their last full meas-
ure of devotion and gone down in noble death, and
other thousands have served it not less faithfully in
peace as well as in war.
" *In the stirring days ahead as we see this flag
floating proudly in the breeze, let us first think kindly
of the giver, then let us pledge ourselves to be loyal
to our country and so live and work that some time
the flag like the cross shall be the emblem of all that
is highest and truest and best in all the earth.'
"Standing beside the platform from which Chair-
man McDuffee spoke were Col. Daniel Hall, represent-
ing the Civil war of the Rebellion; Major Frank E.
Rollins, representing the Spanish-American war, and
Capt. Joseph Connell, representing the present war,
and Miss Elizabeth Brown, grand-daughter of Elisha
R. Brown, the donor of the flag.
"As Chairman McDuffee completed his address.
Miss Brown, accompanied by Col. Hall, Major Rollins
and Capt. Connell, proceeded to the base of the flag
staff where she, representing her grandfather, pre-
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sented the flag to Col. Hall, who made the flag fast to
the halyard after which Major Rollins and Capt. Con-
nell hoisted Old Glory to the top of the flag staff.
"As the flag started on its way it was greeted with
one continuous round of applause which lasted long
after it had reached the masthead. The children then
saluted the flag which was followed by the oath of al-
legiance. The children, under the direction of their
music instructor. Miss Clara Hopkins, sang 'America,'
with much enthusiasm. The applause which followed
closed the exercises."
THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THE SCHOOL HOUSES
seems not to be understood and appreciated by the
public, if the writer may judge by the number of peo-
ple who have discussed the matter with him during the
year, nearly all of whom have been enlightened.
The facts are, that in the Hale, Belknap, Varney,
Sawyer and Peirce schools all the water closets and
urinals are connected to ventilating pipes in which
are electric motor fans that draw off the foul odors
continuously during the sessions of school. In addi-
tion to which the water tanks are arranged to flush
about once in every six minutes. No deodorizers are
used to ''cover up" the conditions, but the janitors
keep the toilets in good condition as the writer knows
from weekly inspections of all basements. Our build-
ings may not be up to date in all particulars but they
are emphatically so in a sanitary way.
FIRE DRILLS
have been held as follows during the year
:
High School.
Jan. 11 70 seconds Sept. 19
Feb. 16 71 " Sept. 27
Mar. 30 68 " Oct. 16





of getting everywhere, except to the railroad station,
just a little late. This is one of the things that abso-
lutely is not tolerated in business today. To allow this
evil to exist is as inexcusable as to allow improper
language, cigarette smoking or other bad things in the
school. The number of cases of tardiness during the







We have taken up this matter vigorously the past
fall in the grade schools , and the following record
shows what the Dover grade teachers can do when
they take hold of a matter in earnest.










City Hall 8 5
Sawyer 1 17"233 2
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The writer desires to thank the grade teachers for
their hearty and intelligent co-operation in his plan,
and to congratulate them on the rsults.
Most cases of tardiness are absolutely unnecessary.
THE BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND EFFICIENCY
was the heading of one part of last year's report, that
led to numerous requests from intelligent people for
more details this year.
It means in short, careful investigation of certain
conditions in the local schools, a study of parallel con-
ditions in other school systems, then such changes as
will lead to the greatest efficiency locally. To illlus-
trate : When the writer had become familiar with the
Dover schools, he learned the following facts concern-
ing our arithmetic
:
1. One-fifth of the time is devoted to it.
2. Our pupils are not accurate; nor rapid in their
work.
Two facts apparently contradictory. Instead of
adopting the old fashioned plan of asking the School
Committee to adopt a plan of his making, perhaps
thereby turning things upside down, the writer began
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an investigation of the teaching of arithmetic in 800
cities and towns, large and small, all over this country.
After several months, the results were tabulated and
it was found that
Dover devotes 19.5'^r of the time to arithmetic.
5 cities devote from 20<;f to 21 Sf.
2 cities devote from 22^/c to 23%.
1 city devotes from 28% to 29%.
All the rest less than Dover.
That is, out of 800 school systems from New York
city down, 8 systems spend more time than we do, and
791 systems spend less time.
This investigation disclosed further that most of the
schools devote from 9% to 12% of their time to this
subject as against our 19.5%.
The number of minutes per week devoted to arith-
metic in all the cities compared to the time required by
the Dover course of study is shown below
:
Grades, ...1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
Median
Minutes, ... 75 100 125 150 150 150 150 170 1070
Dover, 225 300 250 300 300 300 300 175 2150
a total of 2,150 minutes a week in Dover, as against
1,070 minutes a week, a median for the 800 places in-
vestigated.
It was found also that the number of problems re-
quired by our course is far in excess of the number us-
ually required. In some cases more than double. In
fact, only 55 cities of the 800 besides Dover introduce
a text book in the second grade, while 448 begin the use
of a book in the third grade and 216 do so only when
the fourth grade is reached.
We discovered also that the amount of time we de-
vote to strictly drill work is much less than is usual
now. In the country as a whole the strictly drill work
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consumes the following percentage of the arithmetic
time.
Grade, 12 3 4 5 6 7 8
Approx., . 40% 50% 50% 45% 40% 30% 25% 20%
We have so many problems to do, that even with our
large time allotment we have to cut down on the drill
work. By drill work we mean for example, if a child
has to add 9 and 7, he should be drilled until he knows
9 and 7 are 16 as instinctively as that the letters "i"
and **t" spell the word "it". As it is, many of our chil-
dren are ''finger counters", which means they will start
with 9 and count on their fingers up to seven fingers
which gives them the required answer 16, if they have
made no mistakes. But in any case it is slow work.
In order to determine the accuracy and speed of our
pupils compared to that of pupils in the country at
large, use was made of the Courtis Standard Practice
Tests in Arithmetic which have been standardized.
These consist of cards on which are printed problems
to be worked by the pupils in a given time.
Grade 8 is allowed from 3 to 3 1-4 minutes.
Grade 7 is allowed from 3 1-2 to 3 3-4 minutes.
Grade 6 is allowed from 4 to 4 1-4 minutes.
Grade 5 is allowed from 4 3-4 to 5 1-4 minutes.
Grade 4 is allowed from 5 3-4 to 6 1-4 minutes.,
in which to do correctly all the problems on a card.
The number on a card varies, there are more of the
easy ones, and less of the harder ones. The following
is a copy of 10 of the 72 first addition problems.
947882694530861673536485267049 etc.
The following table shows what 10 to 15 minutes
daily practice did for our pupils in six weeks in Grades
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. In the column headed "First Trial"
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is given the per cent of pupils who got the problems
correct at the first trial. After practicing from 10 to
15 minutes daily for two weeks they were tested again
by the writer, and the percentage is shown in the col-
umn headed "Second Trial". After two weeks more of
daily practice, their improvement is shown in column
headed 'Third Trial" and the 'Toufth Trial" column
shows what they did after two more weeks or six in all.
The names of the schools are not given out of considera-
tion for those whose improvement was less marked.
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the 8th grade, our pupils will be accurate and rapid in
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
The results of this extended investigation seem to
show that
:
1. We spend much more time on arithmetic than is the
prevailing practice now.
2. We do more problems than is customary now.
3. We do less drill work because of so many problems
and as a result,
4. Our pupils need a great deal of drill in speed and
accuracy in order to be up to the present standard.
READING.
The grade teachers and the superintendent are en-
gaged at present in comparing our methods of teaching
reading, the time devoted to it, the kind of reading ma-
terial used, and the results obtained, with the prevail-
ing practice in the rest of the country.
It will take a number of months yet to finish this
study but we know already several things about the
prevailing practice in the best of schools of today.
1. Reading is the main thing in grades 1 and 2.
Pupils are taught to recognize the largest number
of words possible.
2. In grade 3, reading is still the main subject; it is
mostly oral ; in addition to teaching a large num-
ber of words, attention is given to the meanings
of words and to expression, with some silent read-
ing.
3. In grade 4 this subject is still the important one.
Vocabulary, expression and meanings are empha-
sized in oral reading and regular work is done in
silent reading in which special attention is given to
speed and understanding. Near the end of the
fourth year a child should be able to read silently
150 words a minute of suitable reading and under^
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stand the meaning well enough to tell an intelli-
gent story about what he has read.
4. It appears that we have been giving only about
one-half the time usually given to reading in the
first four grades, hence our pupils, because of this
fact, are not up to the reading standard in these
grades or in the grades above.
5. The standards for reading in Grades 5-6-7-8 are
that pupils should read 170, 190, 220, and 230
words a minute in each respectively and under-
stand the meaning of what they read.
OVERAGE.
The age of pupils in the grades shows something of
the balance and efficiency of any school system. The
children in each grade are either under age, of normal
age or overage.
The following ages have been accepted by common
consent as the normal ages for grades I to VIII by
nearly all school men who have interested themselves
in this problem : Grade I, 6 to 8 years ; Grade II, 7 to 9 ;
Grade III, 8 to 10; Grade IV, 9 to 11 ; Grade V, 10 to
12; Grade VI, 11 to 13; Grade VII, 12 to 14; Grade
VIII, 13 to 15.
If there are too many children under age it may
mean they are unusually bright, or the work is too
easy, or there has been a good many double promotions.
On the other hand if there are too many overage pu-
pils it may mean they are backward, or the work is
too hard, or they have been out a great deal, or they
have failed of promotion. The following table which
does not include the rural schools shows the condition





























This gives an average rank for all grade schools .of
94.4%.
.
When the average rank in all the schools of a city
goes up from 28 1-3% to 94.4% in one year, it is time
to congratulate the teachers of that city.
The next step will be to teach the 600 words used
most in letter writing.
It has been found that the average person with a
good education actually uses about 3000 words more
or less. So that after pur pupils have rnastered these
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two lists of 1600 common words, thej^ will be taught
to spell about as many more of such words as they
need.
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, it may be said that it is absolutely in-
excusable for any school system to be behind the times
or to be conducted in accordance with mere whims or
theories. The progressive school administrators the
country over are investigating, measuring, finding out
facts scientifically, and comparing notes constantly,
so that the experiences and results in any number of
school systems are available to any Superintendent if
he will take the trouble to send for such data.
For illustration : The data presented in the table be-
low, was gathered from 100 representative American
cities and is a helpful guide in planning the work in
our schools or in any schools.
The yearly salaries of these 100 Superintendents
average $2800, therefore any city can avail itself, so
to speak, of the experience of 100 Superintendents
whose total salary per year is $280,000 not to mention
the thousands of dollars that were spent in the work
that led up to these results.
The following table shows the number of hours in
each school year devoted to the various subjects in each
grade and the total number of hours a child will spend
in recitation in each subject if he does eight years of
school work.
Hours a year spent in each grade.
Grades
Subject. 12345678 Total
Reading 272 240 190 160 130 120 100 92 1304
Writing 50 60 50 52 50 45 40 38 385
Language
^ Grammar 80 80 100 110 118 120 135 150 893
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OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.
Mr. Frank H. Damon, Superintendent of Schools,
Dover, N. H. :
Herewith is submitted the annual report of the
Head-Master of the Dover High School.
The total enrollment for the year 1916-1917 was as
follows : Seniors, 72 ; juniors, 65 ; sophomores, 74
;
freshmen, 106; total, 317. For the first term of 1917-
1918 it is: Post-Graduate, 2; seniors, 43; juniors, 47;
sophomores, 77; freshmen, 103; total, 282. The de-
crease in membership in this school reflects the general
condition throughout the country. The unusual in-
dustrial opportunities open to young men and women,
the abnormal unrest among the youth of the country
because of the war, and the high cost of living will, in
large measure, account for the dimunition in numbers
in schools everywhere. Of the sixty-six pupils gradu-
ated in 1917, thrity-one are attending colleges or other
schools.
The student body as a whole has felt the stimulus of
the world war and has responded notably. In the
Spring, seventy-two boys volunteered as farmers' as-
sistants. Of these, eight were excused from the regu-
lar exercises of the school for the last few weeks of
the term and were regularly promoted, and many
others were employed at farming during the summer,
This P'all eighteen boys were excused from a portion
of the daily session during the harvest season to help
gather the crops of the community gardens, The pro-
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ceeds of the girls' operetta last winter were donated
to the Red Cross Society. Since the regular work of
that organiation has been established locally it has re-
ceived the assistance of a number of the girls of the
school. As a result of the canvas in school for the Y.
M. C. A. with the Army and Navy, the pupils sub-
scribed over two hundred dollars. How many of the
alumni and former members of the school are in the
military or naval service has not been determined, but
the secretaries of the recent classes have been asked
to ascertain the facts and make early reports — that
a Roll of Honor may be compiled and kept in our
records.
In November, Mr. Melvin M. Smith, who has been
connected with the high school as teacher and prin-
cipal for the past twenty-five years, resigned to accept
an attractive position at New Hampshire College. In
appreciation of his service to the school and to give his
former pupils an opportunity to congratulate him upon
his professional advancement, a special assembly was
held at the school to which the graduates of the school
in the past quarter-century were invited. Many came,
and from numbers of other letters and telegrams ex-
pressive of appreciation and congratulation were re-
ceived. A multitude of friends of the school know that
in Mr. Smith's withdrawal, the school has met with
a distinct loss in valuable service.
As part of its program to foster interest in the work
and activities of the school, the Alumni Association has
provided the following rewards : A trophy—to be
awarded annually to that class whose average in schol-
arship is highest; a trophy—from the Class of 1905;
for inter-class debate ; four individual prizes—for pu-
pils showing the greatest relative improvement in
scholarship in the departments of English, Latin,
French, or Mathematics. In addition, an interested
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alumnus has provided for the presentation of a medal
to the pupil of superior scholarship in American His-
tory whose essay on some phase of the Revolutionary
period shall be deemed" most meritorious. Last r all,
the Association supplied the football boys with equip-
ment to the value of forty-five dollars, and later gave
the proceeds of a concert—fifty-five dollars—to the
school. The school is to be congratulated upon having
an Alumni Association taking such practical interest
in the welfare of the undergraduates.
During the year the school has been placed upon
the approved list of the New England College Certifi-
cate Board. This means that the head-master's certi-
ficate will be accepted in lieu of examinations for en-
trance to any of the colleges comprising that Board.
The approval carries with it a prestige which will en-
able our graduates to enter—without examination
—
practically any college in the United States which ac-
cepts students on certificate. This is an honor much
to be desired and to be jealously guarded. As the
Board may withdraw the certificate privilege whenever
any graduate of the school fails to do acceptable work
in college, no certificates to these colleges will be grant-
ed in any subjects in which an average of eighty-five
on a scale of one hundred has not been attained.
The departmental work of the school is progressing
favorably. The teachers are competent and are work-
ing faithfully, the main scholastic problem being tiiat
of home study. Frequent notices are sent to parents of
pupils whose children are failing in their studies, but
the teachers feel that, in general, there is an insuffi-
cient amount of home study—on the part of pupils who
pass as well as those who fail. Lessons are assigned
with the expectation that each will require about an
hour of preparation for the average pupil. This pro-
gram necessitates from two to three hours of study
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daily out of school. Parents should see to it that their
children are occupied this length of time in study at
home, and should insist that no pupil is doing its best
without meeting this requirement. In many communi-
ties the high school day has been lengthened to six or
seven hours, giving time for a considerable amount of
study under the supervision of the teachers. This plan
has been effective in materially reducing the amount
of home study required and has resulted in better schol-
arship. Whether Dover is ready for the adoption of
such a plan I do not know, but I believe better school
work would result from its adoption. .
At this time I would express my appreciation for the
co-operation the school committee, superintendent of







PRINCIPAL OF THE EVENING SCHOOL.
To THE Superintendent of Schools:
Sir: I submit this, my report as prinicipal of the
evening school:









Number over 18 years, 25
Number under 18 years, 35
Average attendance, 42




Principal of Evening School.




To THE School Committee:
I respectfully submit the following report for the
year 1917:
Number of complaints from teachers, 254
Number of complaints from St. Charles' school, 13
Number of complaints from St. Mary's Academy, 39
Whole number of complaints received, 306
Number of cases of absence investigated, 302
Number of cases of tardiness investigated, .... 5
Number of children found absent without good
reason, 92
Number found to be truant, 50
Number of visits to schools, 374
Number of visits to families, 425
Number of visits to manufacturing establishments, 98
Number of arrests, 5




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
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THE SCHOOL CENSUS.
To THE School Committee:
I have the honor to submit herewith my report rela-
tive to the enumeration of children assigned to me by
vote of your Board
:
The results of the enumeration are as follows:
Number of children between the ages of five
and sixteen, 2214
Number of children 5 years of age or over and
under 16 inclusive: Boys, 1,192; girls, 1022.
Number between the ages of 10 and 16 not able
to read and write in the English language, 12
Number 10 years of age or over in Grade 1 on
Septembr 30, 3
Number 10 years of age or over in Grade 2 on
September 30, 8
How many of these illiterate children, 10 to 16,
wern born in New Hampshire ? None
How many born elsewhere in the United States ? None
How many born in foreign countries ? 12
Number between the ages of 5 and 8 not regis-
tered in any school in the district or else-
where, 98
Number between the ages of 8 and 14 not regis-
tered in any school in the district or else-
where ? 4
Number between the ages of 8 and 14 out of
school because of mental or physical disability? 10
Number between the ages of 14 and 16 not regis-
tered in any school in the district or else-
where, None
Number between the ages of 14 arid 16 not reg-
istered in any school who have completed the
course of study in the elementary schools, . . 34
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Number of children enumerated who are at-
tending high school or academy outside the
district, 11
Number of blind between the ages of 5 and 16, 1
Number of deaf and dumb between the ages of
5 and 16, None
Number of children rated by local authorities as
feeble minded between the ages of 5 and 16, . . 4
Whole number of children 5 to 16 years of age
registered as members of schools on Septem-
ber 30, 1917, 2052
V. H. Caverly,
Truant Officer.











Number of male teachers, 4
Number of female teachers, 45
Number of teachers who have graduated from
a normal school, 19
Number of teachers who have graduated from
a training school, 13
Number of teachers who have graduated from
college, 12




First year, $ 350 00
Second year, 400 00
Third year, 450 00
Fourth year, 500 00
Fifth year 550 00
Sixth year, 600 00
Seventh year, 650 00
Principal Belknap school, 750 00
Principal Sawyer school, 1,050 00
HIGH SCHOOL.
Head-master, $ 1,900 00
Sub-master, 1,500 00
One assistant, 1,250 00
One assistant, 900 00
Four assistants, 800 00
One assistant, 750 00
Two assistants, 700 00
One assistant, 650 00
One assistant, 600 00
SPECIAL TEACHERS.
Music (three days per week) , $ 600 00
Drawing (three days per week) , 650 00
Manual training, 750 00
Domestic science, 550 00
ATTENDANCE.
Number of pupils enrolled by grades during the
year ending June, 1917, excluding duplicate enroll-
ment:
W^-'^'- 286
Schools. Total. Boys. Girls.
Grade 12, 72 24 48
Grade 11, 65 31 34
Grade 10, 74 27 47
Grade 9, 106 47 59
Grade 8, 113 49 64
Grade 7, 112 56 56
Grade 6, 156 77 79
Grade 5, 113 60 53
Grade 4, 136 70 66
Grade 3, 130 67 63
Grade 2, 130 67 63
Grade 1, 169 85 84
Total, 1,376 660 716
Number of pupils between six and eight years, 248
Number of pupils between eight and fourteen
years, 733
Number of pupils between fourteen and six-
teen years, 229
Number of pupils over sixteen years of age, 166
Total, 1,376
MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE.
Average attendance in the public schools, as given in








The following resolutions were adopted Jan. 4, 1918
:
Resolved—TiisX the ''No School SignaF' will be
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2-2, 2-2, 2-2, 2-2, on the fire alarm bells followed by
the 2-2, 2-2, on the siren whistle on the Williams Belt
Factory.
When given at 7.40 A. M., it means that no forenoon
session will be held in either high or grade schools.
When sounded at 7.55 the high school will be in ses-
sion but not the graded schools.
The signal for no afternoon session shall be given
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SAWYER SCHOOL, GRADE VII.
Herbert S. Durgin Willis E. Littlefield






SAWYER SCHOOL, GRADE V.
Theodore W. Bryant Mildred Newton
Leo P. Fitzgerald Emma C. Rickert
Ruth W. Hammond Dorothy C. Slack
Dora M. Hayes Ha^el M. Toof
SAWYER SCHOOL, GRADE IV.
Wyatt B. Berry Eleanor G. Littlefield
Herve L. Cole Mabel M. Wiggin




SAWYER SCHOOL, GRADE H.
SAWYER SCHOOL, GRADE L
PIERCE SCHOOL, GRADE IV.
Harold G. Bowen Helen L. McShane
Llewellyn A. Brewster James D. McShane
Lanris V. Hubbard Maynard^ G. Young
PIERCE SCHOOL, GRADE III.
Sylvester G. Fitzgerald Carl B. Hoitt
PEIRCE SCHOOL, GRADE II.
Marion E. Bowen Joseph Sullivan
PIERCE SCHOOL, GRADE I.
Helen G. Bowen E. Irene Garvin
SHERMAN SCHOOL, GRADE VI.
Everett C. Jackson James McCoole
SHERMAN SCHOOL, GRADE V.
Clyde Garvin I'aiiiinf M. Hill
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CITY HALL SCHOOL, GRADE VHL
Doris M. Holt Edna I. Ordway
Dorotty L Keniston
CENTRAL SCHOOL, GRADE VHL
Ellen Allison Adalene Clarke
Marion Cassell Harold Sears
CENTRAL SCHOOL, GRADE VII.
Mildred Cornell Jarnes Murphy
VARNEY SCHOOL, GRADE IV.
Helen B. Webb
VARNEY SCHOOL, GRADE III.
Alma E. Brandeis Joseph W. Doe
VARNEY SCHOOL, GRADE II.
None.
VARNEY SCHOOL, GRADE I.
Blanche Bumford
BELKNAP SCHOOL, GRADE VII.
Ethelyn S. Bliss Earle C. Moore
Helen C. Doe Katherine M. Redmond
Frances G. Greenaway Claude H. Rice
Ernest H. Jenness Agnes G. Stevens
BELHNAP SCHOOL, GRADE VI.
S. Francis Dawson Daniel A. Stone
Ralph G. Illingworth Inez A. Welch
Hortense E. Potter Frederick C. Smalley
BELKNAP SCHOOL, GRADES VI AND V.
James Allison Muriel Steeves
Dorothy Mountford John Heald
Marion Murphy
BELKNAP SCHOOL, GRADE V.
Helen L. Boyd Anna E. Stevens
Wade H. Roberts
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HALE SCHOOL, GRADE IV.
Robert Clark V.rginia Layman
William Clark Alberta McKeon
Frances Goldthwaite Herbert York
HALE SCHOOL, GRADE III.
Charles D. Cilley Florence J. Jackson
Annie L. Heald Gladys M. Smith
HALE SCHOOL, GRADE II.










LIMITS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
The follov^ing table of limits gives the general out-
lines of the districts which are subject to such changes
as may be necessary from time to time.
Grade VIII.
City Hall school.—East of Central avenue, Ham
street and south to and including Stark avenue. West
of Central avenue from the B. & M. R. R. to and in-
cluding Silver street and to Belknap street. Subur-
ban districts.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the city hall limits.
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Central school.—All of the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Grade VII.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the B. & M. R. R., east to the
Cocheco river, and Fourth street west of the Cocheco
river.
Central school.—South of the Sawyer limits to Sil-
ver street, and as far west as Belknap street; south
on Central avenue to Stark avenue and east of these
streets. Suburban districts.
Belknap school.—All of the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Sherman school.—On the east side of Central ave-
nue. Ham street and south to and including George
street and Payne street. On the west side, from
B. & M. R. R., to and including St. Thomas street and
west to Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford,
Fresh Creek, Garrison Hill district, and Blackwater.
Grades VI, V.
Sherman school.—On the west side, from B. & M.
R. R., to and including St. Thomas street and west to
Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford, Fresh Creek,
Garrison Hill district, and Blackwater.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Fourth street, west of the
Cocheco river, the B. & M. R. R., between Cocheco and
Central avenue and the Northern Sherman limits.
Belknap school (b).—South of the Sherman limits
to the lower end of Central avenue and as far west as
Locust street.
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Belknap school (a).—All of the southern and west-
ern part of the city not included in the above limits.
Grades IV, III. II.
Sawyer school.—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is Cocheco river and
Fourth street west of the Cocheco river; the eastern
boundary is Park street.
Peirce school.—East of the Sawyer limits and as
far south as Portland street.
Varney school.—East of Central avenue, south from
Peirce limits to George street and west to Payne
street; west of Central avenue, south from Sawyer
limits to Silver street and Rutland street and includ-
ing these streets.
Hale school.—South of Varney limits to rural dis-
tricts. Pupils from Garrison hill district and Black-
water will be transported to the school having the
smallest number of pupils.
Grade I.
Sawyer school.—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is Cocheco river and
Fourth street west of the river, the eastern boundary
is Park street.
Peirce school.—East of the Sawyer limits and south
to Portland street.
Varney school.—East of Central avenue, south from
Peirce limits to Silver street and Rutland street and
including these streets.
Hale school.—South from the Sherman and Varney
limits to Watson street and 227 Locust street.





The graduating exercises of the high school were
held in the opera house at 2.30 o'clock, Thursday, June
21, 1917. The program was as follows
:





Rev. A. E. Kenyon.
4. VIOLIN SOLO—"Souvenir,"
Helena Kelleher
5 ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES,
Prof. James L. McConaughy.
6. MARCH—From Light Cavalry ("Poet
and Peasant")
High School Orchestra
7. PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS,
Mr. George D. McDuffee,





















Mary Anne Catherine Boyd Catherine Louisa Linnehan














Martha Laura Ellen Nason
Moses Newbury Paul, Jr.
Lucia Jane Plumer
Mary Marguerite Courtney Gladys Caroline Pound
Lillian Francis Curtis Dorothy Deborah Roberts
Eleanor Follansby Sarah Frances Sanders
































RECIPIENTS OF BOOKKEEPING CERTIFICATES.
Paul James Cassell Doris Irene Gallegher
Doris Elizabeth Chesley Lester Woodbury Marston
Olive Electa Emerson Gertrude Izetta McKay
RECIPIENTS OF STENOGRAPHY CERTIFICATES.
Helen Marie Beckingham Mildred Thornton Gray
Martin Wallace Bickford Esther Louise Hobby
Olive Sarah Fox
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES.
The school report for 1908 contained the names of
all graduates of the high school from 1854 to 1907.
The school report for 1912 contained the names
from 1908 to 1913.
The following list is from 1913 to 1917 inclusive:
Class OF 1913.
Thomas Richard Anderton Mary Florence Lumsden
Beatrice May Ashby Leslie Eugene Lynde
Ray Stanley Baxter Harold Ruggles McEwan
Alice Leigh Bennett Ola Jennie Mills
Florence May Blaisdell Arthur Richardson Morgan
Marjory Ramsdell Boomer Carroll Monroe Nash
Charles Edward Browne Gladys Augusta Nelson
Earl Gray Caswell Alphonso Norman
Charles Meldon Clark Alice Katharine Baton
Earl Blanchard Coburn Marion Elbeier Pattee
James Daniel Colomy Leslie Mathews Paul
Marion Augusta Dame Philip Hall Reed
Natalie Drew Ewer Eleanor Richmond
Beatrice Louise Fall Elizabeth May Ricker
Alice Fernald Sheldon Stone Rogers
Orrin Edgar Fernald John Hooper Rollins
Anna Rebecca Fogg Carl Robert Sanders
Stanley Hall Frary iJ.i Forence Sanders
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Fred Chambers Goddard Stephen Edwin Sanders














































Mollie Elizabeth Sherman Tapley Moulton
Amaculater Devereaux Elizabeth May Ordway
Mildred Alicia Dyer Ruth Gertrude Pemberton
Philip Emerson Everett Forrest Remick
























































Kendrick Elwell Fenderson Ernest Frank Sanders
John Israel Fernald Marie Gertrude Sherry
Anna Katherine Finn Nehemiah Roy Snell
















McCarthy Marion Elizabeth Main

















George Frederick Calcutt Henry Berry Knox
Blanche Gertrude Mildred Mae Langley
CaldwellWalter Leon Locke
Frances Marguerite Valerie Lunt
CartlandRaymond Francis Maguire




Cavanaugh Mary Catherine McManus
Gerald Parker Crosby Charlotte Elizabeth
Maurice Emerson Currier Meserve






























Hamilton Leonard Everett Winslow















Mary Anne Catherine BoydCatherine Louisa Linnehan














Martha Laura Ellen Nason
Moses Newbury Paul, Jr.
Lucia Jane Plumer
Mary Marguerite Courtney Gladys Caroline Pound
Lillian Frances Curtis Dorothy Deborah Roberts















Dorothy Knowlton Frost Dorothy Pauline
Mary Elizabeth Gerrish Wentworth
Robert Leslie Glidden Russell Adams Wentworth
Mildred Thornton Gray Marjorie Cummings
Arthur Morton Haley Willand
Albert Paul Hallworth George Washington
Mary Margaret Hennessey Winslow
Ernest Warden Hewitt Helen Doris Yeaton
Esther Louise Hobby James Howard Young
Number of graduates of the high school during the
last ten years :
Per cent
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
1908 21 30 51 41 59
1909 18 31 49 37 63
1910 18 27 45 40 60
1911 36 37 73 49 51
J912 27 30 57 47 53
1913 28 29 57 49 51
1914 18 39 57 32 68
1915 21 36 57 37 63
1916 25 36 61 41 59
1917 21 45 66 31 68
The September registration of the high school for
ten years has been:
Per cent
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
1908 136 140 276 49 51
1909 152 151 303 50 50
1910 151 152 303 50 50




1913 134 183 317 42 58
1914 134 185 319 42 58
1915 131 183 314 41 59
1916 134 176 310 43 57
1917 116 163 279 42 53
PROGRAM OF DOVER HIGH SCHOOL.
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For 1917-18 Office Practice is replaced by 2nd Stenography.
SOS
of the home and for normal schools. It is for the elec-
tion of girls who wish to become nurses, dressmakers,
milliners, and teachers, and for those who desire a
thorough knowledge of the activities of the home.
The Modern language curriculum offers a larger
choice of subjects than do the other curricula and is
open to pupils whose aim is a high school education,
rather than a training for any particular object.
Pupils admitted to the high school, with the ap-
proval of their parents, must elect one of the above
curricula and take for graduation all the subjects
therein. Changes from one curriculum to another may
be made only by making up all branches included in the
chosen curriculum. The work of any curriculum may
be completed in four or more years and extra studies
may be taken only with the principal's consent, ap-
proved by the superintendent.




Monday,—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VIII ; 1.30-3.30, City Hall
VIII.
Tuesday,—8.30-10.30, Central VIII ; 1.30-3.30, Central
VII.
Wednesday,—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30, Bel-
knap VII.





Monday.—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VIII ; 1.30-3.30, City Hall
VIII.
Tuesday.—8.30-10.30, Central VIII ; 1.30-3.30, Central
VII.
Wednesday.—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30, Bel-
knap VII.





Monday.—8.30-9, City Hall: 9-10, Central VII and
VIII; 10-10.45, High; 10.45-11.30, High; 1.30-2.15,
orchestra; 2.30-3, Hale.
Tuesday.—8.30-9.30, Varney; 9.45-11.30, Belknap:
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1.30-2.30, Pierce; 2.40-3.30, Sherman.
Wednesday.—8.30-9.30, I-IV, Sawyer; 9.30-10, V, Saw-
yer; 10.15-10.45, VI, Sawyer; 10.45-11.15, VIII,
Sawyer; 11.50-12.30, High; 2.30-3, Sawyer VII.
DRAWING.
Bernice F. Peavey.
Monday P. M.—1.30-3.30, Belknap VII, VI, VI-V, V.
Tuesday A. M.—8.30-10.20, Hale IV, III, II, I; 10.30-
11.10, City Hall VIII.
Tuesday P. M.—1.30-3.30, Sawyer, VIII, I, VII, VI.
Wednesday A. M.—8.30-10.20, Peirce; 10.30-11.30,
Sherman.
Thursday A. M.—8.30-10.10, Varney; 10.20-11.30, Cen-
tral, VII, VIII.




George F. Hersey, residence, 19 Richmond street.
5.30 to 11.30 A. M. ; 12.30 to 4.00 P. M. Six days per
week.
SOUTH side.
Alfred R. Sayer, residence 42 Rutland street.
Varney, 8.00 to 8.30, 11.00 to 11.30 A. M.; 2.45 to
3.30 P. M.
Belknap, 8.45 to 9.15, 10.30 to 10.45 A. M. ; 2.00 to
2.30 and 3.30 P. M.
Hale, 9.30 to 10.15 A. M.; 1.30 to 1.45, 3.45 to 4.00
P. M.
NORTH SIDE.
Branch McKay, residence 6 Granite street.
Sawyer, 8.15 to 9.00, 10.05 to 10.30 A. M.; 1.25 to
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2.15 and 3.45 P. M.
Sherman, 9.05 to 9.30 A. M. ; 12.45 to 1.10, 3.00 to
3.15 P. M.
Pierce, 9.35 to 10.00, 11.30 A. M.; 2.40 to 3.00, 3.30
to 3.40 P. M.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL GRADUATES.










































CENTRAL SCHOOL, GRADE VIII.
Ellen Allison Marjorie Vitilyn
Elizabeth Lawrence Brown Larochelle
















Melissa Marjory Goddard Annie Mary Rousseau
Charles Lane Carpenter Harold Otis Sears
Goss Frank Albert Stacy













































OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1917.
TRUSTEES.
Fred N. Beckwith, ex-officio, mayor of the city.
Maurice C. Gibbs, ex-officio, president of common
council.
Fred Hooper Hayes term expires 1918
Clarence I. Hurd term expires 1919
Elisha R. Brown term expires 1920
George E. Varney term expires 1921
Daniel Hall term expires 1922
RoscOE G. Blanchard term expires 1923
George H. Williams term expires 1924











Finance Blanchard, Varney, Williams.
Building
—






Beatrice M. G. Jenkins.
Assistants,








To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
The Board of Trustees of the Dover Public Library
presents its report of the work of the Library for the
year 1917.
Regular meetings have been held each month except
during July and August, at which books have been
duly looked over and bills thoroughly examined. So
carefully have all expenditures been planned, that at
the close of the year, with all bills paid, the board finds
itself in possession of a substantial balance with
which to begin the work of another year.
One change has occurred in the membership of the
board. In June the chairman, Hon. Fred N. Beckwith,
entered the National Army, and for the remaining
months of the year his place has been filled by Alonzo
G. Willand, acting mayor.
For statistics and detailed accounts of work and
finances, reference should be made to the reports of
the librarian and treasurer, appended to and made a





. JOHN T. WELCH, TREASURER.
January 1 to December 31, 1917.
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1916 account $ 191 33
City appropriation 5,800 00
Fines 173 02
Lothrop fund income 45 00
Woodman fund income 250 00
Jaques fund income 84 12
Pray fund income 39.17
Total $ 6,582 64
EXPENDITURES.











Balance, cash on hand 787 66




Dover, N. H., December 31st, 1917.
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INVESTMENTS.
Jaques fund, Strafford Savings bank $ 2,424 72
Pray fund, Strafford Savings bank 1,129 07
Woodman fund, Strafford Savings bank ... 173 63
Woodman fund, 5 per cent. American Tel.
&Tel.Co., 5,000 00
Lothrop fund, 4^ per cent, bond, Mass-
achusetts Gas Co 1,000 00
Lothrop fund, balance deposited in Straf-
ford Savings bank 28.38
FINANCE COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
To THE Trustees of the Dover Public Library :
This is to certify that we have examined the finan-
cial accounts of John T. Welch, treasurer, from Jan-
uary 1 to December 31, 1917, and find them to be cor-
rectly cast, properly vouched and the balance on hand
to be as represented.
We have also examined the several investments and





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.
To THE Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library :
Gentlemen : The report of the librarian showing
the work of the library for the year 1917 is herewith
presented.
THE year's growth.
Whole number of volumes Jan. 1, 1916 .... 45,456
Volumes purchased 921
Volumes received by gift 331
Bound periodicals 186
Total number of accessions 1,438
Received from U. S. government, but
not accessioned, 350 vols, and
1,800 pamphlets.
Worn out vols, withdrawn 56
Total increase for the year 1,382
Total number of accessioned vols. Dec. 31,
1917 46,838
the year's work.
For a long time the library has been able to report
each year an increase in circulation, but this year
closes with a loss, though a small one—less than one
thousand in number, That the decrease is no greater
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IS surprising, for many men who have been steady
readers are now away in war occupations, and many
women are using all their spare time in knitting and
Red Cross work. The total issue of books for the year
has been 76,074, of which 16,404 was from the Chil-
dren's room. The circulation from the Children's room
was a little more than that for last year, the circula-
tion in several of the non-fiction classes from the main
library increased—especially in the department of his-
tory, where the war books have had wide use—and
the falling off in numbers was entirely in the field
of adult fiction
To the Reading room have come 14,564 visitors, 813
of whom came on Sundays. The Historical room has
had its usual number of students. To the Children's
room have come 13,241 visitors.
The regular work of the library has been maintained
as usual throughout the year. Work with the schools
has gone on, the pupils from the high school have
come over in classes for instruction in the use of cata-
logs and reference books, the story hour for children
has been kept up, the weekly class with the assistants
has continued, exhibits of pictures have been displayed,
and study clubs have been aided in book selection and
program making. But a heretofore unknown variety
of work has this year arisen, and has demanded much
time and attention. This may be called
LIBRARY WAR SERVICE.
It has consisted of three kinds of work; preserva-
tion of material, output of information, and practical
personal aid to men in the service. As soon as war
was declared, all three kinds were begun at the library.
For preservation of material a scrapbook was started
in which all local history was gathered, official lists,
registration blanks, lists of the Dover company, the
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drafted men, reports of local events, official no-
tices, pictorial material and printed letters from
the front. In addition a card catalog is being
made of Dover men in the service, with their
home addresses and photographs, and any personal
items that are possible to find. This material has al-
ready become of much value and in years to come will
be highly prized in our collection of local history.
For the work of information, a bulletin board was
placed in the Delivery room, under the silk flag that
had been hung there, and on the board were displayed
from day to day war posters, pictures, notices and
maps. One of the tables in the reading room was de-
voted to an exhibit of books on military science, and
all through the spring months young men might be
seen there studying technical manuals and the publica-
tions of the War Department. Another table has now
been given up to Food Conservation literature, and Red
Cross magazines and bulletins. Literature relating not
only to the events of the war, but also to patriotism and
ideals of public service has been kept before borrow-
ers, with the purpose of increasing intelligent ideas of
the principles for which this country is at war.
The work of personal service was also begun early.
When our Dover company marched away, a notice was
issued from the library that the pattern of a sewing
kit, approved by the captain of the company, might be
obtained at the desk and that these kits when completed
and brought to the library, would be sent to members
of the company, then at Fort Constitution. In response
to this notice 65 well equipped kits were sent to the
m.en and requests for the pattern came from several
neighboring towns, both in this state and Maine.
In September came the Library War Fund cam-
paign. By request of the War Council, the American
Library Association undertook to raise a million dol-
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lars to equip camp libraries and supply books and mag-
azines to American soldiers and sailors everywhere.
To raise the fund they asked cities and towns to con-
tribute a sum equal to five per cent of their popula-
tion. This made the allotment for Dover $660.
In view, of the many calls for money this seemed
a large sum, but the assistants w^ere confident from the
first that it could be raised and assured the trustees
of their readiness to help in the work. The trustees
appointed the librarian to act as treasurer of the fund
and the following persons w^ere selected as team-lead-
ers : Rev. John A. Chapin, Mr. Charles W. Cross, Miss
Dorothy L. Williams, Miss Beatrice M. Jenkins, Miss
Bessie I. Parker, Miss Minnie P. Morrill and Miss
Ethel W. Devin. These leaders selected their helpers
and the campaign began on September 24. So efficient-
ly did the collectors work that the end of the week saw
the amount completed and more, and instead of $660,
$900 was sent as Dover's contribution. Of the eleven
cities in New Hampshire, only four raised their quota,
and of these four, Dover led in its proportion of excess.
The state of New Hampshire, as a state, did not come
up to its requested amount, but the campaign was suc-
cessful through the country as a whole, and the million
and more was raised.
The library has also acted as a receiving and distri-
buting station for books for soldiers. In September
a box was sent to Boston for general camp distribu-
tion, in October another was sent to our men at Fort
Constitution, and in November another to Fort Foster.
Still another is now ready for Fort Stark.
At the Christmas season a card bearing a picture of
the library and a message of greeting and good wishes
was sent to every Dover soldier and sailor whose ad-
dress could be learned. These addresses covered a wide,
rang of territory and show how Dover men already
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have scattered. The cards were sent to forts and
training camps in Maine, Massachusetts, New York,
New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Texas, Kentucky, Oklahoma, California, Ha-
waii, France, and to ships in European waters.
It is interesting to record here that of the six boys
who, during their high school course, served as helpers
in this building, and who have now reached years of
enlistment, five are in the service and the sixth offered
himself but was refused on account of defective eyes.
These five are, Donald Libby, corporal, Allen P. Rich-
mond, 1st lieutenant, Tyler Proctor, in the radio ser-
vice, J. Edward McCarthy, chemist in the medical
corps, Norman C. Hurd, in the aviation service.
In all the efforts for patriotic work both in library
service and outside campaigns, the assistants have
v/orked with willing hearts and efficient hands. The
librarian desires to make public acknowledgement of
the value of their service; and she would also accord









Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1917 $ 5 00
Received from fines 242 84
Received from reserve cards 4 64
Received from out of town registration .... 16 00
Received from sale of old paper 3 72
$272 20
EXPENDITURES.
Paid to the Treasurer $ 173.02
Expended for incidentals as by itemized
monthly report to the trustees 94 18








































































































































































































































STATISTICS IN THE FROM RECOMMENDED BY
THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
Report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1917:
Population of city, census of 1910, 13,247.
Terms of use: Free to all inhabitants of the city.
Total number of agencies: One central library.
Number of days open during the year, 304.
Hours open each week for lending, 72.
Hours open each week for reading, 76.
Adult
Number of volumes at
beginning of year, 41,949
Number of volumes added
during year by purchase, 682
Number of volumes added
during year by gift or ex., 321
Number of volumes added
during year by binding, 176
Number of volumes lost or
withdrawn during year, 25














Number of volumes of fiction
|
'
lent for home use, 36,628 10,298 46,926
Total number of volumes lent
for home use, 59,670 16,404 | 76,074
Number of borrowers regis-
tered during year, 217 186 403
Total number of registered borrowers during
31 years 16,670
Number of newspapers and periodicals cur-
rently received 138
328
Number of persons using library for reading
and study 27,805
RECEIPTS FROM
Unexpended balance, $191 33
Local taxation, 5,800 00
Endowment funds, 418 29
Fines, 242 84





Books and music, $1,059 44
Periodicals, 303 41
Binding, 347 09
Salaries, library service, 3,002 80
Salaries, janitor service, heat, 500 00
Light, 126 80
Other maintenance, 549 62
Total maintenance, $5,889 16
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF PINE HILL CEMETERY
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
We have the honor to submit herewith the twenty-
second annual report of the department
under our
charge, for the fiscal year ending December 31,
1917.
The work of the department during the past
season
has been largely of a routine character,
the enhanced
value of all structural material as
well as the advance
in wages authorized by the City Councils,
precludmg
the idea of engaging in any extensions
or improve-
ments not imperatively necessary.
The relation between the revenues and
operatmg
cost of the cemetery department for the
past twelve
months shows but little change from results
obtamed
in previous years.
The amount of money annually paid for wages
forms
no definite criterion by which the economic
policy of
the department may be guaged as all money
paid out
for labor beyond the ordinary demands for
mainten-
ance is reflected in increased revenues
and a larger
area' of saleable lots. During the five
years imme-
diately preceding 1917, the average annual
payments
for wages was only $325.00 less than the
amount paid
out during the year just closed,
notwithstanding the
increase of twenty-five cents per day
allowed all la^
borers at the suggestion of the City
Councils, while
the aggregate earnings, exclusive of
the income from
sale of lots, shows but little variation
from the totals
of previous years. .
On May 14, 1903, one-half of all money received
from the sale of lots in the Easterly
addition to the
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cemetery grounds, was set apart as a sinking fund to
be applied toward the reduction of the cemetery debt
With the final retirement of this debt on the 31st
of December, this diversion of income as well as the
payment of interest charges upon the entire obliga-
tion, has terminated, thus relieving the department
of an irksome burden and opening up possibilities of
permanent improvements which have long been de-
sired. The payment of the cemetery debt has also re-
stored the trust funds which were hypothecated to se-
cure such payment, and relieves the city from the re-
sponsibility incident to a somewhat intricate system
of accounting.
The trust fund deposits and accumulated interest
at the date of filing this report, including the Tredick,
Stackpole and Guppy funds, amounts to $76,127.67.
The department has suffered the loss of two horses
during the past year. One died from natural causes,
while the other had to be shot owing to advanced age.
Two new horses had to be purchased, involving an
outlay of $185.00. We are fortunately able to effect
this replacement without calling upon the City Coun-
cil for additional funds.
Under the will of the late Mr. J. Belknap Guppy the
cemetery department is to receive the income from a
bequest of $400, such sum having been bequeathed to
the City of Dover in trust, the interest to be applied
toward repairing and re-setting grave stones in Pine
Hill Cemetery for which no other provision has been
made. Through Mr. Guppy's timely remembrance the
Board of Trustees are enabled to remedy certain local
conditions which will add very materially to the ap-
pearance of the grounds.
For a detailed statement of the receipts and expen-
ditures of the department you are respectfully refer-
331
red to the reports of the treasurer and the collector,









Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
PINE HILL CEMETERY.
REPORT OF THE COLLECTOR.
To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery :
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit herewith
a statement of the financial transactions of this de-











Work on Lots, $349 40 $1,344 00 $1,212 53
Care of Lots, . .
.
Interments
Rent of Tomb . . .
Rent, House and Pas-
ture,
Sale of Hay




978 00 1,008 65
764 50 764 50





$1,082 87 $3,393 50 $3,303 68
BOOK ACCOUNTS.
Work on Lots, $ 480 87
Care of Lots, 646 06
Rent of House and Pasture, 21 00
Sale of Hay, U IH






REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery :
I submit herewith the annual report of the treas-
urer of the board of trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery




Balance on hand, $ 646 39
City appropriation, 1,500 00
To sale of the following lots in cemetery,
new part
:
Mrs. Ellery I. Bennett, south
half, lot 27, Walnut ave.,
Japonica path, group 3, .... $ 75 00
Philanthropy Dept., D.W.C.,
grave 9, lot 23, Maple ave.,
group 2, 9 00
Stuttos Stylienides, Ex'r., part
payment, north half of lot 27,
Walnut ave., Japonica path,
group 3, 25 00
Mrs. Frank E. Syms, graves
1-2-3, lot 2, Catalpa ave,
group 9, 30 00
Fred L. Morang, administrator,
lot 4, Catalpa ave., group 4, 200 00
Alexander Skelly, part payment,
south half of lot 32, Walnut
ave., Japonica path, group 3, 25 00
•^•^.4OO'
Myrtle E. Lindsay, grave 4, lot
2, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, group 9, $10 00
A. Louise Angier, graves 4 and
5, lot 21, Walnut ave., group 2, 18 00
Arthur K. Hall, part payment,
north half of lot 28, Walnut
ave., Japonica path, group 3, 25 00
Ralph A. Prior, part payment,
south half, lot 28, Walnut
ave., Japonica path, group 3, 25 00
Everett L. Chapman, final pay-
ment, lot 30, Walnut ave.,
^^o"P 2, 83 33
Everett L. Chapman, final pay-
ment, south half of lot 32,
Walnut ave., group 2, 41 67
Mrs. Grace C. Fogg, graves
1-2, Catalpa ave., Japonica
P^^h' 20 00
Chas. F. Cate, part payment, lot
12, Walnut ave., group 3, . . 100 00
Arthur K. Hall, additional pay-
ment, north half lot 28, Wal-
nut ave., Japonica path, group
^" 25 00
Pardon Dexter, Jr., part pay-
ment, north half lot 32, Wal-
nut ave., Japonica path,
^^o^^P 3, 25 00
Mrs. Dora Vyth, grave 5, lot 1,
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
poup 9, 10 00
Miss Carrie Salinger, grave 6,
lot 1, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, group 9, ^ , , ^ 10 OO
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W. Ross Wilson, grave 11-12, lot
2, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, group 9, $ 20 00
James Jackson, part payment,
south half lot 31, Walnut ave.,
Japonica path, group 3, . . . . 25 00
Geo. F. Holmes, part payment,
north half lot 36, Walnut ave.,
group 2, 62 50
Ralph A. Pryor, additional pay-
ment, south half lot 28, Wal-
nut ave., Japonica path, group
3, 25 00
John W. Tracey, graves 9-10-11-
12, lot 1, Catalpa ave., Ja-
ponica path, group 9, 40 00
Mrs. Francis M. Tibbetts, part
payment south half lot 29,
Walnut ave., Japonica path,
group 3, 25 00
Joseph Perkins, graves 7, lot 3,
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, 10 00
Alexander Skelley, south half
lot 32, Walnut ave., Japonica
path, group 3, 25 00
Gordon Clark, grave 8, lot 1,
Catalpa ave., Japonica path,
group 9, 10 00
Trygve Gulbrandsen, grave 7,
lot 1, Catalpa ave., Japonica
path, group 9, 10 00
Mrs. George A. Merrill, grave 1
and 2, lot 4, Catalpa ave., Hy-
acinth path, group 9, 20 00
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Arthur K. Hall, additional pay-
ment, north half lot 28, Wal-
nut ave., Japonica path,
group 3, $ 25 00
Ralph A. Prior, payment south
half lot 28, Walnut ave., Ja-
ponica path, group 3, 25 00
Mrs. Francis M. Tibbetts, addi-
tional payment south half lot
29, Walnut ave., Japonica
path, group 3, 30 00
Mrs. J. Herbert Seavey, lot 1
and 2, Catalpa ave., group 4, 400 00
$1,509 50
Income Tredick fund, 292 50
Income of cemetery received from collector:
Work on lots, $1,212 53
Care of lots, 1,008 65
Interments, 764 50
Rent of tomb,. 103 00
Rent of house and pasture .... 214 00





Salaries and Wages $6,361 29
By Sundry bills as follows:
E. J. York, $ 237 63
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co 16 50
H. C. Hacking, 7 50
C. L. Jenness 19 31
Dover Water Works, 66 39
Thomas Sherry, 55 00
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Bellamy Mill, $ 7 45
Strafford National bank, 2 00
F. L. Farnham, 2 00
Chas. H. Moulton Co., 6 00
H. A. Morrison, collector, .... 3 24
E. N. Olzendam, 4 00
G. H. Sherry, P. M., 27 10
A. E. Cobbett, 13 50
Tribune Pub. Co., 3 50
Charles H. Foss, 60 00
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co 80
Isaac L. Lucas 50 00
John A. Randall 6 00
F. F. Meserve, 135 00
Geo. J. Foster & Co 4 00
J. H. Seavey 121 54
F. J. Farley, 2 00
H. C. Hayes, 1 25





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1917.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen :—Acting under your instructions the
efforts of this department, during the past year, have
been largely confined to the normal upkeep of the prem-
ises, the fulfillment of trust fund obligations, and the
performance of special work required, from time to
time, by owners of lots. Although but little new work
has been accomplished, the general appearance of the
grounds has been very materially improved. Sixty-
eight new headstones have been erected during the sea-
son, and sixteen new and beautiful monuments placed
in position throughout the grounds.
The interments for the year are given in the follow-
ing chronological table:
Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
Jan.
1 Fred M. Stevens, U 912 7
3 Mary A. Chesley, B 108 8
3 David Hassen, S 801 1
5 Frank E. Symes, Jap. Cat^.lpa 2 19
6 Joseph W. Pettis, S 726 4
7 James W. Stevens, N 41 1
7 Ellery P. Bennett, Jap. Walnut 37 1 3
10 Felix Lundquist, New Ad. 13
12 Mary A. L. Cross, J 110 2
13 Ella M. Foss, T 819 8
14 Samuel Rackley, Q 861 11
14 Nancy H. Stevens, E 19 2
14 Alice Caswell, , . Jap. Walnut 17 10 2
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Path
15 Sarah J. Morang,
22 Gertrude E. Stafford, Jap.
22 Harry Hough,
24 George F. Woodus,
24 Herbert A. Skully, Jap.
24 Vasallian child,
24 William H. Campbell, . . .
26 Hartley Littlefield, New Ad.
27 George W. Varney,
27 Irene 0. Clark,
30 Maurice C. Cook,
30 Thomas E. Mathews,
31 Herbert K. Otis,
31 Edna M. Tibbetts, Jap.
Feb.
9 Davis child,
10 Henry H. Sterling,
10 Pricilla A. Legg,
10 Amelia A. Emmott,
14 Charles H. Morang,
17 Charles W. Demeritt,
17 Eliza G. Avery,
19 Lavira Davis,
21 Martha N. Smellie,
24 Charles E. Ricker,
24 Joseph H. Hanson,
26 Frederick C. Wentworth, .
March.
2 Ralph H. Walker,
2 Adelaide G. Hurd,
6 Henry A. Redfield,
8 Hannah C. Williams,
11 Fernald Libby,
12 Gordon E. Tracey, Jap.
16 Jeremy B. Guppy,
Ave. Lot G'v G'p
Catalpa 4 2 4
Maple 7 3 2
M 173 1
R 698 6



































Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
18 Julia S. Shapley, S 854 1
20 George P. Demeritt, B 6
23 William E. Curry, New Ad. 15
23 Cora C. Furber, Maple Furber Tomb.
26 Sarah E. Gerish, J 1284 8
29 Nora B. Stranfield, J 1238 8
April.
3 Lavina C. Cutts, Jap. Maple 11 8 1
12 Martha Y. Kay, K 135 5
12 J. Martha Bedell, K 258 12
14 Nazar Hossepian, Jap. Catalpa 2 12 9
17 George B. Tibbetts, R 757 1
18 Caroline A. Ranshaw, N 70 5
19 Cerefta J. Merrill, B 113 2
26 Emma Hodgdon, Q 682 2
26 Paul Ham, New Addition, 16
29 Charles E. Rhodes, Jap. Walnut 20 8 1
May.
3 Mary E. Stackpole, J 203 5
4 Hannah M. Home, S 795 5
7 Ellen E. Sherman, ' J 177 7
7 James E. Rand, Q 554 12
8 Georgie E. Towle, J 92 11
12 Lydia E. Conner, U 913 7
13 Beatrice L. Buzzell, Q 598 9
18 Thomas B. Hough, . K 192 8
19 William H. Chamblin, . . . Walnut 33 3 2
19 A. J. Wilson, Jap. Catalpa 2 10 9
19 R. H. Lamb child, R 746 12
27 Charles H. Jones, Jap. Catalpa 18 9 4
28 Julius Salinger, Jap. Catalpa 16 9
June.
1 Leah H. Dennis, G 012 5
5 William D. Lothrop, .... L 239 10
5 Norman C. Dame, L 354 9
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
9 Nellie M. Gilman, J^ , ]ll t
9 Eliza Whitehead.
Front 122 7
13 Elmer N. Fogg, Jap-
Catalpa 1 1 J
18 Annie W. Cater « l^^-*
^
22 Charles A. Ward,
K 1207 3
24 Nelson U. Drew,
T »1» i
30 Ellen F. Drew « 4«^ ^
July. „ „(.„ o
1 LiUie H. Lane,
S 752 »
1 Thomas M. Steel, J , fol \
10 Charles D. Perkins,
Front 120 3
12 Thomas Scarr f
686 IZ
14 Herman Vyth, JaP-
Catalpa 1 5 9
19 Emma B. Robinson M '{ °
20 Jacob K. Brown, Jap-
Walnut 21 7 3
21 Maurice C. Littlefield, ... ^ 1a \
21 Frederick W. Davis, .... Z a(\a ^
22 Blanch M. Rooney, „. T . oo i q
23 Parden N. Deter, Jap-
Walnut 32 1 3
27 Howard M. Roberts S ^^^ ^
27 Fred Pratt, New Addition,
lo
27 Eleanor K. Fellows, .... Jap.
Catalpa 1 J J
27 Mary A. Hayes,
R 601 4
27 Marie E.Foss, J^ ^^ ^
28 Richel Jackson, Jap.
Walnut 31 12 3
31 Emily M. Sears, Jap.
Catalpa 1 8 J
Au2f
3 Angelia S. Huntress
Front 140 4
5 Sadie G. Cote ^ /^^^ 4
6 Emily J. Brackett, Jap.
Wa nut 17 11 2
9 James A. Jackson Jap.
Walnut 31 12 3
12 Nellie B. Richmond,
L 2.35 a




13 Elizabeth E. Swain
t 174 f
18 Mary E. Spurling, J
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
21 Priscilla C. Cocking, A 95 4
22 George A. Merrill, Hyicent Catalpa 4 19
29 Blaisdell child, Front 25 9
31 Scla G. Simpson, Jap. Watson 2 11 3
Sept.
1 Leo W. Wormell, J 185 1
1 Ernest A. Duncan, U 904 1
3 Wesley J. Tibbetts, Jap. Walnut 29 3 3
5 Lawrence W. Hull, J 248 3
8 Fred G. Hovey, R 618 9
9 Gilman Hall, 374 5
10 Herbert Hubbard, New Ad. 17
21 Nettir J. Wentworth, L 75 8
26 Ellen S. Corson, H 11 2
26 Orrin P. Palmer, H 72 5
28 Anna Perkins, Jap. Catalpa 3 7 9
29 Hannah M. Moore, Walnut 30 7 3
Oct.
2 Benamin F. Eaton, .... Fushia Watson 811
8 Olive J. Langdon, S 783 3
9 Elizabeth B. Kelly, L 245 6
12 Mary A. Philbrick, G 164 8
13 Homer Flood, Jap. Catalpa 18 9
13 Alice F. Chase, S 775 3
21 Alfred P. Drew, Q 482 1
29 William Brooks, New Ad. 18
30 E. Frank Boomer, T 907 1
Nov.
5 Gubrandson child, Jap. Catalpa 17 9
7 Ellen M. Tash, D 115 2
9 George W. Brown, C 225 1
9 Benjamin Brierly, Q 397 1
10 Ellen M. Rines, R 649 8
11 Augustus Bideman, R 725 1
15 William Sykes, S 776 7
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
15 Ellen T. Philbrick, 343 5
15 Edwin F. Hall, F 027 12
22 Henry Carroll, New Ad. 19
28 Grace G. Dame, L 354 8
Dec.
6 Elenar J. Winn, N 165 11
11 Nancy Burns, G 34 6
14 Elizabeth Smith, H 136 8
15 Morrill Hough, M 173 8
15 Gilman Towle, J 90 1
26 Ella M. Newling In Tomb.
28 Walter S. Quimby, In Tomb.
28 Cora M. Chrisenten, S 869 2








REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF DOVER
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